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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
J Congdon
346 Burnt Plains Rd
Milford, CT 06461
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
j trinkaus
57 beach drive
lake luzerne, NY 12846
5183078630
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j trinkaus <jftrinkaus@gmail.com>
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Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!
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Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
j trinkaus
57 beach drive
lake luzerne, NY 12846
5183078630
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email: sakolady@verizon.net
realname: J. harris
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: P.0. Box 60
city: Athol,
State: NY
zipcode: 12810-00603551
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. The Boreas Tract
was used commercially for more than 100 years and still, the land was able to sustain that use. Though
commercially managed for timber, ecologically sensitive areas were shielded from abuse. Carefully developed
Unit Management Plans used in conjunction with Recreational Management Plans, managed by the DEC could
continue to protect areas deemed sensitive, while providing a full range of recreational opportunities. Balancing
Wild Forest with Wilderness would increase the potential to attract more visitors to the Park to the benefit of the
local communities. Alternative 1 provides the best opportunity to achieve the recreational, environmental and
economic benefits that this land could provide for the people of New York. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
June Avignone
35 Linden St
Rochester, NY 14620-2309
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
June Avignone
35 Linden St
Rochester, NY 14620-2309
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Hagens
113 Bleecker St
New York, NY 10012-1811
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ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
The Adirondacks have been home to many of my childhood memories and I don't want it to lose it's wonder for my future
children.
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

Jacinda Henry
502 S Pearl St
Iuka, MS 38852

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Garvey <jack@garvey‐mail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:58 AM
ClassificationComments
Adirondack Native Says Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As someone who was born and raised in the Adirondacks (Mineville, NY), who still owns property there, and who
spends significant time in the Adirondacks, I offer this email relative to the classification of the Boreas Ponds,
Boreas River and buffer. Although the following text was crafted to help me communicate with you, it reflects,
entirely, my feelings and opinion on the matter.
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
John C. (Jack) Garvey
Elizabethtown, NY
Jack Garvey
4259 Lincoln Pond Road
Elizabethtown, NY 12932
732-397-3103
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Hyndman <jack_hyndman@yahoo.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 9:49 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed
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Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jack Hyndman
PO Box 417
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
9176919928

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Lupo <jackblupo@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 11:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jack Lupo
641 Conklin Forks Rd
Conklin, NY 13748
6077659263
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Lupo <jackblupo@gmail.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 12:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jack Lupo
641 Conklin Forks Rd
Conklin, NY 13748
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack McCartan <jack_mccartan@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:51 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Jack McCartan
262 South Dillwyn Road
Newark, DE 19711
(302) 545-0312

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack McClenahan <gmoney64holla@aim.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:51 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jack McClenahan
Cohoes, NY 12047

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Pellerito <jpellerito1@midmich.edu>
Saturday, December 24, 2016 10:58 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jack Pellerito
Gladwin, MI 48624

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack R Augliano II <corarose816@icloud.com>
Friday, November 11, 2016 6:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Alternative 1

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

I support alternative 1 to classify The Boreas Pond Tract as Wild Forest. It is imperative that NYS allow people
who love to enjoy the outdoors, be it on bikes, snowmobiles, atv's, or what have you, an opportunity to do so. This
tract of land is perfect for motorized activities, in that it already has man made improvements. I do agree
motorized vehicles do not belong everywhere. I also believe NYS has plenty of public land already classified as
wilderness. These public lands purchased with taxpayer funds need to be classified with ALL of New Yorkers
recreational specific interests in mind.
Thank You.
Jack Augliano
Sent from my iPad

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Roberts <rondack.jack@gmail.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 9:18 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Greetings:
I am writing to support what i think to be Alternative # 1. I am in favor of allowing motor traffic up to the LaBier Flow. By doing
so, old folks like myself could conceivably wheel a kayak or canoe into the ponds ( 1 mile) and be able to enjoy the serenity by
boat. I am a "catch and release" fishing guy who would love to sample what the ponds have to offer.
I am not a fan of snowmobiles, but use of existing roads seems to be a logical choice. I am not in favor of making the ponds and
surrounding lands so inaccessible that only super elite hikers can gain access to them. What is the point of having such splendid
parcels of land and water if only the few can enjoy them.
I have a lakehouse on Piseco Lake and have spent my whole life enjoying my spring, summer, fall in the ADK.
Thank you for your attention.

Jack Roberts

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jack Schroeder <jacka.schroeder@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 11:47 PM
ClassificationComments
adk‐gvc‐conservation@googlegroups.com
Boreas Ponds Tract Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

On behalf of the 1200 plus members of the Genesee Valley Chapter of the Adirondack Mountain Club, I submit the following
comments concerning the classification of the Boreas Ponds Tract:
We wonder what the Boreas Ponds Tract will be like 100 years from now. That these areas are precious to us for their quietude,
their solitude, and their isolation from the works of humans. We trust that future generations will thank those who preserved
these areas.
We do not support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the Adirondack
Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract.
Instead, we advocate Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State
Land Master Plan. We believe any less restrictive categorization will allow the ponds to be exposed to motor noise and
pollution. We worry about the higher risk of invasive species with any motorized access.
However, along with the Nature Conservancy, we accept that motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract can be restricted to a
parking area more than a mile from the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the
parking area and the regulations for its use.
We also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract to ensure
that these tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.

Jack Schroeder, Chair Conservation Committee
Genesee Valley Chapter
Adirondack Mountain Club

conservation@adk‐gvc.org
585 244‐9490

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Simel <jacksimel@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 1:59 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jack Simel
Rochester, NY 14607

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Spula <jbspula@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 11:33 AM
ClassificationComments
Make the Boreas Ponds etc Wilderness forever!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Kathleen Regan, Deputy Director, Planning, APA
Ray Brook, NY
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a lifelong lover of the Adirondacks, I’m deeply concerned about the fate of new pristine lands the state has acquired –
specifically, the Boreas Ponds and adjacent tracts, plus the Boreas River.
Briefly, I have studied the classification alternatives that have been published (having been ill, I haven’t been able to get to any of
the public meetings!). And I believe none of the alternatives provides enough true Wilderness protections for such marvelous
spaces.
The key issue for me and thousands of other wilderness advocates is whether or not “motorized uses” will be allowed on these
newly-acquired lands.The answer is simple: motorized uses must not be allowed, period. (I would grant only an absolutely minimal
exception for certified disabled access – and even then, not in such a way that the waters and wetlands could come into contact
with machinery, invasive species, pollution, etc.)
In general, I think, considering the inherent qualities of these lands -- and especially considering their being adjacent to the High
Peaks Wilderness -- that they must be classified as Wilderness to an extent greater than what is contained in any of the
alternatives.
It’s also vital that buffer zones at least a mile wide are designed to protect the fragile ecosystems on these lands. And if parking is
provided, it must be kept a long distance away – again, at least a mile, from the ponds.
In sum, I think the state needs to go back to the drawing board – and strengthen the protections by designating more land as
Wilderness and ensuring that cars, trucks, ATVs and even MTBs will not damage our new public treasures.
Thank you.
Yours truly,
Jack Spula

Jack Bradigan Spula
63 Benton St.
Rochester, NY 14620-2322
585-271-0255
jbspula@gmail.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jack Tessier <tessiejt71@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 9:48 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Most of Earth is dominated by human activity, and no part of it is without any impact from humans. We owe it to the future
generations from whom we are borrowing Earth to leave as much of our planet as possible in a condition with minimal human
impact.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!

Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jack Tessier
Delhi, NY 13753

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jackblupo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jack Lupo <jackblupo@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jack Lupo
641 Conklin Forks Rd
Conklin, NY 13748-1634

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Collom <jackiehnsb@gmail.xom>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 8:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jackie Collom
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Foster <jacquelinefoster@roadrunner.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:22 AM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
Jackie Foster
P.O. Box 1142
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
518-339-3008

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Gregory <jg@venus.9.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 8:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jackie Gregory
Wawarsing, NY 12489

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Jones <JackieJones4226@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 5:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jackie Jones
28409 Sunglow Run
Menifee, CA 92584
951 852 1444

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Jones <JackieJones4226@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 5:24 PM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jackie Jones
28409 Sunglow Run
Menifee, CA 92584
951 852 1444

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie La Course <jackielacourse@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 10:50 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jackielacourse@yahoo.com
realname: Jackie La Course
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: P. O. Box 155, 4796 State Rte. 28N
city: Newcomb
State: NY
zipcode: 12852-0155
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. As someone who suffers from a physical illness, I find it so very difficult to be limited to
the access of the beauty that I live in. Please consider the local businesses, children, and adult community who try
their best to live here. We really need this. We love it and find it important to share with others. Respectfully, Jackie
L. La Course
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Levinson <jlevinson@buffalozoo.org>
Monday, November 14, 2016 2:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Jackie Levinson
Buffalo Zoo Education Department, 300 Parkside Ave.
Buffalo, NY 14214
7168373990

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Levinson <jlevinson@buffalozoo.org>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:49 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jackie Levinson
360 Saint Lawrence Ave
Buffalo, NY 14216
7162392704

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackie Ng <jackieng273@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 11:20 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jackie Ng
Philadelphia , PA 19147

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jackiedemarais@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jackie demarais
<jackiedemarais@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:59 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
jackie demarais
2704 Casas Del Sur Ct
Granbury, TX 76049-1465

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacklyn Scodellaro <jscodellaro@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 5:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacklyn Scodellaro
Suite 1808, 33 Smithe Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 0B5

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jackson Thomas <jetset@rochester.rr.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
My wife, Shirley, and I have listened to the incessant noise from power boats and floatplanes and have hiked on
trails on which snowmobiles and ATVs have damaged the terrain, turning it into a deeply rutted, muddy and wet
quagmire that instantly destroys one's experience with nature.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
a quiet environment for canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. The DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and
regulate it by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by
the Nature Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jackson "Jet" Thomas
Jackson Thomas
970 Danby Drive
Webster, NY 14580

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jacky@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacky Westoby <jacky@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jacky Westoby
71 BLACKBURN Ave
Schenectady, NY 12345-0001

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaclyn Hamlin <jlwest06@yahoo.vom>
Friday, December 30, 2016 12:30 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jaclyn Hamlin
Alexandria , VA 22314

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Adams <lego130@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 6:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacob Adams
Lake Clear , NY 12945

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JACOB ALDRICH <jakeald22@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:11 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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senders or unexpected emails.
&sbsp;
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
JACOB ALDRICH
6 S FRANKLIN ST
CORTLAND, NY 13045
6073455468

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Catania <jrcatania1@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 1:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacob Catania
98 King Road
Bedford, NH 03110

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jacob goble <jacobgoble@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 3:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jacob goble
croton on hudson, NY 10520

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Johnson <jacob51johnson@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 9:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacob Johnson
Lithia, FL 33547

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Patenaude <jacob.patenaude@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 6:06 PM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jacob Patenaude
7 Van Buren Ave
East Greenbush, NY 12061
518 569 6707

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Rodriguez <jacobrodriguez11491@gmail.com>
Monday, December 26, 2016 7:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacob Rodriguez
Charlotte, NC 28277

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Schwan <jschwan@wayfair.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 11:30 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Now is a time to preserve and protect. NY State is home to millions, yet still can contain wild places and vast nature. Please
consider future generations.
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

Jacob Schwan
Boston, MA 02116

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Spiegel <jspiegel93@aol.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 4:59 PM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
Jacob Spiegel
1334 Manatuck Blvd
Bay Shore, NY 11706
6316654633

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Stern <Jacobstern38@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 8:16 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacob Stern
Saranac Lake , NY 12983

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Tutmaher <jacob.tutmaher@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacob Tutmaher
Arlington, VA 22206

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacob Wells <whitehornlodge@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 7:14 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: whitehornlodge@yahoo.com
realname: Jacob Wells
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 111 State Street
city: Indian Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12842
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Bave <jackibave@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 10:21 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,

Jacqueline Bave
14 Round Table Road
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
(518) 587-3754

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Byrd <jacquelinebyrd@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 9:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacqueline Byrd
3524 Cruze Rd
Powell, TN 37849

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Carpenter <jcarpenter6@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 6:27 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
Though I currently reside in Ohio, I grew up in the Adirondacks and visit frequently.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Carpenter
7441 Darrow Road
Hudson, OH 44236

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Donnelly <jackie0542@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:59 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Donnelly
105 Circular St.
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
5185846346

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Henry <wanderingbooknut@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:25 AM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Henry
PO Box 17
2240 Academy St.
Walworth, NY 14568
315-986-1424

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Henry <wanderingbooknut@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Henry
PO Box 17
2240 Academy St.
Walworth, NY 14568
315-986-1424

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Keating <jackie.keating27@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 13, 2016 11:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Wilderness Priority

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Members of the Adirondack Park Agency,
I am writing from the state of Alaska to express my deep concern over the upcoming classification of Boreas Ponds. As
someone who has dedicated my career to wildlife and wilderness advocacy solely because of my childhood experiences in
the Adirondack Park, I highly value the work you do to protect it and help others enjoy it. For that reason, I must join the
hundreds of others who are gathering to fight for maximum wilderness protection of this new area that we are so lucky to add
to the Adirondack wilderness.
I have watched the Adirondacks become increasingly crowded every year. Our trails are becoming ruts in the ground due to
overuse, our parking lots look like shopping malls, and our wildlife populations struggle to adjust to habitat fragmentation. As
an environmental sociologist with a focus on the human dimensions of wildlife management, I understand the importance of
tourism in supporting local economies in rural places. However, there is a fine line between access and excess, and opening
the Boreas Ponds to closer parking lots and snowmobile use would be speeding past that line loudly.
Wilderness is a formative experience for people. Our evaluation of a wilderness experience is based on past experiences in
similar settings. As such, we are at a critical moment of defining what future generations will consider "wild." With thousands
of miles of roads already crisscrossing that park that people know as "forever wild," do we really need more roads? Should
we not be providing our children and their children with the opportunity to know what it feels like to work to get to a wild space
and hear silence, feel connected, and feel inspired?
I hope that the APA will recognize Boreas Ponds as a "Highest elevation (Prioriry 1) wetland in NYS" that needs maximum
wilderness protection. Dams in wilderness do not need to be maintained, and town easements do not preclude wilderness
classification.
We only have so many remote places left. Let us celebrate and protect them!
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Keating

M.S. Environmental Sociology
Utah State University
Kodiak Bear-Human Interaction
Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge
cell: (585) 410-4732
http://sociology.usu.edu/people/grad-students/jacqueline-keating
https://www.fws.gov/refuge/Kodiak/what_we_do/science/social_science.html
“You cannot get through a single day without having an impact on the world around you. What you do makes a difference, and you have
to decide what kind of difference you want to make.” -Jane Goodall

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Keating <jackie.keating27@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 3:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
Dear Members of the Adirondack Park Agency,
As someone who has dedicated my career to wildlife and wilderness advocacy solely because of my childhood experiences in the
Adirondack Park, I highly value the work you do to protect it and help others enjoy it. For that reason, I must join the hundreds of
others who are gathering to fight for maximum wilderness protection of this new area that we are so lucky to add to the
Adirondack wilderness.
I have watched the Adirondacks become increasingly crowded every year. Our trails are becoming ruts in the ground due to
overuse, our parking lots look like shopping malls, and our wildlife populations struggle to adjust to habitat fragmentation. As an
environmental sociologist with a focus on the human dimensions of wildlife management, I understand the importance of tourism in
supporting local economies in rural places. However, there is a fine line between access and excess, and opening the Boreas
Ponds to closer parking lots and snowmobile use would be speeding past that line loudly.
Wilderness is a formative experience for people. Our evaluation of a wilderness experience is based on past experiences in similar
settings. As such, we are at a critical moment of defining what future generations will consider "wild." With thousands of miles of
roads already crisscrossing that park that people know as "forever wild," do we really need more roads? Should we not be
providing our children and their children with the opportunity to know what it feels like to work to get to a wild space and hear
silence, feel connected, and feel inspired?
I hope that the APA will recognize Boreas Ponds as a "Highest elevation (Prioriry 1) wetland in NYS" that needs maximum
wilderness protection. Dams in wilderness do not need to be maintained, and town easements do not preclude wilderness
classification.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!

Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Keating

Jacqueline Keating
21 Riverside Dr
Logan, UT 84321

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Palmer <jpalmer156@aol.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 4:38 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacqueline Palmer
Parkesburg , PA 19365

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacqueline Rhodes <jacqueline.rhodes@greenmtn.edu>
Friday, December 23, 2016 8:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacqueline Rhodes
3555 Road J
Redwood Valley , CA 95470
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To:
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Jacqueline smith <Fla_jackie@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11:31 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Fla_jackie@yahoo.com
realname: Jacqueline smith
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 9202 brown tract rd
city: Remsen
State: NY
zipcode: 13438
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Jacqueline Tremont <JTre115@yahoo.com>
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ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Tremont
300 Sheer Road
Averill Park, NY 12018
5185279926
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

jacqueline4sight@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jackie Stolfi
<jacqueline4sight@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jackie Stolfi
267 Harbor Ln
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-4012
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacquelyn Demshick <jacdem14@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:39 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jacquelyn Demshick
13 Violet Road
Bayville, NY 11709
5169672447
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Friday, December 30, 2016 12:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Ferrara
2430 41st Street, Apt 10
Astoria, NY 11103

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacquelyn Heloise <jheloise@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 12:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Heloise
PO Box 8283
Burlington, VT 07901

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacquelyn Liebman <jhliebman@yahoo.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 9:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Liebman
14 Tall Oaks dr
Summit, NJ 07901

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jacquie Sagasta <jacquiesagasta2013@gmail.com>
Friday, December 02, 2016 8:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacquie Sagasta
Buffalo, NY 14223
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Sent:
To:
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Jacquie Sagasta <jackarooakaroo@aol.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 11:25 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jacquie Sagasta
Buffalo, NY 14223
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jack Rothman
67 Reynolds St
Bronx, NY 10464-1517
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jade Tremblay <jadetremblay24@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 8:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jade Tremblay
88 chemin de la pineraie
Ste-anne-des-lacs, QC J0r1b0

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jadedragon2626@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jennifer harper
<jadedragon2626@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 6:05 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
jennifer harper
192 Ole Looney Coon Rd
Brevard, NC 28712-5112

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jaeger5982@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of B Jaeger <jaeger5982@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 12:07 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
B Jaeger
New York, NY 10025

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaehwan Kim <jaehwan.kim@hotmail.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 10:12 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Jaehwan Kim
3196 Frist Center
Princeton, NJ 08544
609 356 8092

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jaguarls37@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Embler <jaguarls37@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Larry Embler
WODENETHE Dr
Beacon, NY 12508

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jahnavi Bhatia <bhatiaj@bu.edu>
Monday, December 05, 2016 5:43 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jahnavi Bhatia
Boston , MA 02215

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaime McKay <jaimemckay1@gmail.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 11:48 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
As a lifelong New Yorker, who has recently relocated out of state, it is imperative to make my voice heard about this pressing
issue. I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract,
which I feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jaime McKay
Frederick, MD 21701

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaime Smith <jaimesmith1971@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 1:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jaime Smith
195 North Çascade Drive
Springville , NY 14141

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaimee Tormey <j.tormey3290@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 26, 2016 11:04 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jaimee Tormey
Old Forge , NY 13420

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jake Angrisano <jangrisano@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 7:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
The Adirondacks, specifically the High Peaks/Boreas Ponds region, is as unique as it is beautiful, as it is necessary to protect. I
truly hope you have been, or are able to visit this area before any decision is made to truly see why this area is vital to keep wild. I
hope you see a moose, or a raft of loons, or a school of brook trout, as these are becoming more and more rare to witness with
every road and access way we give to human machines. We have an unbelievable area with an unbelievably unique trait in today's
world: seclusion. Please don't take this for granted.
Thanks.

Jake Angrisano
Utica, NY 13501

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jake Brown <wjakebrown@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 7:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
We as the State of New York have a unique and incredible opportunity on our hands. We have a chance to take not merely save
land from becoming developed, as is an important goal of a wilderness park, but to go one step further and take the newly
acquired Boreas Pond tract and allow it to be restored to what once it what was: true, untapped, free-flowing, and pure wild
wilderness. I'm sure you've heard all the stats (95% of the Adirondack Park lies within 3 miles of a road, etc.) and the personal
tales demonstrating the intrinsic value of wilderness for so many people who live in or visit the Adirondacks (the peaceful silence,
the beautiful views, the park being the largest state park in the nation, etc.). But in the end, each side is clearly concerned about this
land as it relates to human use: We want to do what we want with our land.
However I implore you to for once ponder this issue beyond the desires of a community and as humans and instead on the
government's role in establishing a park in the first place. We don't establish parks simply for human enjoyment and with it probable
economic growth, but because there is value in establishing and preserving areas where humans do not go. We share this world,
and furthermore this state, with thousands of species- if we act out of selfish economic or recreative ambition then we should
establish the Boreas Ponds tract as merely a partial wilderness (or wild forest) designation, and in doing so symbolically and
practically forget our duty to serve as stewards of wilderness and the world around us. But if you as a government take its
obligation to protect and establish wilderness seriously, I suggest you provide an alternate classification to the four proposed, and
in the end select a full wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds tract.
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
Jake Brown
US Biathlete at the Olympic Training Center in Lake Placid, NY

Jake Brown
196 Old Military Rd
Lake Placid, NY 12946

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jake Crowell <jcrowell11510@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 7:01 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jake Crowell
Ocean view , NJ 08230

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jake Dresden <Jake.dresden@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:48 AM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jake Dresden
326 Lindsey Drive
Berwyn, PA 19312
6106445863

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jake Egelhoff <jakegelhoff@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 3:24 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jake Egelhoff
925.5 East 7th St
Duluth, MN 55805

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jake Kobrin <jakobin@vassar.edu>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 2:46 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) I love the Adirondack Wilderness, and have hiked in the Boreas Ponds region. We will never be able to bring back the
uncorrupted Wildness of this area once we allow development. These natural treasures are an important part of Upstate New
York's local culture and to see it destroyed for a few extra vacation homes would be a tragedy. Think about the generations to
come.
2) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
3) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
4) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
5) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!

Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jake Kobrin
124 Raymond Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 40123

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jam7jhns@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Johnson <jam7jhns@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
James Johnson
1818 Newkirk Ave Apt 4C
Brooklyn, NY 11226-7381

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jamaker2001@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janet Maker
<jamaker2001@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:24 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Janet Maker
925 Malcolm Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90024-3113

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jambadog@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Veronica Bassil
<jambadog@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 5:47 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
Lakes, rivers, and streams are critical habitat for many species and the first place for environmental degradation
to occur if not protected. People will not take care of this on their own if left to their own devices. We, the taxpayers,
want this purchase to create maximum benefit for our wildlife treasures. Reasonable use of the area by humans
need not lead to environmental degradation if care is taken to restrict motorized vehicles.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Veronica Bassil
19 Echo Lake Rd
South Fallsburg, NY 12779-5620

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James <Nolan@webpro2.speedingbits.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 9:15 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: Nolan
realname: James
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 10 Oakbrook Manor
city: Ravena
State: NY
zipcode: 12143
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James A Cooper <Jclumber@yahoo.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 9:03 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jclumber@yahoo.com
realname: James A Cooper
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 29 dennehy rd
city: Chestertown
State: NY
zipcode: 12817
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Albright <hockeyjim97@aol.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 9:47 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Albright
Syracuse, NY 13219

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Batsford <Batsford@capital.net>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:07 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Batsford@capital.net
realname: James Batsford
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 268 Perry Road
city: North Creek
State: NY
zipcode: 12853
Comments: Dear Kathy Regan, Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being
considered for classification. I am writing to address my support for Alternative 1 of the four alternative proposals
for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract. I feel this alternative offers the best of both worlds, opening an area for
access to all and preserving an area for those wishing the wilderness experience. I too, consider the positive
economic impact of greater accessibility. It has been argued that a Wilderness classification would draw visitors
and therefore income to this depressed area. The mix of Wild Forest and Wilderness would draw more visitors
and these visitors come with diverse interests and diverse needs for services and therefore provide greater
economic stimulus. I have a fear that without this "shot in the arm" our Adirondack economy will continue its down
ward spiral. A Wilderness classification today will require a 7 mile hike to the main attraction, the ponds
themselves. What is going to be the synario in 20 or 30 years when local residents have all left the communities
surrounding Boreas Ponds? No one will be left to pay the local taxes to maintain the local roads. Will it be a 20-30
mile hike to the ponds. At 40-60 years old will our young wilderness advocates be as willing to make the hike
then? Yes, I live in the Adirondack Park now and it is because I have spent most of my life as a visitor. Visiting as a
canoe camping teenager, visiting as a backpacker in my twenties, visiting as a down hill and cross-country skier,
visiting as a tent camper and now RV camper. With semi-retirement it was time to move permanently to the park. I
look forward further exploring of my own backyard and Boreas Ponds is there. Let's let all enjoy the area now, let's
let all enhance their appreciation of all areas of our great Adirondacks, and let's keep the local communities viable.
Alternative 1 offers the best chance to do that! There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty
years, and many of these have become fine additions to the Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But
Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it is crossed by no public
highways, but is crisscrossed by old logging roads easily brought back for hiking, mountain biking and horse back
riding. The northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace
in New YorkâEUR"or any eastern state, for that matter. Thank you for your attention to my comments. Sincerely,
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Batsford <batsford@capital.net>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:53 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify the Boreas Ponds Tract as a mix of Wild Forest and Wilderness as outlined in
Alternative 1

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my support for Alternative 1of the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract.
I feel this alternative offers the best of both worlds, opening an area for access to all and preserving an area for those wishing the
wilderness experience.
I too, consider the positive economic impact of greater accessibility. It has been argued that a Wilderness classification would draw
visitors and therefore income to this depressed area. The mix of Wild Forest and Wilderness would draw more visitors and these
visitors come with diverse interests and diverse needs for services and therefore provide greater economic stimulus. I have a fear
that without this &uuot;shot in the arm" our Adirondack economy will continue its down ward spiral. A Wilderness classification
today will require a 7 mile hike to the main attraction, the ponds themselves. What is going to be the synario in 20 or 30 years
when local residents have all left the communities surrounding Boreas Ponds? No one will be left to pay the local taxes to maintain
the local roads. Will it be a 20-30 mile hike to the ponds. At 40-60 years old will our young wilderness advocates be as willing to
make the hike then?
Yes, I live in the Adirondack Park now and it is because I have spent most of my life as a visitor. Visiting as a canoe camping
teenager, visiting as a backpacker in my twenties, visiting as a down hill and cross-country skier, visiting as a tent camper and now
RV camper. With semi-retirement it was time to move permanently to the park. I look forward further exploring of my own
backyard and Boreas Ponds is there.
Let's let all enjoy the area now, let's let all enhance their appreciation of all areas of our great Adirondacks, and let's keep the local
communities viable. Alternative 1 offers the best chance to do that!
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways, but is crisscrossed by old logging roads easily brought back for hiking, mountain biking and
horse back riding. The northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in
New York—or any eastern state, for that matter.
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Batsford
268 Perry Road
North Creek, NY 12853

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Be k <jabeck17@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 2:20 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Be k
Orlando, FL 32806

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Blake <jblake303@gmail.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 3:53 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Blake
10545 Blake Rd
Taberg, NY 13471
3153370779

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Boyles <Jboyleshh@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:43 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
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email: Jboyleshh@gmail.com
realname: James Boyles
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 624 steege hill rd
city: Corning
State: NY
zipcode: 14830
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Bramley <jbramley@roadrunner.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 9:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds Tract is adjacent to the high peaks wilderness area and it seems logical to extend the
wilderness designation to the tract, to preserve the unique quiet, wilderness atmosphere of the entire area. I
frequently visit Newcomb Lake and know how special that is. There are many other parts of the Adirondacks
where access to motorboats and snowmobiles could be granted with much less impact.
Sincerely,
James Bramley
23 Canterbury Drive
Clinton, NY 13323
3157250867

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Brown IV <jxb8459@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 10:25 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Brown IV
Burlingame, CA 94010

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Bullock <James.l.bullock@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 12:17 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
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email: James.l.bullock@gmail.com
realname: James Bullock
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 12 Wayne Ave
city: Ticonderoga
State: NY
zipcode: 12883
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. The adirondack region suffers because of the APA and forever wild act. While it may just
be the Adirondacks, we live here too. It is t just some place to ignore. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Burton <jcburton771@gmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 9:11 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Burton
Pittsford, NY 14534

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Campinell <gitmo62@roadrunner.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 11:15 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Campinell
43 Ridge St
Apt 908
Glens Falls, NY 12801
5182230842

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Campinell <gitmo62@roadrunner.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:31 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Campinell
43 Ridge St
Apt 908
Glens Falls, NY 12801
5182230842

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Carley <Jcdrago13@aol.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

James Carley
1 Douglas st
Port Jefferson station, NY 11776
6318284357

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Caviness <jim.caviness@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:25 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Caviness
Danbury, CT 06810
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Chambers <jamesechambers@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:57 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Chambers
3642 Sunset LN
Williamson, NY 14589
315-589-8500

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Chapeton <jjc1st@optonline.net>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 6:56 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: jjc1st@optonline.net
realname: James Chapeton
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 18 Meadow Crest Drive
city: Mahopac
State: NY
zipcode: 10541
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Chapeton Jr. <Jjc2nd@optonline.net>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 7:09 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jjc2nd@optonline.net
realname: James Chapeton Jr.
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 18 Meadow Crest Drive
city: Mahopac
State: NY
zipcode: 10541
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Clavelli <jclavelli89@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 6:41 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Clavelli
234 Suydam Ave
Jersey City, NJ 07304

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Clement <jmcleme@roadrunner.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 5:48 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jmcleme@roadrunner.com
realname: James Clement
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 55 West St
city: Whitesboro
State: NY
zipcode: 13492-1934
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Cole <cj0319@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 6:18 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: cj0319@yahoo.com
realname: James Cole
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: General Delivery
city: Crown Point
State: NY
zipcode: 12928
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Collins <Contractorjfc@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 12:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Collins
Simi Valley, CA 93065

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Columbia <jmcolumbia@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 1:15 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

James Columbia
59 East 23rd Steet
Huntington Station, NY 11746
631-673-6995

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Costello <jvcostello@gmail.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 1:54 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Costello
96 Dodge Ave
Akron, OH 44302

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Covell <jhcovell2@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 9:04 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: jhcovell2@yahoo.com
realname: James Covell
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 24 Cramer Road
city: Poughkeepsie
State: NY
zipcode: 12603
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

James Coward <jkcoward@umich.edu>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 5:03 PM
ClassificationComments
State Land Classification Letter
Letter to APA, Boreas Ponds Classification (2).pdf
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To whom it may concern:
Attached please find a letter to Ms. Kathy Regan on the following subject:
RE: 2016 ‐ 2017 Amendments to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan involving the Classification and
Reclassification of 54,418 acres of State Lands in the Adirondack Park which include the Boreas Ponds Tract, 32 Additional
Classification Proposals, 13 Reclassification Proposals, and 56 Classifications involving map corrections.
Please let me know if you have any problems opening the file. Just to be sure, The letter is also shown below. Thank you.

Jim and Maria Coward
36 Cherry Tree Rd.
Loudonville, NY 12211
Phone: 518‐915‐1924

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Cronce <darthjim75@aol.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:04 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

James Cronce
533 Wayne Place
Delmar, NY 12054
518-810-6297

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James DeGaetano <Sierrahigh3@sbcglobal.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

James DeGaetano
20 No. Plandome Rd
Port Washington, NY 11050
707 753-1220

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

James DeMay <jdemay2@rochester.rr.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 3:59 PM
ClassificationComments
wgibson9@rochester.rr.com
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on the Proposed Classification of Boreas Ponds
and Macintyre Tracts
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December 15, 2016

Ms. Kathleen Regan
Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
PO Box 99
1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Via Email to: ClassificationComments@apa.ny.gov
Re: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on the Proposed Classification of Boreas Ponds and Macintyre
Tracts
The Region 8 Fish and Wildlife Management Board is very concerned with any actions by New York State agencies that
impact fish and wildlife management practices or access to fish and wildlife resources on state managed lands.
The Boreas Ponds and Macintyre tracts represent an opportunity to continue to provide motorized access to an area
that has supported such use for many years. Virtually all of this purchase consists of parcels that have been under
active management for over 100 years.
The parcels have been managed for both commercial and recreational use while maintaining a vibrant and healthy
ecosystem. In addition to outdoor recreation, wildlife research and nature education have benefited from the access
system.
We believe that the Agency should recognize its obligation to allow public use that is consistent with the capacity of the
land to accept such use. The Adirondack Park State Master Plan specifies that human use and enjoyment of state
lands should be permitted and indeed encouraged so long as the resources are not degraded. Finch Pruyn and its
predecessors have clearly shown that this land can be simultaneously managed for significant human activity and
conservation of natural resources. Additionally we question the wisdom of classifying Forest Preserve as Wilderness
when it abuts a well-traveled County road.
The Region 8 Fish and Wildlife Management Board supports Alternative 1. It provides an opportunity for motorized
access allowed under Wild Forest classification. Giving the public greater recreational access under a well-developed Unit
Management Plan would be the ideal solution.
Thank you for your consideration of our views.

/signed/
Jim DeMay
Chairman

Jim and Karen DeMay
3681 Middle Cheshire Road
Canandaigua, NY 14424

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Derzon <jimderzon@gmail.com>
Saturday, October 29, 2016 6:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

James Derzon
1429 Martha Custis Drive
Alexandria, VA 22302
7039151876

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James DeWaard <dewaaj1625@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 6:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James DeWaard
Lake George, NY 12845

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Domino <jamesdomino61@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:50 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy and a national treasure that is known across the state, the country and the world
for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters, and natural resources
that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
James Domino
29 Spur Drive
Townsend, MT 59644
406-459-9618

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Dykes <jdykes@rochester.rr.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 12:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Dykes
Farmington, NY 14425

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JAMES E PIERCE <piercej@charter.net>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 9:32 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: piercej@charter.net
realname: JAMES E PIERCE
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 8626 US ROUTE 9
city: Lewis
State: NY
zipcode: 12950
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James E. Baker <ka2pej@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 3:45 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: ka2pej@yahoo.com
realname: James E. Baker
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address:
city: Warrensburg
State: NY
zipcode: 12885
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Ebersold <james_ebersold@verizon.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:47 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

James Ebersold
36 Bridge St.
Slingerlands, NY 12159
518-439-3391

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James F Bulman <Bbjb@roadrunner.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 9:30 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Bbjb@roadrunner.com
realname: James F Bulman
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 80 Harrison Av
city: S Glens Falls
State: NY
zipcode: 12803
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James F. Janos <jimfj8@aol.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 2:45 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jimfj8@aol.com
realname: James F. Janos
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 123 Cider Mill Loop
city: Wappingers Falls
State: NY
zipcode: 1259
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Fowler <jimfowler@adelphia.net>
Sunday, November 20, 2016 9:06 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: jimfowler@adelphia.net
realname: James Fowler
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 96 Miner Road
city: Porter Corners
State: NY
zipcode: 12859
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Fuess <jamesfuess@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 3:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
The Adirondack Park is a unique property that will not remain so unless it is vigorously protected. It is easy to let
your guard down and pretty soon all the beauty and wilderness will be lost. I urge you to classify all the Boreas
Pond as wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Fuess
South Bay Road
Eagle Bay, NY 13331
302-234-4731

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james genier <genierjames@gmail.com>
Friday, October 28, 2016 5:46 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
james genier
1053 White Church Road
Crown Point, NY 12928
(518) 597-3290

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james genier <genierjames@gmail.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 7:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

james genier
1053 white church road
crown point, NY 12928

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Genier <genierjames@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 1:45 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
James Genier
1053 White Church Road
Crown Point, NY 12928
(518) 597-3290

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james genier <genierjames@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 24, 2016 2:57 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

james genier
1052 white church road
crown point, NY 12928

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Genier <genierjames@gmail.com>
Monday, December 26, 2016 4:34 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
James Genier
1053 White Church Road
Crown Point, NY 12928
(518) 597-3290

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Genier <genierjames@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 8:59 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

James Genier
1053 White Church Road
Crown Point, NY 12928
(518) 597-3290

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Gulin <saverio51@hotmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:13 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
James Gulin
198 Fish Creek PArk Road
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
7277335777

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Hanley <hanleyjc93@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 2:47 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Hanley
Clifton Park, NY 12065

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Hartle <jshartle@aol.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 8:53 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: jshartle@aol.com
realname: James Hartle
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 89 Longkill road
city: Ballston Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12019
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you for your consideration, James S Hartle
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Henrickson <jedi_nitemare@yahoo.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 10:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Henrickson
415 Third Ave Ext
Frankfort, NY 13340

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Higgins <himjiggins@gmail.com>
Monday, October 31, 2016 12:38 PM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,

James Higgins
1259 Highlands
Keeseville, NY 12944
518-834-9695

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Higgins <himjiggins@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 03, 2016 6:40 PM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Higgins
1259 Highlands Rd!
Keeseville, NY 12944
5188349695

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Higgins <himjiggins@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 08, 2016 10:34 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
I recently visited that area with my canoe & suport careful protection of the area. It's clear that we must get it right
now!
Sincerely,
James Higgins
1259 Highlands Rd!
Keeseville, NY 12944
5188349695

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Higgins <himjiggins@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 6:14 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Last season I went in alone with a canoe on a cart & camping gear. At 75 & of average fitness on a hot day I found
it was challenging & tiring-- but a good workout. Outfitters can have clients walk in unencunbered 7 the outfitters
could do the 'heavy lifting, excptions can be made for those who are leagally disabled- with documentariation..
this care would enhance the 'wild' for everyone-- motors would spoil it for everyone, Let's keed this rare place as
wild as possible which can happen with a wilderness designtion!
Sincerely,
James Higgins
1259 Highlands Rd!
Keeseville, NY 12944
5188349695

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Holler <jimholler1@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:37 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Holler
2089 Camp St
Jamestown, NY 14701
7164993671

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Holler <jimholler1@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 5:14 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Holler
2089 camp
Jamestown, NY 14701

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Hurtubise <Jimmyhurt21@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:06 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jimmyhurt21@hotmail.com
realname: James Hurtubise
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 3050 Co. Hwy 8
city: Oneonta
State: NY
zipcode: 13820
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Hutter <james.hutter@gmail.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 10:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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To the Governor and Adirondack Park Agency,
As a avid backpacker throughout the Adirondack Wilderness, I humbly ask that you protect and preserve these
new areas. Please do not allow motorized vehicles on lakes, ponds or trails/roads through these woods.
Respectfully, James Hutter
-------------------Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Hutter
19 Wildwood Gardens APT A2
Port Washington, NY 11050

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Ianni <james.ianni@dec.ny.gov>
Friday, November 18, 2016 7:41 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the Boreas Ponds
classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential threats to its clean waters
and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one‐mile buffer to the south must be protected
as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all‐terrain vehicle trespass and climate
change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River
itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. Non‐Wilderness
will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will sabotage this once‐in‐a‐
lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in the region.
Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an accessible trail to the ponds
for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect the Boreas
Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Ianni
2693 Oak Orchard River Road
Medina, NY 14103
5853549710

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Irvine <Jebvine@aol.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 3:13 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: Jebvine@aol.com
realname: James Irvine
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 3 Rose Ridge Court
city: Saratoga Springs
State: NY
zipcode: 12866
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James J. Carney <jjcmlc@verizon.net>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 8:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James J. Carney
118 Watrobski Dr.
Hagaman, NY 12086
518 842-3485

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james jordan <raggedmtnman@gmail.com>
Friday, October 14, 2016 1:46 AM
ClassificationComments
Table Motion to Approve DSEIS for Boreas Ponds Tract
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Dear
APA Commissioners,

Please heed the good advice of Chad Dawson and reject the 4 alternative plan
during your vote today. The Boreas tract is a once in a lifetime acquisition
and demands a wider range of alternatives to properly consider the resource
protection.

Sincerely,

James D. Jordan
Blue Ridge, NY

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james kauderer <jtcowder@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 1:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

james kauderer
332 walton drive
snyder, NY 14226

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Kelly <jwkelly@nycap.rr.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 12:57 PM
ClassificationComments
Wild Forest Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Sir please
Sent from my iPhone

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james klodnicki <ck321usa@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 02, 2016 2:59 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
james klodnicki
1806 oneida st
utica, NY 13501
3157949017

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james kwiatkowski <fishski@rochester.rr.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 9:27 AM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
james kwiatkowski
843 palmer road
churchville, NY 14428
5857523581

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Lanthier Jr. <jameslanthierjr@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:54 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jameslanthierjr@gmail.com
realname: James Lanthier Jr.
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 54 Old Wawbeek Rd.
city: Tupper Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12986
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
To:
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James Lattimer <jklattimer@twcny.rr.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 8:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

James Lattimer
POB 15
P.O. Box 15
Brasher Falls, NY 13613
3153894943

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Lenney <james.lenney@comcast.net>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 7:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Lenney
Naples, FL 34105

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Marco <jdm27@cornell.edu>
Friday, November 04, 2016 6:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Marco
302 Mary Ln
Ithaca, NY 14850
6072739132

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James McGregor <Livoniafireman6464@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11:16 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Livoniafireman6464@gmail.com
realname: James McGregor
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 3171 poplar hill rd
city: Livonia
State: NY
zipcode: 14487
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
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James McNaughton <nujart@yahoo.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 10:39 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters 0and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James McNaughton
PO Box 316
Westport, NY 12993
6072226744

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James McNaughton <nujart@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James McNaughton
PO Box 316
Westport, NY 12993
6072226744

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Meyers <jamesdmeyers@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 1:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Meyers
Charleston, SC 29407

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Miller <hokiegajan@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 12:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Miller
2912 St Johns Ave #13
Jacksonville , FL 32205

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Mitchell <edgex700@hotmail.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 10:42 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: edgex700@hotmail.com
realname: James Mitchell
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1 Saint Anthony Street
city: Lancaster
State: NY
zipcode: 14086
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Morton <james.morton9@gmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 9:11 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Morton
Alpharetta, GA 30005

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 12:31 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403
(509) 758-3934

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Mulcare <xsecretsx@cableone.net>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:46 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
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Dear Ms. Regan,
&sbsp;
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
James Mulcare
1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403
(509) 758-3934

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Neary <jneary@paulsmiths.edu>
Friday, December 02, 2016 2:45 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation, and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Please think of the future of the Adirondacks and its ecosystem. If This new land does not become legally wild that
will set a precedence that does not look out for the best interest of the wildlife and the environment.
Sincerely,
James Neary
James Neary
7777 NY-30
Paul Smiths, NY 12970
585-409-4159
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

James OHare <jpo1118@aol.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:18 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James OHare
371 Shaker Run
Albany, NY 12205
5184282808
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Olsen <jamesrolsen@msn.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 10:43 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: jamesrolsen@msn.com
realname: James Olsen
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 26 Justine Ct
city: Rensselaer
State: NY
zipcode: 12144
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Palmer <jimpalmer51@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 9:41 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Palmer
75 Winfield rd
Rochester, NY 14622

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Park <jpark12501@yahoo.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 2:38 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
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Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the Boreas Ponds
classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential threats to its clean waters
and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one‐mile buffer to the south must be protected
as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all‐terrain vehicle trespass and climate
change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River
itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. Non‐Wilderness
will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will sabotage this once‐in‐a‐
lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in the region.
Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an accessible trail to the ponds
for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect the Boreas
Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Park
96 Flint Hill Rd
Amenia, NY 12501
8453738001

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Payne <jtpayne@stanford.edu>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 12:53 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Payne
Chicago, IL 60525

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Perella <jperella@ymail.com>
Monday, November 14, 2016 9:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Perella
924 MacArthur Drive
Ballston Spa, NY 12020
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James Pinckney <buckshot1718@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 7:11 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: buckshot1718@yahoo.com
realname: James Pinckney
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 33 Bird St
city: Canton
State: NY
zipcode: 13617
Comments: I support Alternative 1 for Boreas Ponds. This balanced approach would allow for a variety of
recreational uses, including bicycling around the ponds, while still protecting the environment. I believe that
Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild
Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100 years. The infrastructure created
during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational opportunities. That same infrastructure is
contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness classification. Wild Forest, according to the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the resources permit a somewhat higher degree of
human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas
Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation
requires that the land should have a primeval character, without significant improvement, appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is
not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract was already being used commercially. Man created more
than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its
commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment. Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it
is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the
Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance between the environment and economic development that
the Governor eluded to, and the access that Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and
hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some
measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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James Pritchard <pjmpritch@aol.com>
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email: pjmpritch@aol.com
realname: James Pritchard
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 17Hudsonview Dr.
city: Tomkins Cove
State: NY
zipcode: 10986
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. The Boreas Tract
was used commercially for more than 100 years and still, the land was able to sustain that use. Though
commercially managed for timber, ecologically sensitive areas were shielded from abuse. Carefully developed
Unit Management Plans used in conjunction with Recreational Management Plans, managed by the DEC could
continue to protect areas deemed sensitive, while providing a full range of recreational opportunities. Balancing
Wild Forest with Wilderness would increase the potential to attract more visitors to the Park to the benefit of the
local communities. Alternative 1 provides the best opportunity to achieve the recreational, environmental and
economic benefits that this land could provide for the people of New York. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Boreas Pond Tract classification
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To whom it may concern,
I appreciate this opportunity to express my favor for option #3. While I would like the opportunity to use the existing
roads to mountain bike around these ponds, I appreciate conservation arguments in favor of a total wilderness
classification. I also favor NYS maintaining the existing dams for as long as is practical.
Thank you for this opportunity,
James Ralston
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To:
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James Reed <jreid21@nycap.rr.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 6:49 AM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
James Reed
5 Regina Lane
Amsterdam, NY 12010
518-843-4294
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James Regan <duckbay233@frontier.com>
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: duckbay233@frontier.com
realname: James Regan
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: PO 161
city: Raquette Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 13436
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you. Moose river plains was established many years ago with car
snowmobile and bike traffic. Never have heard of a problem with its classification
Submit: Send It
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email: jpriccelli@gmail.com
realname: James Riccelli
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 7268 Chase rd
city: Fabius
State: NY
zipcode: 13063
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
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email: rolo63@tds.net
realname: James Roberts
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 21 First St
city: Edwards
State: NY
zipcode: 13635
Comments: I support Alternative 1 for Boreas Ponds. This balanced approach would allow for a variety of
recreational uses, including bicycling around the ponds, while still protecting the environment. I believe that
Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild
Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100 years. The infrastructure created
during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational opportunities. That same infrastructure is
contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness classification. Wild Forest, according to the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the resources permit a somewhat higher degree of
human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas
Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation
requires that the land should have a primeval character, without significant improvement, appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is
not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract was already being used commercially. Man created more
than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its
commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment. Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it
is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the
Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance between the environment and economic development that
the Governor eluded to, and the access that Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and
hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some
measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
James Robinson
60 East Ave
Brockport, NY 14420
585-637-6685
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James Robinson <jrobins8@rochester.rr.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 11:31 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
James Robinson
60 East Ave
Brockport, NY 14420
585-637-6685
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To:
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James Robinson <jrobins8@rochester.rr.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 4:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds
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Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
James Robinson
60 East Ave
Brockport, NY 14420
585-637-6685
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Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
James Robinson
60 East Ave
Brockport, NY 14420
585-637-6685
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Rodewald <jrodewald2@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 7:08 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Rodewald
28 Sycamore Drive
Queensbury, NY 12804
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Ryan <adk46jr@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 12:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Ryan
8627st rt 13
Canastota , NY 13032

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James S Colligan <jjjcolligan@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:45 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jjjcolligan@gmail.com
realname: James S Colligan
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 474 Taconic Road
city: Greenwich
State: CT
zipcode: 06831
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Saddlemire <james.saddlemire@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 4:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Saddlemire
Clifton Park, NY 12065

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Schaad <schaadman@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 4:52 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

James Schaad
40 North St
Ballston Spa, NY 12020
518-884-2602

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Schreve <silveve@verizon.net>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:37 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
&sbsp;
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Schreve
10 Woodlawn Place
Clinton, NY 13323

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Shearwood <shearwoodj@verizon.net>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds
tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
James Shearwood
156 Hortontown Road
Kent Lakes, NY 10512

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James shepard <Sheps65imp@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:08 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Sheps65imp@aol.com
realname: James shepard
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 118 Hampton point road
city: Mayfield
State: NY
zipcode: 12117
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Slavin <jaslavin1@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 6:15 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Kathleen D. Regan,
Deputy Director, Planning Adirondack Park Agency
Post Office Box 99
1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Dear Ms. Regan,
I was at the Ray Brook APA meeting this week and I am in favor of a wilderness classification for the Boreas
Pond tract. I think we have enough places to ride snowmobiles, bikes and motorized vehicles.
What we and our children and the animals who live there need more of is true contiguous wilderness with
minimal human impact. Please have the political courage along with the governor to let this land become wild
over time and for ever. What a gift that would be.
Yours,
Jim Slavin
Chair of the Albany Chapter-ADK
-Jim Slavin jaslavin1@gmail.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Streit <jim@streit.net>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 9:05 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Streit
Tarrytown , NY 10591

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JAMES STRIEBICH <striebich@gmail.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 10:32 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds tract and
other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the Adirondack
Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final recommendation to Governor Andrew
Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State
Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be subject to
the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of the opportunity for quiet
canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from the ponds at
LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it by a permit system if
judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature Conservancy, the most
knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract to ensure that
these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
JAMES STRIEBICH
655 WASHINGTON AVE
APT 5A
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
212‐365‐4366

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james sullivan <jamesevillage@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:19 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
james sullivan
99 st.marks place
nyc, NY 10009
no calls

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james sullivan <james@toyboxxprod.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 10:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

james sullivan
99 St.Marks Place
Nyc., NY 10009

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Teele <jamteele@aol.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 10:41 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jamteele@aol.com
realname: James Teele
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 208 Regent St
city: Saratoga Springs
State: NY
zipcode: 12866
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. The Boreas Tract
was used commercially for more than 100 years and still, the land was able to sustain that use. Though
commercially managed for timber, ecologically sensitive areas were shielded from abuse. Carefully developed
Unit Management Plans used in conjunction with Recreational Management Plans, managed by the DEC could
continue to protect areas deemed sensitive, while providing a full range of recreational opportunities. Balancing
Wild Forest with Wilderness would increase the potential to attract more visitors to the Park to the benefit of the
local communities. Alternative 1 provides the best opportunity to achieve the recreational, environmental and
economic benefits that this land could provide for the people of New York. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Thomas <jmsjt3@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:51 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Thomas
1675 Electric Avenue
Lackawanna, NY 14218

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Thomas <jmsjt3@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 1:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Thomas
Lackawanna, NY 14218
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Vanguilder <Bluewater12803@yahoo.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 8:44 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Bluewater12803@yahoo.com
realname: James Vanguilder
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 54 terry drive
city: South glens falls
State: NY
zipcode: 12803
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondackg forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new
visitors to the region. Thank you.n
Submit: Send It
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Vardakis
212 Christopher Columbus Drive
Jersey City, NJ 07302

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Vavra <vavrajamie@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 6:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Vavra
Micanopy , FL 32667
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Veltrop <lrx980@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 10:16 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

James Veltrop
174 Ruusunen Road
Springfield, VT 05156
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James Wetmiller <Qwikwhip@nycap.rr.com>
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Qwikwhip@nycap.rr.com
realname: James Wetmiller
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 2023 rt43
city: Averill Park
State: NY
zipcode: 12018
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
James Lotterer
700 Parkside Ave Apt 8
Buffalo, NY 14216-2476
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Sent:
To:
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Jamie <piedpipper5@hotmail.com>
Friday, December 02, 2016 9:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Support for alternative 1
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To whom it may concern
My family and I Support Alternative 1: All the property south of Gulf Brook Road and Trout Pond Road should be classified as
Wild Forest. The area within the perimeter road around Boreas Ponds should be classified Wild Forest. The area north of the
ponds should be classified as wilderness connecting to the High Peaks Wilderness area.
2. The area near and around of the roads does not have the character of “untrammeled by man” and therefore should be classified
as Wild Forest.
3. The Ponds are not natural and have been enhanced by a spillway and impoundment. The spillways and impoundment should be
left so that the current level of the ponds is not diminished. The spillways and impoundments will take maintenance and therefore
must be classified as Wild Forest to allow for administrative maintenance vehicles.
4. The tract of land contains over 50 miles of logging roads, multiple bridges that can carry 100,000 pound logging trucks, many
culverts, camp structures, has been logged for about 100 years by Finch Pruyn, and contained at one time a lodge and high voltage
power lines.
5. Finch Pruyn has demonstrated with their 100 years of stewardship of this property that a great deal of access can occur without
a negative impact to the quality of this state acquisition.
As a NY state taxpayer I ask that you support the use of snowmobiles on these lands. They have been acquired by New York
state and I believe that means all residents should have complete access to them. They would make a great addition to our trail
system. If snowmobiling was so detrimental Governor Cuomo wouldn't be such an avid supporter.
Thank you
Jamie barnhart
1936 albany post rd
Wallkill ny 12589
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email: Barnhartj77@gmail.com
realname: Jamie Barnhart
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1936 albany post rd
city: Wallkill
State: NY
zipcode: 12589
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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email: jjajb2006@gmail.com
realname: Jamie Bovay
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 3 Berkley Drive
city: Potsdam
State: NY
zipcode: 13676
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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email: mrsjamiedavie@yahoo.com
realname: Jamie Davie
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 79 Donnelly rd
city: Olmstedville
State: NY
zipcode: 12856
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Ipsen <jamieipsen88@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 8:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jamie Ipsen
23 Valleywood Drive
Scotia, NY 12302

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jamie Landry <jamie.e.landry@gmail.com>
Friday, October 14, 2016 6:31 AM
ClassificationComments
Larry Montague
Boreas Ponds comments
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Good morning,
My name is Jamie Montague and my husband (Larry) and I have been lifelong supporters of the Adirondack park and
communities. We met working for the Adirondack Mountain Club in 2011 as summer education interns. We now have a daughter
named Francesca Jo (the Jo is after Mt. Jo in the high peaks area). We are eager to offer our comments and thoughts on the recent
happenings with the Boreas Ponds tract:

1) We care deeply about the true wilderness of the Adirondacks and believe strongly it should be preserved. Boreas Ponds is a "Highest
elevation (Prioriry 1) wetland in NYS" and needs maximum wilderness protection, NOT A CLOSER PARKING LOT!
2) Dams in wilderness do not need to be maintained.
3) Town easements do not and should not preclude wilderness classification.
4) The remote character of the parcel can never be regained if given up. It must remain forever wild for us, for the wildlife, and for future
generations such as our daughter, her future children, and more.

Thank you for your time!

Jamie and Larry Montague
Huntington, VT

--

Nature is not just a place. It's home.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jamie laporte <jlaporte0724@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 5:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Limit access
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unexpected emails.

I believe access to the Boreas area by motorized vehicles should be limited to one mile from the pristine region. People ought
not be able to drive in and park. Maintain the Forever Wild status. Once the damage is done there is no going back.
Jamie La Porte
Sent from my iPhone

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Malloy <jamiemalloy5@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 8:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jamie Malloy
4530 Locust St
Philadelphia , PA 19139

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Spanik <sheepee1@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 12:01 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jamie Spanik
San Francisco, CA 94133

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Tau <jamietau38@gmail.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 10:03 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jamie Tau
Auckland, AP 0620

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Wertman <jlwx012@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jamie Wertman
Danville , PA 17821

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan Fellenz <jan.fellenz@newarkcsd.org>
Friday, December 09, 2016 7:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jan Fellenz
119 Kreag Rd.
Fairport, NY 14450
5859679812

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan Fellenz <jan.fellenz@newarkcsd.org>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:54 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jan Fellenz
119 Kreag Rd.
Fairport, NY 14450
585-967-9812

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jan Hesbon <canoehikeradk@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 9:22 AM
ClassificationComments
comments attached regarding Boreas Ponds
APA comment Boreas Pond tract ‐ Google Docs.pdf
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Comments to APA regarding Boreas Tract

December 28, 2016
Ms. Kathy Regan
Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
P. O. Box 99
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Re: comments, Boreas Pond tract
Dear Kathy,
I am reminded of an earlier acquisition and transfer to NYS in the Whitney
tract in the late 90s. At the time you and I may have been working for The
Nature Conservancy through whom the negotiation was conducted. I recall
hearing some of the same arguments then, as now  pro and con  and
real angst about environmentalists protecting their cabin in the woods and
not permitting others to have their cabin. The comments around Boreas
are much less strident today, though similar in scope.

fdp.scoD elgooG - tcart dnoP saeroB tnemmoc APA

I wore a green shirt at the Albany hearing and after five hours of listening to
the comments, particularly from representatives from the five towns, I
came away less absolute about the wilderness classification. One
comment struck home: “looking into the forest, one cannot distinguish
Wilderness from Wild Forest or Primitive” (without looking at a map).
I want the Boreas tract to be classified as Wilderness, similar to Lake
Colden in the High Peaks, but, as so many noted from either side of the
classification  that wilderness has been trampled by high impact for
decades. The Wilderness classification has not provided protection, and

will not, unless the State budgets and allocates funds for an expanded
DEC staff and provides a system of crowd control in the peaks.
I favor an access route to the ponds from the Gulf Brook Road at the
LaBier Flow. I believe there should be no further road building and for
DEC to take advantage of the existing, solidly engineered logging roads to
permit snow mobile access and administrative use.
I believe the shoreline of the Ponds should be classified as wilderness
under Option 2. There should be NO motorized watercraft on the ponds,
and recreation there should be humanpowered. I have lived on a private
lake outside of the Catskills that permits electric pontoon boats. It is no
longer a wilderness in any sense, and that presence is a distraction to all
wildlife including human.
And lastly, there must be enough stewardship management through DEC
and/or a system similar to the High Peaks stewards.
I believe the argument that the Boreas Pond Tract may be the last large
pristine wilderness in the Park, unless/until some of the privatelyowned
parcels protected by easement, revert to the State voluntarily by the owner.
Thank you for listening and happy trails.

fdp.scoD elgooG - tcart dnoP saeroB tnemmoc APA

Sincerely,

Jan Hesbon
459 Lake Street
Saranac Lake 12983
5186185369

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan Tveraas <jktveraas@msn.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 10:16 AM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jan Tveraas
2377 US Route 9
Schroon Lake, NY 12870
5185329596

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jan Wolski <janwolski@verizon.net>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 12:18 PM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed
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Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jan Wolski
42 McMillan Road
Cambridge, NY 12816
5186773588

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jana Suriano <jsuriano@princeton.edu>
Friday, November 04, 2016 9:52 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jana Suriano
2504 Frist Center
Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08544
6096734545

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane & Bill Gum <gumgal@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 1:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
Jane & Bill Gum
216 Summer Cutoff Road
Bozeman, MT 59715
425 418-7514

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane B Smith <jsmith78@nycap.rr.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:43 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jsmith78@nycap.rr.com
realname: Jane B Smith
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 5 Lakeview Dr
city: Adirondack
State: NY
zipcode: 12808
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Carol Glendinning <jcglen@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 6:10 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jcglen@gmail.com
realname: Jane Carol Glendinning
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 94 Alpine Drive
city: Latham
State: NY
zipcode: 12110
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Golub <Janelo82@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:47 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
I attended college in Plattsburgh and still love the Adirondack Park. I am writing to urge you to please take
advantage of this once-in-a-life-time opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four
alternatives you proposed go far enough to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jane Golub
Jane Golub
7 beach dr
Lloyd harbor, NY 11743
6314250560

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Gray <jgray1@nycap.rr.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:21 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jane Gray
2185 Oakland Ave
Schenectady, NY 12309
5183666845

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Gray <jgray1@nycap.rr.com>
Monday, November 14, 2016 9:34 PM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jane Gray

Jane Gray
2185 Oakland Ave
Schenectady, NY 12309
5183666845

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Gray <Jgray1@nycap.rr.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 11:13 AM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
Jane Gray
2185 Oakland Ave
Schenectady, NY 12309
5183774248

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane husser <Lbicentral@aol.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 6:59 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Lbicentral@aol.com
realname: Jane husser
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 289 pamlico av
city: Uniondale
State: NY
zipcode: 11553
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Jacobson <jajac5@aol.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:39 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
Jane Jacobson
12520 Sugar Ridge Road
Bowling Green, OH 43402
4193541691

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Leamy <parkcityjanie@yahoo.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 4:24 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jane Leamy
2456 Wayfarer Ct
Discovery Bay, CA 94505

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Perry <perrylax11@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 12:20 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jane Perry
106 Downey Ave
Speculator , NY 12164

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jane Riccio <jrjr228@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 7:50 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jane Riccio
Farmington, NY 14425
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jane Schryver
226 Main t
Dansville, NY 14437
5853353121
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joanne Kathleen Farrell
1025 3rd St
Rensselaer, NY 12144-1913
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Please see my attached PDF as my official submitted comment.
Thank you,
Janelle Hoh

BoreasPondsTract_OfficialComment.pdf

146-4 Duprey St.
Saranac Lake, NY
December 29, 2016
Kathy Regan
Adirondack Park Agency
1133 NY-86
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Dear Ms. Regan,
To start off, I'd like to thank you and the rest of the APA staff for conducting an enlightening and
thought-provoking public comment period on this year's land classifications. The following letter
expands on my oral comments from the hearings in Newcomb, Canton, and Albany.
Ironically, you could say the topic of wilderness has been trammeled to death. But here we are.
In our increasingly developed world, the need for wild places and spaces is becoming more clear. To
borrow a phrase from Adirondack historian Philip Terrie, the Adirondacks have long been a place of
"contested terrain." The ongoing debate over some contested terrain within the Adirondack centers
around a parcel of land affectionately known by many as the "crown jewel" of the Park. The benefits to
a full wilderness classification are many and should not be overlooked in favor of the emotional
arguments for reasonable access.
*Please in no way think this is a selfish plea for something I want. I am advocating for a full wilderness
classification based on scientific facts and intangible characteristics present within the Boreas Ponds
tract, both of which, under the State Land Master Plan (SLMP), must be taken into consideration.
My reasoning behind supporting a full wilderness classification are as follows:
1. The SLMP explicitly says state land is to be classified based primarily on physical and biological
characteristics. As quoted directly from the SLMP: "THE ACT REQUIRES the Agency to classify
the state lands in the Park according to 'their characteristics and capacity to withstand use.'"
Note that nowhere does it say economics or personal preferences should be a priority. The
SLMP goes on to say that "A fundamental determinant of land classification is the physical
characteristics of the land or water which have a direct bearing upon the capacity of the land to
accept human use."
 Wilderness is supposed to be vast. Combining the 20,758 acres of the Boreas Ponds
tract, along with the Casey Brook tract and Mac East & West, to already existing
wilderness areas would create a premiere wilderness destination. In total, the Boreas
Ponds tract is over 20,000 acres and if classified as wilderness could help create a
wilderness area east of the Mississippi that is over 300,000 acres (that's larger than
Rocky Mountain National Park!). 300,000 acres more than satisfies the requirement for
wilderness acreage.
 Within the Boreas Ponds tract, there are high elevation, value 1 wetlands, which,
according to what was said at the start-of-hearing presentations, are of highest priority
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to protect. Mechanical access threatens rare flora and fauna, such as Farwell's
watermilfoil, which is present in the Boreas Ponds.
 80.7% of the soils within the Boreas Ponds Tract are rated as a severe erosion hazard.
 Some regions within the tract are above 2500 feet and are more susceptible to
environmental degradation. These regions are also home to rare boreal species.
 The maintenance of the roads poses the threat of further fragmentation.
These physical and biological attributes support a wilderness classification.
2. The intangible characteristics present within the Boreas Ponds tract support wilderness. The
Boreas Ponds tract is one the remotest places in the Adirondacks. Anything less than a full
wilderness classification will purposefully destroy this intangible characteristic. Road access into
the interior of the tract also could damage the sense of remoteness of the already existing High
Peaks Wilderness. A road to White Lily Pond would come within a few miles of Allen Mountain,
typically a more than 9 mile trek from the parking lot near Upper Works. Snowmobiles in the
interior of the tract could also be heard from Skylight, Redfield, Mt. Marcy, or any other
mountains in the proximity if access is granted. This also decisively eliminates the remoteness of
these geographically remote Peaks.
3. Roads are the primary vectors for invasive species travel. I work with aquatic invasive species,
and I can attest to the fact that trailered boats account for the majority of transported aquatic
invasives. Opening up the roads within the Boreas Ponds tract will also open up a high
probability that invasives will be transported into the area. Even diligent monitoring cannot
catch every threat, as Indian Lake saw this summer with the Spiny Water Flea. The best way to
prevent the introduction of invasive species into this tract is by closing the roads. It is possible
for canoes, kayaks, and even hiking boots to transport invasive species but trailered boats are
the most likely vector.
4. Existing roads and dams DO NOT preclude wilderness and they DO NOT exclusively dictate
how land should be classified. Roads, old and new, are part of the Adirondack landscape and
there is no denying that. But old logging roads do not dictate how land should be classified.
Focusing on old roads and ignoring the physical and biological properties of the Boreas Ponds
tract is a blatant disregard for the SLMP, our guiding legal document that is fundamentally
supposed to protect public lands for their natural qualities. Wilderness should not be excluded
because some people cannot see the potential of this magnificent property to return to an all
natural state. The Adirondack Park is indeed a recovering forest. Some of the roads present
within the tract already have trees growing in the middle of the lane. Even the SLMP says signs
of man should not preclude a wilderness classification. Across the Park, Wilderness Areas are
testaments to nature reclaiming the land. Why should Boreas be any different? Even nonwilderness areas have forests that are reclaiming roads. I used to work as a fire tower
interpreter on Mt. Arab, near Tupper Lake. When I first started climbing the mountain in 2011,
there was a clear path through the forest where there used to be an old jeep trail leading to the
cabin. This past fall, in 2016, when I revisited the mountain, I could not find the path. Nature
truly reigns supreme everywhere we let it. Disregarding a wilderness classification based on
existing logging roads is not a valid argument and compromises the integrity of existing
recovering wildernesses, in the Adirondacks and across the world.
5. Personal preferences and emotional arguments should not be deciding factors. I was one of
the those green "I Want Wilderness" shirt wearing environmentalists at the hearings but as I
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acknowledged in Albany, this is not about what I want, or what other people want. Classification
is about what is best for the land. Alternative 1 presents no protection for the fragile, sensitive
ponds; it only focuses on personal wants. It is with great urgency that I ask the APA to please
only consider arguments that stick to the facts.
6. The balanced argument presented by Alternative 1 supporters is not actually balanced,
despite claims that it is. Balance is about both sides compromising. Alternative 1 and
Alternative 2 offer little in terms of compromise since they do not protect the ponds from
mechanical access, which is what wilderness advocates are arguing for. In the grand scheme of
the Adirondack Park, there is less wilderness than wild forest. Just down the street from Boreas
Ponds, the Essex Chain was recently opened up to mechanical recreation. It is not balanced to
have two tracts within such close proximity allow mechanical access.
7. Even though I do not agree with making an economic argument during this process, it seems
that it cannot be ignored. Wilderness is not harmful to economies. Lake Placid and Keene Valley
both benefit from proximity to wilderness. Thousands of people trekked into the High Peaks this
year to find a wilderness experience. I'm one of those people, and I would gladly spend my
money in the towns of the southern High Peaks if there were places to spend it. Also, the
argument that snowmobiles will promote an improved economy is completely unfounded. This
last winter saw fewer skiable and rideable days than I can ever recall. Depending on snowmobile
access to boost local economies is a danger because there is no guarantee there will be snow in
the future. If the current trend continues, and more people want an Adirondack wilderness
experience, then those people will be the ones who "save" these towns.

Our predecessors in the Adirondack Park had the foresight to protect wild lands. Years of logging,
mining, and general denuding of the landscape called for action to be taken. Now it's our time to stand
up for wild places. To quote Wallace Stegner, "we simply need that wild country available to us, even if
we never do more than drive to its edge and look in. For it can be a means of reassuring ourselves of our
sanity as creatures, a part of the geography of hope." In wilderness we can lose ourselves and emerge
from the forest with a renewed sense of kinship to wild lands.
I fully support a full wilderness classification at Boreas Ponds. The intrinsic value of this land should not
be ignored. Already, within the last two decades, 10% of wilderness has disappeared from the around
the world, leaving only 23% of Earth's surface as true wilderness today. That is unacceptable. New York
can become a world leader in wilderness preservation by taking a step to reverse that trend and
classifying the Boreas Ponds tract as wilderness. That legacy should mean more than anything else.
Thank you, members of the APA, for your continued stewardship of the Adirondack Park we all know
and love. I hope that when making your decision you think on a long-term scale and see the bigger
picture. The future of the Adirondacks is not at the end of the snowmobile trail or at a parking lot next
to a remote pond, but in true wildness.
Sincerely,
Janelle K. Hoh
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janelle Hoh
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

janet berry
68 Fairview ave
Perkasie, PA 18944
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Janet Bertomen
PO box 286
24 Skunks Misery Rd.
Millerton, NY 12546
518.789.9338
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janet Bertomen
PO Box 286
Millerton, NY 12546
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janet Bymers
Apple Valley, MN 55124

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Gale <Jgale58@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 7:08 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jgale58@gmail.com
realname: Janet Gale
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 33dome way
city: Westport
State: NY
zipcode: 12993
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Gervase <Gervase81@aol.com>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 5:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janet Gervase
81 Orbach Avenue
Malverne, NY 11565

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Ivory <jivory6@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 8:52 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Janet Ivory
77 Fawn Ridge Way
East Nassau, NY 12062
5187330348

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Kowalski <janetk300@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 05, 2016 10:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Janet Kowalski
166 Burbank Dr
Amherst, NY 14226
7168393114

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Kowalski <janetk300@gmail.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 4:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Janet Kowalski
166 Burbank Dr
Amherst, NY 14226
7168393114

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Kowalski <janetk300@gmail.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 12:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
There is already plenty of land for motorized recreation. Please protect this pristine area from invasives and
maintain the wilderness that thousands of nature-lovers desire.
Sincerely,

Janet Kowalski
166 Burbank Dr
Amherst, NY 14226
716-839-3114

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Pielke <jvop43@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 4:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janet Pielke
1589 Webster Ave.
Claremont, CA 91711

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Puhalla <janet.puhalla@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:41 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janet Puhalla
5 College Ave
Plattsburgh, NY 12901

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Robinson <bocacatlover@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Janet Robinson
6391 Toulon Dr.
Boca Raton, FL 33433
5614162247

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Stein <adkjanet@hotmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 7:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janet Stein
24 Balsam St
Saranac Lake, NY 12983

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Thomas <janet.thomas78@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 24, 2016 7:42 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janet Thomas
PO Box 974
Sherburne, NY 13460

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janet Wortendyke <Janet@thehook.org>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 12:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janet Wortendyke
Nyack, NY 10960

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janicd Bassett <Wellsgate@yahoo.com>
Friday, November 11, 2016 11:42 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Janicd Bassett
10 River Mead
Avon, CT 06001
870-676-0265

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Banks <jabanks@tds.net>
Friday, October 28, 2016 6:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Janice Banks
14 Maple St.
Center Barnstead, NH 03225
6032693116

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Banks <jabanks@tds.net>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:30 AM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
&bbsp;
Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Janice Banks
14 Maple St.
Center Barnstead, NH 03225
6032693116

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Blake <tyrr96@live.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 3:57 PM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Janice Blake
1293 Clarke St.
Elmont, NY 11003
5163613337

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Kyle <jckbird1960@gmail.cm>
Monday, December 19, 2016 8:58 AM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
&sbsp;
Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Janice Kyle
45 Roaring Brook Lane
Elizabethtown, NY 12932
518-873-6599

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Kyle <jckbird1960@gmail.cm>
Monday, December 19, 2016 8:54 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Janice Kyle
45 Roaring Brook Lane
Elizabethtown, NY 12932
518-873-6599

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Prichett <Doggoat@msn.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 6:35 AM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Janice Prichett
75 old coach road
Clifton park, NY 12065
518-944-3495

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Rohwetter <jan.rohwetter@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 10:14 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Janice Rohwetter
47 Stanton Street
Rockland, MA 02370
7818716408

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

janice vitek <batiktek@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 6:34 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
janice vitek
7 circle drive
sidney, NY 13838
6073162980

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janice Washburn <jandw2@frontiernet.net>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 1:01 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jandw2@frontiernet.net
realname: Janice Washburn
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: PO Box 434 122 Thompson Road
city: Keeseville
State: NY
zipcode: 12944
Comments: My husband and I are native Adirondack residents and we are both in our 60s with disabilities. Please
don't deny us access to the Boreas Ponds Tract; walking in is not option for us. Our tax dollars paid for this
purchase. We respectfully request you adopt a Wild Forest classification for the Tract. I believe that Alternative 1
for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest
classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100 years. The infrastructure created during
its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary
to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use
than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds
Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires
that the land should have a primeval character, without significant improvement, appears to have been affected
primarily by the forces of nature and where the imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that
land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50
miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use.
Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment. Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as
described in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds
Tract because it will provide the balance between the environment and economic development that the Governor
eluded to, and the access that Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy.
Classifying Boreas as both Wild Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some
measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

janiceenzone@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janice Enzone
<janiceenzone@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:27 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Janice Enzone
Huntington, NY 11743

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janis Dunham Relyea <Janisdunham68@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 3:28 PM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Janis Dunham Relyea
54 Altamont Road
Voorheesville, NY 12186
5182589337

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janis Hansen <hansenjansen@gmail.com>
Friday, November 11, 2016 4:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Janis Hansen
109 sixth st
Liverpool, NY 13088

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Janis Millu <ijanis51@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 2:41 PM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Janis Millu
PO Box 181
Reno, PA 16343
8146762507

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JanLouise Ceniza <jlgceniza@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:19 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
I support alternative 1. Classification of the Boreas Ponds land to be Wild Forest.

Thanks,
JanLouise Ceniza

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

janyc237@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Alfano <janyc237@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joseph Alfano
235 E 57th St
New York, NY 10022-2842

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared High <jhigh2011@gmail.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 7:23 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
As a father I truly believe that I must leave this planet in a better place than seven I revered entered it fire the sake of my children
and all of the children of the world. I thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for
classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

Jared High
Manlius, NY 13104

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Levy <jlevy721@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 6:20 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jared Levy
Brooklyn, NY 11238

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Myhrberg <jared.myhrberg@gmail.com>
Friday, November 18, 2016 12:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jared Myhrberg
Queensbury, NY 12804

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jared myhrberg <jared.myhrberg@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 11:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jared myhrberg
queensbury, NY 12804

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Nesvet <jnesvet@stanford.edu>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 10:23 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jared Nesvet
Redwood City , CA 94061

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Pennings <jaredpennings@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 8:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jared Pennings
Middletown, NY 10940

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Schafer <bbqska@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 8:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jared Schafer
Albany, NY 12203

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Smith <jared.eli.smith@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 4:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jared Smith
Boston, MA 02140

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Stanley <jaredstanley01@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 10:52 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness proposal
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Kathleen Regan, Deputy Director,
Planning, APA,
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Dear Ms. Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to give my opinion on the classification of the Boreas Ponds Tract and adjacent lands
of the southern High Peaks.
For most of my life, I was a resident in Peru, NY and lived within the Blue Line of the Adirondack Park. As a
employee of Mountain Lake PBS, I had the opportunity to tell the stories of the people and places that make the
Adirondacks a special place to live, work and play. Most of all, it is a place that deserves to be protected for future
generations to enjoy.
I am strongly in favor of classifying these lands as Wilderness. Specifically, I want the state to expand the
Wilderness designation to protect about two-thirds of the sensitive High Peaks land in the 20,500-acre Boreas
tract.
Most importantly, I would like to see a one-mile Wilderness buffer zone to the south of Boreas Pond, for the
protection of this pristine Pond. None of the four proposed plans go far enough to accomplish this, yet this buffer
zone is critically important.
Wilderness is a special thing - it exists in very limited quantities. I come to the Adirondacks to enjoy this quality, as
do many, many others. It would be wise [as well as good for business in the surrounding communities] to keep
these lands true Wilderness.
Thank you,
Jared Stanley
Oneonta, NY

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jared Wasserman <wasserman.j.a@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 2:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jared Wasserman
Baltimore, MD 21218

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jasim Almeer <jasim.almeer@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 7:52 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
The reason we protect nature is to protect diversity. To protect freedom. Not only our freedom, but the freedom of future
generations to choose how they should interact with the landscapes around them.
Silence is golden. If this re-classification occurs it will bring noise not only to this landscape, but to all future minds who seek to
escape here. And that means you would have taken away from our species, an indefinably valuable choice to embrace the purity of
nature and all its teachings. If the densest wild places are gone, what is there to fall back on for us?
Sincerely,

Jasim Almeer
Brooklyn, NY 11249

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jasmine Gold <jazzgold@me.com>
Friday, November 11, 2016 9:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jasmine Gold
Clifton Park, NY 12065

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jasmine Wagner <jasminewagner@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:51 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jasmine Wagner
586 10th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
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Jason <Bballstro3@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:28 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Bballstro3@gmail.com
realname: Jason
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 101 2nd street
city: Watervliet
State: NY
zipcode: 12189
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
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Jason Amell <shaggy22185@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 2:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Amell
PO BOX 231
TRIBES HILL , NY 12177

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Davey <jasondav1234@yahoo.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 9:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Davey
6211 Clark st
New windsor, NY 12563
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Gibson <Gibby10@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:27 AM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jason Gibson
2 West St
Voorheesville, NY 12186
5189447286
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Sent:
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ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
Jason Goldman

Vassar College Class of 2018
Sociology Major with Correlates in German and Music

Jason Goldman
Box 2279 124 Raymond Avenue
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Grossberg <jasongrossberg7@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 8:25 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Grossberg
Villanova , PA 19085

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Horton <jhort4812@gmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 4:41 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Horton
Amsterdam , NY 12010

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Hurst <json.hurst@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 10:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Hurst
Crested Butte, CO 81224

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Kappan <Jasonkappan@yahoo.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 1:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Kappan
211 St. Jude Terr.
West Seneca , NY 14224

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Kappan <jasonkappan@yahoo.com>
Monday, December 26, 2016 10:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Kappan
211 St. Jude Terr.
West Seneca , NY 14224

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason LeClair <leclairj35@outlook.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:34 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jason LeClair
51 Tremblay ave
plattsburgh, NY 12901
5185692863

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Lesperance <lesperance543@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 9:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas pond trails shut down

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Proposition 1 is what should be decided there is alot of land that will never be used or enjoyed in the winter with out snowmobile
trails

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Lynch <jasonlynch13@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 2:04 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Tract Classification ‐ comments from neighboring private property owner

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

ClassificationComments@apa.ny.gov
Kathleen D. Regan, Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
Post Office Box 99
1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, NY 12977

I am responding to a request for public comment on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement dated 10/14/16.
My comments are limited to the Boreas Ponds Tract classification.
My family and I own approximately 200 acres on both sides of Blue Ridge Road, where the Boreas
River crosses. As one of just a few private property owners within two miles of the Boreas Ponds
tract, we have a unique interest in how this property will be classified.
We support the classification as described by the attached Map 5, Boreas Ponds Tract Alternative
2, dated 10/5/16, with the following modifications;
1.
The road between Four Corners (intersection west of the LaBier Flow dam) and the
Boreas Ponds Dam should be classified “Primitive”. Roads located within this Primitive Area
should prohibit bicycles and all motor vehicles except those needed for the purpose of repairing
the Boreas Ponds Dam and for emergencies.
2.
The road between Four Corners and Gulf Brook Road Upper Parking Area (P8 on the
attached Access and Recreational Trail Map) should be restricted, as it is presently, to all
motor vehicles except for those permitted for the purpose of repairing the Boreas Ponds Dam,
for emergencies and access for the disabled. Bicycles and hand or bike carried boat trailers
should be permitted.
3.
No motors, including electric, should be permitted to operate on the waters of the Boreas
Ponds.
4.
Snowmobiles should be permitted on Gulf Brook Road between Blue Ridge Roadand
Four Corners. Snowmobiles should be permitted west of Four Corners on Boreas Ponds
Road to the western boundary of the Boreas Ponds Tract.
5.
Snowmobiles should be permitted to travel south of the Boreas Ponds Road on a new
connector trail. Please refer to; Community Connector Trail Plan, Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement, River Area Management Plan for the Boreas River dated
7/29/15. Map on page 81, titled; Section 3 Alternatives. (map attached). Alternative B is the
best option. All other alternatives will have a negative impact on Wolf Pond, Cheney Pond,
private property and present the potential for dangerous conflicts with car and truck traffic on
Blue Ridge Road.
Thank you,

Jason Lynch
610.955.8741
1529 Spruce Street, Unit B
Philadelphia, PA 19102

1408 Blue Ridge Rd.
Minerva, NY

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Maher <jasonrmaher@gmail.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 10:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
Jason Maher

Jason Maher
Rochester, NY 14526

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Marino <ambrosepaulm@aol.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 7:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Marino
Bernhards Bay , NY 13028

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Mazurowski <jpmaz52@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 10:26 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason P Mazurowski

Jason Mazurowski
415 s 12th Ave
Bozeman, MT 59715

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Ramirez <jason.ramirez@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 11:17 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Ramirez
Seattle, WA 98105

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Serra <Jasonserra13@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:10 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
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email: Jasonserra13@gmail.com
realname: Jason Serra
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 400 eastline road
city: Ballston lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12019
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Timberger <jtimberger@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:53 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness
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senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jason Timberger
49 Lawn St
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
845-787-7631

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Waters <Jwate78@gmail.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 11:39 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds tract and
other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the Adirondack
Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final recommendation to Governor Andrew
Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State
Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be subject to
the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of the opportunity for quiet
canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from the ponds at
LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it by a permit system if
judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature Conservancy, the most
knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract to ensure that
these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jason Waters
325 May Avenue
Rotterdam, NY 12303
518‐369‐5516

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Wilber <jasonwilber1@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 1:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Wilber
920 Broken Lance Dr.
Breckenridge, CO 80424

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Woodford <jkwoodford1@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 13, 2016 9:57 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Tract
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To the Adirondack Park Agency Board;
Re: Boreas Ponds Tract
My name is Jason Woodford, I am writing to ask kindly that you would consider table the motion related to this beautiful area and
offer stronger wilderness alternatives.
Boreas Ponds is a Highest elevation (Prioriry 1) wetland in NYS and needs maximum wilderness protection.
The beauty and remoteness of this parcel is priceless as it is part of the 5% of the Adirondacks that is greater than 3 miles from a
public road or snowmobile trail.
Thank you for your attention and care in this matter, and for helping to protect our beautiful and wild wilderness, preserving it's
strength and untouched beauty, that all of our children and grandchildren could see and experience what we have had the privilege
of seeing and experiencing.
Sincerely,
Jason Woodford

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Zayac <zayacj@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 24, 2016 9:21 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jason Zayac
Gasport, NY 14067
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

jasparmom@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Soretta Rodack
<jasparmom@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Soretta Rodack
310 E 6th St Apt 15
New York, NY 10003-8707
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Javier Rivera <javierocker@aol.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:55 AM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Javier Rivera
55 south 3rd street
Brooklyn, NY 11249
9172827299
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Javier Romero <jromerogb@gmail.com>
Friday, October 14, 2016 8:01 AM
ClassificationComments
Table Motion to Approve DSEIS for Boreas Ponds Tract ‐‐ A Wilderness Option
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Dear Adirondack Park Agency,
I am writing in regard to the Adirondack Park Agency’s plans for the future of the Boreas Ponds Tract, as
expressed in the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) being discussed at today’s
meeting.
I am concerned that the Agency is more focused on preserving the tract’s roads, gravel pits, and dams than it is
the fragility of the Boreas ecosystem. The ponds represent a unique Adirondack wetland that currently supports
moose and many other species of wildlife. This special place will never reach its full potential as a wild part of the
Forest Preserve if it is made easily accessible by motor vehicles.
I urge you to fully consider a wilderness classification that maximizes the remoteness of this area and provides the
fullest protection available under the State Land Master Plan. The remote wilderness experience currently found at
Boreas Ponds will suffer greatly if the proper protections are not put in place.
This is truly a special moment in the history of the Adirondack Park, a time when we can preserve the largest and
wildest place in the entire northeast—a place that is not only unsurpassed in beauty, but a thriving natural
wonderland as well. The best and only way to accomplish this is to make the vast majority of the Boreas Ponds
Tract wilderness.
I thank you for your considerations on this matter and look forward to achieving the wildest possible outcome.
Regards,
Javier Romero
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To:
Subject:

Javier Romero <jromerogb@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:53 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Javier Romero
New York , NY 10003

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

javier3273_7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Francisco J. Velez
<javier3273_7@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 4:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Francisco J. Velez
100 Erskine Pl
Bronx, NY 10475-5732

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

javierocker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Javier Rivera
<javierocker@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:39 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Javier Rivera
55 S 3rd St
Brooklyn, NY 11249-5128

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Brower <pjb74@roadrunner.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 3:40 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: pjb74@roadrunner.com
realname: Jay Brower
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 121 Potter road
city: Gansevoort
State: NY
zipcode: 12831
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Card <jay.bubo.card11@gmail.com>
Saturday, October 15, 2016 7:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Pond Tract

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

1) Boreas Ponds is a "Highest elevation (Prioriry 1) wetland in NYS" and needs maximum wilderness protection, NOT A
CLOSER PARKING LOT! (Wetlands like the one in my Boreas photo would lose their moose population as human intrusion
increases.)
2) Dams in wilderness do not need to be maintained.
3) Town easements don't preclude wilderness classification.
4) Hammer home on the remote character of the parcel! Much of the parcels, including the ponds, is part of the 5% of the
Adirondacks that is greater than 3 miles from a public road or snowmobile trail.

Greetings,
As a concerned citizen of New York State, and an avid outdoorsman, I want to voice my strong opposition to the
proposal of designating the Boreas Ponds as Wild Forest. This will, inevitably, lead to the loss of a truly pristine
area in the Adirondack Park. The Boreas Ponds is a highest elevation (Priority 1) wetland in New York State and
needs maximum wilderness protection. Dams in wilderness areas do not need to be maintained, seeing as they
have been maintaining themselves just fine for millennia, and town easements do not preclude wilderness
classification.
By designating the Boreas Ponds as wild forest, we would be compromising the remote character of this parcel. It
is part of the 5% of the Adirondacks that are more than 3 miles from a public road or snowmobile trail. The strong
majority of the park is already very accessible to the public by road/trail, so why is there a need to increase our
footprint on this majestic, truly beautiful swath of land?
Please carefully consider the necessity of changing the land classification of this beautiful place. Like many others, I have enjoyed
this pristine area for many years and cannot think of any legitimate reasons to jeopardize it's grandeur.
Jay Card

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Card <jay.bubo.card11@gmail.com>
Saturday, October 15, 2016 7:57 PM
ClassificationComments
Please leave the Boreas Ponds alone!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Greetings,
As a concerned citizen of New York State, and an avid outdoorsman, I want to voice my strong opposition to the proposal of designating
the Boreas Ponds as Wild Forest. This will, inevitably, lead to the loss of a truly pristine area in the Adirondack Park. The Boreas Ponds
is a highest elevation (Priority 1) wetland in New York State and needs maximum wilderness protection. Dams in wilderness areas do
not need to be maintained, seeing as they have been maintaining themselves just fine for millennia, and town easements do not
preclude wilderness classification.
By designating the Boreas Ponds as wild forest, we would be compromising the remote character of this parcel. It is part of the 5% of
the Adirondacks that are more than 3 miles from a public road or snowmobile trail. The strong majority of the park is already very
accessible to the public by road/trail, so why is there a need to increase our footprint on this majestic, truly beautiful swath of land?
Please carefully consider the necessity of changing the land classification of this beautiful place. Like many others, I have enjoyed this pristine area
for many years and cannot think of any legitimate reasons to jeopardize it's grandeur.
Jay Card

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Federman <jfederman@roadrunner.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 9:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jay Federman
36 Rockledge Ln
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
(518) 524-6980

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Federman <jfederman@roadrunner.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 10:31 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

I am a third generation Saranac Laker and have practiced medicine here for 42 years. My passion for the
Adirondacks runs deep.
I believe the entire Boreas Pond track should be classified as Wilderness to preserve the unique and priceless
nature of this parcel. Any other classification would squander the opportunity to preserve this gem for posterity and
subject it to overuse and eventual degradation. Wilderness is a treasured yet vanishing commodity in this world the
opportunity to preserve or create more should be seized. I fully appreciate such a designation will preclude some
people from accessing the pond, self included, but the benefits of preserving wilderness for future generations and
the earth are worth those sacrifices. Designating the Boreas Ponds as wilderness would carry on New York
State’s inspiring tradition of protecting wilderness for posterity.
Sincerely,

Jay S Federman

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Goldring <jaygoldring@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 8:59 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jay Goldring
738 Boulevard
Westfield, NJ 07090

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Griffin <hamcofire@frontiernet.net>
Friday, December 30, 2016 7:12 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: hamcofire@frontiernet.net
realname: Jay Griffin
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 125 pelon road
city: Indian Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12842
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Holland <jfholland42@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 08, 2016 10:11 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jay Holland
Troy, NY 12180

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Kepes <jakepes@vassar.edu>
Friday, December 30, 2016 12:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jay Kepes
Colton , NY 13625

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Maioli <marybethmaioli@hotmail.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 10:23 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jay Maioli
71 Alstead Hill
Keene, NY 12942
518‐576‐4552

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Mohr <jtm03@nycap.rr.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 4:50 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jtm03@nycap.rr.com
realname: Jay Mohr
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 33 Sharon Lane
city: East Schodack
State: NY
zipcode: 12063
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. My wife and I recently drove
in to see the new Boreas Pond tract and to kayak their. We were surprised to see that the access road stopped
about 5 miles short of the pond. This is not reasonable access for senior citizens like us, and especially not for
canoeing or kayaking. I also heard that biking may not be allowed on the road in which also seems like an
unnecessary restriction on access. Please take steps to allow reasonable access for boating and biking for senior
citizens to this beautiful new area. Thank you.
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Friday, November 04, 2016 8:48 PM
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Please Protect the Boreas Ponds by Classifying as Wilderness
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to provide Wilderness
protection for the waters and shorelines of the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature Conservancy, the most
knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jay Reisinger
32 Sandle Drive
Fairport, NY 14450
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Sent:
To:
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Jay Wagner <jwag861@yahoo.com>
Monday, October 31, 2016 9:01 AM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jay Wagner
75 Lilac Lane
Roscoe, NY 12776
6074981212
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Jay Wagner <jwag861@yahoo.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 8:43 AM
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Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jay Wagner
75 Lilac Lane
Roscoe, NY 12776
6074981213
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jay Whitbourne <jayw.whit@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 27, 2016 12:35 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jay Whitbourne
Rochester, NY 14607

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jayne Fiero <jfiero379@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 24, 2016 6:30 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jayne Fiero
Walden, NY 12586

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jayne Gavrity <jayne.gavrity@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jayne Gavrity
1160 Natchez Pt Apt 80
Memphis , TN 38103
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Jayne K. Moore <jaynerk59@gmail.com>
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: jaynerk59@gmail.com
realname: Jayne K. Moore
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 23 Hembold Dr.
city: Schenectady
State: NY
zipcode: 12303
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you. Jayne K. Moore
Submit: Send It
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jayne Landl
Rochester, NY 14623

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jayson Clickner <Clickner@myaai.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 7:44 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds
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Kathleen
I support alternative 1 for classification of the Boreas Ponds. The property does not have shallow soils, the road network
allows for ample carrying capacity of the property without degrading the environment, the pond itself and the surrounding
wetlands should be protected through management actions not by providing a classification which only allows access to the
most physically fit. And most importantly: Gulf Brook Rd should remain open and available for snowmobile use.
Thanks,
Jayson

Jayson Clickner
General Service Manager
Service Department
O: (585) 924‐4200 x 328
F: (585) 924‐9455
C: (585) 315‐2753
Email: Clickner@myaai.com
Accurate Acoustical, Inc.
Main Office
793 Canning Parkway
Victor, NY 14564
(585)924‐4200
(585)924‐9455 Fx.

Southern Tier Office
19 Alice St.
Binghamton, NY 13904
(607)821‐3813
(607)821‐3813 Fx.
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Jazmin Piraino <piraino00@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 2:29 PM
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: piraino00@gmail.com
realname: Jazmin Piraino
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: PO Box 394
city: Long Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12847
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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jbadag5448@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Badagliacca
<jbadag5448@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jim Badagliacca
6120 Gcp
Forest Hills, NY 11375
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Sent:
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jbergman.nyc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanne Bergman
<jbergman.nyc@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Bergman
20 E 9th St # 18A
New York, NY 10003-5944
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Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Judy Bernhang
297 Southdown Rd
Huntington, NY 11743-1021

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jbronx411@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Juan Contreras
<jbronx411@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 8:22 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Juan Contreras
1166 Grand Concourse Apt G
Bronx, NY 10456-3919

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jbuonoco@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Buonocore
<jbuonoco@everyactioncustom.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 5:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jim Buonocore
386 Crescent Ave
Highland, NY 12528-2428

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jckmbrown@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jack Brown
<jckmbrown@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:27 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jack Brown
335 E 6th St
New York, NY 10003-8408

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jcm42@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Markowitz <jcm42@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:38 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Markowitz
151 W 86th St
New York, NY 10024-3401

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jcpliskin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jack Pliskin <jcpliskin@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jack Pliskin
36 Prospect Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11217-2823

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JD Richter <Jacob.richter10@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 11:59 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
JD Richter

JD Richter
237 Buckingham Avenue
Syracuse , NY 13210

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

j‐ddowd@juno.com
Saturday, October 29, 2016 10:49 AM
ClassificationComments
Land use

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

My wife & I are in full support that all State acquired land in the Adirondacks should be usable by the general public for
recreational purposes. Also, The law needs to be changed so that selective logging is allowed. This would created a much better
environment for all living things and would provide a huge income for the state.

James & Donna Dowd
1776 State Route 26
Oriskany Falls, NY 13425
315-821-6482
j-ddowd@juno.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jdedrgn1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of She'ree Choy <jdedrgn1@everyactioncustom.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 7:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
She'ree Choy
1358 E 48th St
Brooklyn, NY 11234-2104

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jdenis0804@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Denis
<jdenis0804@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 7:22 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jessica Denis
2700 Vandiver Dr
West Palm Beach, FL 33409-3659

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jdmvm@aol.com
Monday, December 05, 2016 11:24 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Please accept my comments regarding the classification of the Boreas Ponds tract.
As an aging taxpayer I would like to have reasonable access to this tract. Although I don't want to see motorized vehicles in or around
the ponds, I feel that the proposal to allow access to within about a mile (to the LaBier Flow) to be reasonable.
James D. Mort
Red Hook, NY 12571

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jdr0589@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jake Rubinsky <jdr0589@everyactioncustom.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 7:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jake Rubinsky
275 W End Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11235-4903

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jdtermolen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer TerMolen
<jdtermolen@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 9:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jennifer TerMolen
7598 Ashlind Cir
Manlius, NY 13104-9539

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jdwll41@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Williams <jdwll41@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:12 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Williams
8423 Woodbox Rd
Manlius, NY 13104-9416

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Gazis <jgazis@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 05, 2016 6:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jean Gazis
79 Tehama St
1
Brooklyn, NY 11218

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Gazis <jgazis@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 1:31 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jean Gazis
79 Tehama St
Apt 1
Brooklyn, NY 11218

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean McKee <jamckee1@live.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:07 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jamckee1@live.com
realname: Jean McKee
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 3800 U S Rt.9
city: North Hudson
State: NY
zipcode: 12855
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Naples <jeannaples7@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 4:39 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jean Naples
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw Rockland Count, NY 10993
8454293128

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Naples <jeannaples7@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 4:39 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Jean Naples
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw Rockland Count, NY 10993
8454293128

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Naples <jeannaples7@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 4:40 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Jean Naples
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw Rockland Count, NY 10993
8454293128

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Naples <jeannaples7@gmail.com>
Friday, November 18, 2016 3:09 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds tract and
other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
As a strong advocate for environmental protection and Wilderness preservation, I cannot support any of the four alternatives
you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that
provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be subject to
needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the
ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to
the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make the best of this
opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Thank you for your consideration of my suggestions and recommendations to maintain Boreas Ponds as true Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jean Marie Naples, MD‐Ph.D.
Jean Naples
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw Rockland Count, NY 10993
8454293128

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Naples <jeannaples7@gmail.com>
Friday, November 18, 2016 3:15 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing as a strong advocate for environmental protection and Wilderness preservation to you today to express my deep
concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives
listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected
with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Thank you for your consideration of my recommendations and suggestions to maintain Boreas Ponds a true Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jean Marie Naples, MD‐Ph.D.
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw, New York 10993‐1302
email = jeannaples7@gmail.com
Jean Naples
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw Rockland Count, NY 10993
8454293128

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Naples <jeannaples7@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 5:31 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
&sbsp;
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I strongly urge you to please review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free
Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and
undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
Thank you for consideration of my letter and request to keep the Adirondack Wilderness Forever Wild.
Sincerly,
Jean Msrie Naples, MD-Ph.D.
Jean Naples
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw Rockland Count, NY 10993
8454293128

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean Robertson <jcrdesday@aol.com>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 12:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations. With the
release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and adjacent lands, the
Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux‐Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses and fail to protect the ponds,
wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. Anything less than a
Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one‐mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds themselves
and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as Wilderness. Lastly,
motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an accessible trail could be opened to
the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to encourage
vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the prosperity of the
Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Jean Robertson
618 E. Jennings St.
NEWBURGH, IN 47630
812‐555‐5555

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jean‐Claude FOUERE <jcfouere@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 13, 2016 4:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jean-Claude FOUERE
102 Sutton Park Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JeanClaude FOUERE <jcfouere@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 2:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Pond classification ‐ comments

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for providing information about the Boreas Pond area and for scheduling public hearings about its classification. I am
an active outdoorsman in my 60’s who frequently go and enjoy the beautiful Adirondacks (hiking, kayaking/canoeing, back‐
country and x‐country skiing). I think that the Boreas Pond area should be left alone for now, and would like to see it classify as
“wilderness”. Jean‐Claude FOUERE (Poughkeepsie, NY).

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeanette capotorto <capotro@aol.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:51 AM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
jeanette capotorto
16 plum tree lane
commack, NY 11725
6315435665

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanine Zinsmeyer <gingernene@verizon.net>
Friday, November 04, 2016 6:53 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeanine Zinsmeyer
118 Northfield Drive
North Syracuse, NY 13212

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanine Zinsmeyer <gingernene@verizon.net>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 4:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeanine Zinsmeyer
118 Northfield Drive
North Syracuse, NY 13212

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeannaples7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jean Naples
<jeannaples7@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 1:37 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jean Naples
9 Benson St
West Haverstraw, NY 10993-1302

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanne Cox <jeannecox@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 12:31 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jeannecox@gmail.com
realname: Jeanne Cox
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1696 Big Moose Road
city: Eagle Bay
State: NY
zipcode: 13331
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeanne michela <hikergirlj@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 7:37 PM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
jeanne michela
2106 eastern pkwy
schenectady, NY 12309
518-346-0468

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeanne michela <hikergirlj@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 08, 2016 6:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

jeanne michela
2106 eastern pkwy
schenectady, NY 12309
518-346-0468

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeanne michela <jemichela@yahoo.com>
Friday, November 18, 2016 8:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jeanne michela
schenectady, NY 12309-6211

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanne Ringwald <jar893@nyu.edu>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:27 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeanne Ringwald
1376 3rd Ave
New York, NY 10075

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanne Simchick <jdsnyclay@aol.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 4:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jeanne Simchick
22 Overlook Road
Hastings on Hudson, NY 10706
9143258941

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanne Stopyro <jstopyro@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Stopyro
98 Station Street
PO Box 746
Lake Placid, NY 12946
5187967229

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeanne Sullivan <sullivanjeanne@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness. Now, more than ever, we need
to protect the Wilderness!
Sincerely,
Jeanne Sullivan
Jeanne Sullivan
7973 County Road 153
Interlaken, NY 14847
607-532-4105

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JEANNE THOMSON <jeannewthomson@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:37 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
JEANNE THOMSON
PO Box 219
Somers, NY 10589
9142773189

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JEANNE THOMSON <jeannewthomson@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
JEANNE THOMSON
PO Box 219
SOMERS, NY 10589

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeena Madden <Jeenaakkara@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:02 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jeena Madden
111 South Allen St
Albany, NY 12208
5184891782

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Boyar <driven8010@verizon.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 3:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeff Boyar
59-07 260 Street
Little Neck, N.Y.
Jeff Boyar
59-07 260 Street
Little Neck, NY 11362
718-279-3523

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Contino <jcdkt85@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:24 AM
ClassificationComments
Support for Boreas Ponds Alternative 1
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Adirondack Park Agency
PO Box 99
1133 State Rte. 86
Ray Brook, New York12977
Attention: Kathleen D. Regan, Deputy Director, Planning
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am a member of the Sunset Drifters Snowmobile Club in Chautauqua
County (Western NY). I am also an avid nature lover and enjoy hiking.
Considering the above, I fully support Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds
tract. The property has overwhelming evidence of human activity on it
and the existing road network will allow for significant human activity
without damaging the environment. The property does not contain
shallow soils as evidenced by the many gravel pits and does not have
steep slopes. Additionally, the road network would allow those with
physical impairments to get close to the pond to launch a canoe or kayak
without having to cut trees to create a parking area.
With regard to the pond itself, it is my opinion that it should remain
motor-less with the wetlands protected through the maintenance of the
existing dams. The pond perimeter road should be available for bicycling
and snowmobiling if appropriate. Gulf Brook Road as well as the road to
the west of the four corners should under all circumstances remain
available for a snowmobile trail. As such, no large-scale tree cutting
operations would have to take place to facilitate a new trail for that
distance.
I emphatically encourage you to implement Alternative 1 for the Boreas
Ponds tract classification and thank you for your time to read my e-mail.
Regards,
Jeff Contino
10205 Rider Rd.

Forestville, Chautauqua County, New York 14062

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Creech <jeffcreech1959@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:36 AM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!
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senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeff Creech
1701 Salem Rd
C-15
Burlington, NJ 08016
6094311236

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Dickinson <jtdickinson@yahoo.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 11:19 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Pond & McIntire parcels

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Ms. Kathleen Regan: I write to support the position of the Nature Conservancy recommendation for the
classification of the Boreas Pond tract as it is a fair and reasonable compromise amongst several competing
interests. I feel that there should be direct parking access for the Pond itself at the LaBier Flow area while the
Pond and the area around it should be classified as Wilderness. The Gulf Pond Rd. would serve best for a
snowmobile trail and auto access to LaBier Flow. The McIntyre Tract should be classified to allow paddling access
to the Hudson River while restricting motorized usage on the tract. I am a licensed NYS guide for rafting, camping,
and hiking and feel these classifications would be in the best interest for all. Thank you very much.
Jeff Dickinson
Indian Lake, NY

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Farrell <Animal4158@hotmail.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 10:39 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract.

I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeff Farrell
2852 verity lane
Baldwin, NY 11510
5169922514

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Faubert <jrfaubert@optonline.net>
Monday, December 19, 2016 4:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeff Faubert
1965 Willings Lane
Hellertown, PA 18055

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Gotlieb <jefwenaljo@aol.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 5:35 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeff Gotlieb
New city , NY 10956

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Kanetzky <jkanetzk@vt.edu>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 4:07 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jkanetzk@vt.edu
realname: Jeff Kanetzky
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 145 Green Meadow Ln
city: North Ferrisburgh
State: VT
zipcode: 05473
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. New York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like
the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack
towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and abilities. Public access builds
appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors to the region. Thank
you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeff levitt <laborerman@yahoo.com>
Saturday, October 15, 2016 12:11 AM
ClassificationComments
BOREAS PONDS

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

1. Highest elevation wetland that will be compromised by a close parking lot
2. No maintenance of dams necessary in WILDERNESS CLASSIFICATION.
3. Remoteness character of the landscape lost forever unless classified Wilderness.
4. Town easements don't preclude Wilderness classification.
Jeffrey levitt, member ADK 46ER, &bbsp;etc.
19 CRannell Ave, delmar, NY 12054
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeff levitt <laborerman@yahoo.com>
Saturday, November 05, 2016 7:23 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
jeff levitt
19 Crannell Ave
Delmar, NY 12054
5184412919

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Lubatkin <JLubatkin@yahoo.com>
Monday, December 26, 2016 11:16 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeff Lubatkin
Suffern, NY 10901

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Lynch <Jeff.lynch@hovo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:17 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Jeff Lynch
2 Clocktower place
Nashua, NH 03060
7817332757

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Marino <jeffmarino89@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 9:54 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeff Marino
Jersey City, NJ 07304

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Mertell <jmertell@syr.edu>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:49 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jmertell@syr.edu
realname: Jeff Mertell
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1894 Berwyn Rd
city: LaFayette
State: NY
zipcode: 13084
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Patterson <sheltowe2_99@yahoo.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 12:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeff Patterson
39 Lawnsbury Dr
Rochester, NY 14624

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeff raisch <sraisch233@comcast.net>
Monday, November 21, 2016 9:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely, Jeff and Shirley Raisch

jeff raisch
233 hughes st
williamsport, PA 17701

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeff raisch <sraisch233@comcast.net>
Friday, December 02, 2016 5:14 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

jeff raisch
233 hughes streeet
williamsport, PA 17701
5703226226

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Schumann <jlschumann@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:50 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Hello,
I am an avid recreational visitor to the Adirondacks (I live in Saratoga Springs).
I am writing to urge you to classify the Boreas Ponds as motor-free wilderness.
Sensitive areas of our ecosystem need to be kept free of human interference. It's essential to the enrichment of our land, and our
lives. There is so much land that is already designated for motorized recreation - I myself use it. But it's critical to balance out these
spaces for human use with wilderness spaces. It is the childish drive to put human use above all other priorities that has lead us to
many of the ecological problems we are already facing. Let's not let the impulsive cry for "more!" continue to bulldoze our
remaining wild spaces. Looking back on history, the legacy of many national heros lies in protecting wild spaces - even if the
decision was a bit unpopular at the time. Where would we be without champions such as Teddy Roosevelt? We'd be a polluted
wasteland, which many countries who don't value ecological protection do become. It is a very real possibility, and only the
foresight of our leaders can keep us aligned to our American values.
Thank you for your time,
Jeff Schumann

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Whittemore <whitt0185@yahoo.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 9:47 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one‐mile buffer that
prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow north to the
Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and provide the strongest
possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we must not
surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more acres in Wild Forest than
there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60‐mile radius (or even 30) of Boreas Ponds that could
accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for ecological protection and a wilderness experience
at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road gets to the
ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once waterways and
wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one‐mile buffer will provide
opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the remoteness of an expanded
High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If there was
ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide Park protection, this is it.
The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jeff Whittemore
53 Elm St.
Dolgeville, NY 13329
315‐868‐7054

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Whittemore <Whitt0185@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:16 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeff Whittemore
53 Elm St.
Dolgeville, NY 13329
315-429-932;

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Wood <Woodjeff51@gmail.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 10:01 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeff Wood
125 Heckeler Drive
Scotia, NY 12302

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jefferey R Flower <Jrflower58@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 12:38 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jrflower58@gmail.com
realname: Jefferey R Flower
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 540 Stafford Rd.
city: Palmyra
State: NY
zipcode: 14522
Comments: I support Alternative 1 for Boreas Ponds. This balanced approach would allow for a variety of
recreational uses, including bicycling around the ponds, while still protecting the environment. I believe that
Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild
Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100 years. The infrastructure created
during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational opportunities. That same infrastructure is
contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness classification. Wild Forest, according to the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the resources permit a somewhat higher degree of
human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas
Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation
requires that the land should have a primeval character, without significant improvement, appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is
not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract was already being used commercially. Man created more
than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its
commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment. Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it
is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the
Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance between the environment and economic development that
the Governor eluded to, and the access that Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and
hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some
measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffery Bittner <Jeff.Bittner@gmail.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 8:22 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jeff.Bittner@gmail.com
realname: Jeffery Bittner
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 585 Swaggertown Rd.
city:
State:
zipcode:
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffery Snyder <paint367@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:09 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,Mr Jeffery J Snyder
Jeffery Snyder
2 farview lane
waterford, NY 12188
5184966979

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeffj400yz@aol.com
Saturday, November 12, 2016 5:47 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Pond Classifcation Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Kathleen D, Regan
Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
PO Box 99
1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Dear Deputy Director Regan,
I am writing to you today to voice my opinion about the Boreas Pond property recently purchased by New York State in the Adirondack
Park. After reading all the information I am supporting the Alternative 1 plan for the property. That would include all property south of Gulf
Brook Road and Trout Pond Road should be classified as Wild Forest. The area within the perimeter road around Boreas Ponds should
also be classified as Wild Forest. The area north of the ponds should be classified as wilderness as it is connected to the High Peaks
Wilderness Area.
The areas near and around the roads do not reflect the "untrammeled by man" character and therefore should be classified Wild Forest.
The Ponds are "Man Made" and not natural and have been enhanced by a spillway and impoundment. The spillways and impoundment
should be left in place so that the current water level in the Ponds stays the same. Therefore the maintenance of the spillways and
impoundments will require a Wild Forest classification for administrative maintenance vehicles..
On the southern end of the Ponds a Wild Forest corridor must be provided to the southern end of the Ponds to allow disabled access to
the Ponds. This would be unique since existing roads are used and no trees would have to be cut. I do not believe it is reasonable for a
one mile cut trail for the disabled to bring canoes and kayaks to the ponds.
The Gulf Brook Road and Trout Pond Road should be classified as Wild Forest to allow snowmobile use. These roads would allow the
snowmobile connection between Newcomb and North Hudson with a minimum environmental footprint.
This tract contains over 50 miles of logging roads, multiple heavy load carrying bridges, culverts and camp structures. Finch Pruyn had
logged this tract for over 100 years. During their stewardship, Finch Pruyn allowed a great deal of access with no negative impact to the
quality of region.
I feel that Alternative1 is a fine compromise to allow all the people use of this property. I urge New York State to move forward on
Alternative 1.
Best Regards,
Jeff Johnson
136 Old Forge Road
Ilion, NY 13357

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey and Amy Levinn <Jlevinn@aol.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 3:56 PM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey and Amy Levinn
346 Taylor Road
Honeoye Falls, NY 14472
5853831160

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Benfer <jbenfer@jbenfer.com>
Sunday, November 20, 2016 8:46 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey Benfer
Hazlet, NJ 07730

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Chick <tjoutnfrnt@verizon.net>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 8:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Wild Forest/Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Hello.
Thank you for taking time to read this email. I am an avid outdoor enthusiast and in my youth spent winters in
Schroon Lake and now I have a place on the Tug Hill. I have been a snowmobiler all my life. I believe the
designation of wild forest is much more appropriate because there's a better range of use of the land. New York
State is impressive with the amount forest and parks it has. I make use of these land on foot and by motorized
vehicle. Please allow us access to some of the land.
Thank you.
Tammy Krom
Sent from my iPhone

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Cornell <holleyhill@roadrunner.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 12:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

I have not been able to attend any of the meetings regarding classification of the Boreas ponds Tract.
I would like to weigh in that I believe the area should be classified as “Wilderness” to the most extent possible. If it
isn’t classified as Wilderness and protected as such it will eventually deteriorate as some other areas have and
you can never get it back.
Thank you,
Jeff Cornell
Hartford, NY
3188 County Rt 43
Fort Ann, NY 12827

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Foy <jeff@foyagency.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 10:03 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jeff@foyagency.com
realname: Jeffrey Foy
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 3318 Roberts Rd
city: Carthage
State: NY
zipcode: 13627
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Gardiner <jgardine@nycap.rr.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 2:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

I am urging the APA to choose Alternative 4 keeping the dam road primitive. Wilderness is precious and we only
have 1 chance to do this right. Thank you.
Jeffrey B. Gardiner, 1076 Whitesides Rd., Galway, NY. 12074
Sent from my iPad

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Granger <Jag4jsg@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:56 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jag4jsg@gmail.com
realname: Jeffrey Granger
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 10673 Susquehanna Ave
city: Waynesboro
State: PA
zipcode: 17268
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey H. Shampnois <jhs11@cornell.edu>
Monday, November 28, 2016 3:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Tract classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Hello,
I’d like to voice a strong preference for wilderness classification for as much of this stunningly beautiful tract of land as
possible.
Every day the earth loses thousands of acres of wildlife habitat. Somewhere we have to make a stand against this tide. We
need places as wild and beautiful as the Boreas Ponds tract kept wild if we ever hope to regain our humanity. These
perpetually shrinking islands of wildness are soul‐saving places. Only here can we find the possibility of thinking and seeing
differently – freed from the hyper‐competitive, human‐centric and ultimately deadly culture that has dominated daily life.
Thank you.
Jeff Shampnois
Burdett, NY 14818
607 216‐0527

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey harrison <jharrison3@nycap.rr.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11:19 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jharrison3@nycap.rr.com
realname: Jeffrey harrison
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 30 waterman ave
city: Colonie
State: NY
zipcode: 12205
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Henkel <fireguy12920@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 3:30 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: fireguy12920@aol.com
realname: Jeffrey Henkel
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 3312 Sharon Turnpike
city: Millbrook
State: NY
zipcode: 12545
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Herrmann <jrherm5115@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 11:43 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey Herrmann
86 Exchange Street
Attica , NY 14011

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Holloway <hhicllc@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 11:01 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeffrey Holloway
120 Stagecoach Road
Marmora, NJ 08223

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Kaplan <fitdoc@sprintmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 4:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Kaplan
18 Marilyn Ct.
Highland Mills, NY 10930
(845) 661-7850

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Kaplan <fitdoc@sprintmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Kaplan
18 Marilyn Ct.
Highland Mills, NY 10930
(845) 661-7850

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Levitt <laborerman@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 12:11 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Levitt
PO BOX 13821
Albany, NY 12212
5184412919

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Murray <jmur9708@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 6:58 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: jmur9708@gmail.com
realname: Jeffrey Murray
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 177 Irish Settlement Rd
city: Colton
State: NY
zipcode: 13625
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JEFFREY O'CONNOR <jeff@emailupstate.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 11:45 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jeff@emailupstate.com
realname: JEFFREY O'CONNOR
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 75 Prospect st
city: Glens Falls
State: NY
zipcode: 12801
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Sarine <Jwsarine@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:51 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jwsarine@yahoo.com
realname: Jeffrey Sarine
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 6 Laurel Ave
city: Greenwood lake
State: NY
zipcode: 10925
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Shampnois <jhs11@cornell.edu>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 1:09 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the Boreas Ponds
classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential threats to its clean waters
and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one‐mile buffer to the south must be protected
as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all‐terrain vehicle trespass and climate
change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River
itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. Non‐Wilderness
will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will sabotage this once‐in‐a‐
lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in the region.
Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an accessible trail to the ponds
for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect the Boreas
Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Shampnois
3870 North Main Street
Burdett, NY 14818
6072160527

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Sherman <gregorythegreat41@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 4:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Sherman
41 Clubway
Hartsdale, NY 10530
9144726867

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Sherman <gregorythegreat41@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 4:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
Most importantly is the obvious fact that the growth in the population will multiply at a relatively very fast rate
compared to the amount of growth of designated wilderness. The pressures and overuse of our natural lands will
only get worse no matter how hard we try. We must protect the Adirondack and American heritage now. There are
many other and more effective ways to improve local economies which I realize and support the development of,
as well.

As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.

Sincerely,
Jeffrey Sherman
41 Clubway
Hartsdale, NY 10530
9144726867

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffrey Whittemore <whitt0185@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 3:09 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Whittemore
53 Elm St.
Dolgeville, NY 13329
315-429-9324

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeffreyhugh1@
Friday, December 09, 2016 8:54 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jeffreyhugh1@,Yahoo.com
realname: Jeff Murray
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 82 church st
city: Saranac Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12983
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jen conroy <jconroy11@verizon.net>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 6:05 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jconroy11@verizon.net
realname: jen conroy
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 23 sloane rd
city: newburgh
State: NY
zipcode: 12550
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jen Trippedo <jenntrip77@aol.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 1:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jen Trippedo
Mohegan lake , NY 10547

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenna DeDonato <jldedonato21@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 12:09 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jenna DeDonato
Rochester, NY 14618

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenna Leskovec <leskovjenn@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 11:34 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification. I visited Boreas Ponds on November
11th, 2016, to see what all the fuss was about, and I know now that I stand with Adirondack Wilderness Advocates.
I am therefore writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract,
which I feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds. I “work in wetlands”
every day – I delineate their boundaries and help people get permits that will ultimately, no matter what, degrade and diminish the
wetland quality. WE DO NOT NEED TO DO THIS IN THE ADIRONDACKS!
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Currently, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds
Tract that range from bad to unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a
wild landscape, solitary and secluded.
During my recent visit, I was disappointed with what I saw. This place has so much potential, but for the whole walk into the ponds
I was following fresh, muddy, tire tracks. When I got to the first dam, at LaBier Flow, a 4WD SUV rolled up behind me, so that
my first impression of these ponds was ruined by the growl of an engine. I walked past six vehicles parked at the cabin, most likely
the sources of the deeply rutted, wet, muddy tracks heading north from the “four corners” junction. I understand that everyone has
different standards for their wilderness experience, and maybe these things wouldn’t bother you when you are seeking wilderness
and solitude. However, this is such a great opportunity to stop the further depreciation of this area, and allow it to be restored, by
nature and man, to a more natural, wilderness state. We all find something in wilderness, and maybe this isn’t the kind of area
you’d like to visit, but to some people, this is everything.
It is imperative that the APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the least.
Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness! Leave a legacy
that is as great John Muir, President Theodore Roosevelt, and our own Verplanck Colvin.
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
Jenna Leskovec

Jenna Leskovec
South Glens Falls, NY 12828

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenna remington <jennalovesla@aim.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 8:25 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jennalovesla@aim.com
realname: Jenna remington
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 112 green mansions road unit 1b
city: chestertown
State: NY
zipcode: 12817
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. I am a life long Adirondack resident and my father was paralyzed in a logging accident
not far from boreas ponds on gulf brook road. This property should be utilized by all not just the most able bodied.
Alternative 1: a compromise that allows equal access for all! Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenna Treahy <jenna.treahy@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 24, 2016 1:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jenna Treahy
2952 Rush mendon road
Honeyoe Falls, NY 14472

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jenna White <adkmtgirl@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 5:51 PM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
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Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jenna White
1612 W. Glenville Rd
Amsterdam, NY 12010
518.214.4093
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Sent:
To:
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Jenna White <adkmtgirl@hotmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 9:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jenna White
Amsterdam, NY 12010

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennalee Holzschuh <jholz242@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 7:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennalee Holzschuh
Brockport , NY 14420
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Sent:
To:
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Jenni Snead <jensnead@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 9:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jenni Snead
Charleston, WV 25302

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Bellen <jc.bellen@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 5:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Bellen
Amsterdam, NY 12010

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Brownell <j.lynnbrownell@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 13, 2016 8:46 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Brownell
Ballston Spa, NY 12020

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Burger <jennifer.d.burger@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 3:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Burger
8 Brighton St, Apt 2
Rochester, NY 14607

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Cady <jennifercady3@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 3:18 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jennifercady3@gmail.com
realname: Jennifer Cady
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 131 Briar Hill Rd
city: Horseheads
State: NY
zipcode: 14845
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Chmiel <j_chmiel@outlook.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 1:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Chmiel
Rochester, NY 14622

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Curtis <spadgeripsey@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 10:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Curtis
Saranac Lake, NY 12983

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer DeLillo <Jndelillo@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 6:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
Jennifer DeLillo
2 Garden Parkway
Williamsville, NY 14221
7169074542

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Doyle <doyle.jen17@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 6:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Doyle
91 Hampden
Rochester, NY 14610

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Ervin <jennifer_ervin@mail.computer.net>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 1:11 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Ervin
6 3rd Ave
Ossining, NY 10562

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Greenidge <jgreenidge13@yahoo.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 10:29 AM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Greenidge
2114 Hillcrest Avenue
Olean, NY 14760
7163530599

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Greenidge <Jgreenidge13@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:10 AM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
Jennifer Greenidge
2114 Hillcrest Avenue
Olean, NY 14760
9999999999

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Herrmann <jrherm5115@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 11:39 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Herrmann
86 Exchange Street
Attica , NY 14011

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Hoffman <padpaws@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Hoffman
7217 Erica Lane
North Tonawanda, NY 14120
716-692-0947

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Le <jenniferle1992@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Le
Rochester , NY 14610

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Maguder <jen@chautauquawatershed.org>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 8:28 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
fondly remember looking down on from the summit of Mt. Marcy as a High Peaks Summit Steward. From 5,344 feet, the Boreas
Ponds looks remote, secluded, and beautiful. When I visited Boreas Ponds last November and looked up at the High Peaks from
the ponds, I was not to be disappointed. I left with the solemn feeling that the quiet and remoteness of the place needs to be
protected. I feel that the four alternatives that have been proposed are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
I currently work for the Chautauqua Watershed Conservancy in southwestern New York State. We are the most active land trust
in Chautauqua County and have over 1,000 acres in our holdings. Although that number of acres seems large for this area, it has
been pieced together over 26 years with numerous smaller parcels (under 20 acres) in size. The Chautauqua Watershed
Conservancy conserves land to protect water resources. Chautauqua Lake, where we do most of our work, is heavily developed
and impacted by people. Now we work alongside several other lake organizations to remove invasive species, harvest nuisance
aquatic weeds, reduce pollution, and fix sedimentation problems. Chautauqua Lake is far from being wilderness, so as I work here
I crave my next visit to the remote lakes of the Adirondacks.
Although humans have already impacted Boreas Ponds with forestry operations and hunting camps, we have an opportunity here
to protect its remoteness. Highly accessible outdoor recreation areas see tremendous user impacts - think of the eroding trails of
Cascade in the High Peaks. When I visit the Adirondacks, I seek out wild landscapes with seclusion and solitude, where it is
possible to get a break from the noisy, over-used lakes of Chautauqua County.
It is necessary to develop another alternative for classifying the Boreas Ponds Tract to protect the seclusion and wild character of
the ponds. The four alternatives that have been stated only protect small tokens of wilderness compared to the great addition to the
High Peaks Wilderness that the Boreas Ponds Tract could provide.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
Jen Maguder

Jennifer Maguder
54 Chautauqua Avenue
Lakewood, NY 14701

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer McGowan <mcgowanj17@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 12:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer McGowan
5128 Locust St
Lincoln, NE 68516

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer McLafferty <jterwil8@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 8:59 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Jennifer McLafferty
224 Warren Pl.
Ithaca, NY 14850
6072203209
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Miller <jen@termship.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Miller
314 Montrose Avenue
Essex, MD 21221
4103201531

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Moran <jennytofu@nycap.rr.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 6:27 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Moran
177 Lake Ave.
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer morgan <Jfagan5601@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11:51 AM
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Jfagan5601@hotmail.com
realname: Jennifer morgan
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 29 shawnee pkwy
city: Wharton
State: NJ
zipcode: 07885
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer OMalia
GROTON, CT 06340

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Rollins <jennjenn1228@aol.com>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 9:53 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Rollins
3441 Crowhill Rd.
Bouckville , NY 13310

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Ryan <ryanje198@potsdam.edu>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Ryan
1179 Barrington Drive
Potsdam, NY 13676

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Sandler <JIFarber@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 3:14 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jennifer Sandler
990 arapahoe circle
Louisville, CO 80027
3033357950

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Schultz‐ Carroll <joshrykermarsh@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:17 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Schultz- Carroll
152 S. Main St.
Pleasant Gap, PA 16823

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Smith <simplyjensmith@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 11:58 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Smith
PO Box 784
Old Forge, NY 13420

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer ST.Pierre <jenniferstpierre@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 7:06 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jenniferstpierre@yahoo.com
realname: Jennifer ST.Pierre
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 12 lake
city: Crown Point
State: NY
zipcode: 12928
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you. PS. Your tourists have to drive through poverty to get to their destinations.
That poverty will include people that will be much less inclined to clean their yard or paint the house. Please let the
locals use this land as a recreational investment into local economy. The tree huggers alone will not make up for
the so called forever wild damage that has already been done to the towns trying to stay afloat.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Stedman <billjenyamaha@hotmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 8:05 AM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Stedman
7599 Kent Rd
Little Valley, NY 14755
7166996211

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Treahy <jtreahy1@mail.naz.edu>
Thursday, November 24, 2016 1:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Treahy
5525 Thomas road
Canandaigua, NY 14424

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer turcotte <Jlturcotte9@gmail.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 12:14 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Jlturcotte9@gmail.com
realname: Jennifer turcotte
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 96 S Ike Hayes rd
city: Brant lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12815
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer W. Higgins Turret <jennifer.w.higgins@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 9:41 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
Jennifer W. Higgins Turret

Jennifer W. Higgins Turret
180 S. 3rd St., Apt. D1
Brooklyn, NY 11211

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Weinraub <jennyweinraub@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:53 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Especially with the upcoming administration in Washington, any and all protection of our natural lands is vital for the
health of the nation.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Weinraub
121 Cayuga Park Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
6075926603

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Wild <Mostlywildj@aol.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 12:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jennifer Wild
409 Echo Ln
Endwell, NY 13760

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennifer Zodarecky <jjzip124@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 4:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Please take concern for our next generations. We owe it to our families and may they be able to appreciate what we so enjoy, it is
a gift to behold. Respect the beautiful nature!!!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Zodarecky

Jennifer Zodarecky
495 Elmgrove Road
Rochester , NY 14606

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jennifersaunderson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Saunderson
<jennifersaunderson@everyactioncustom.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 4:01 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Saunderson
4532 Murdock Ave
Bronx, NY 10466-1008

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JennyLee Smallman <jlsmallman@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:03 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
JennyLee Smallman
6633 Maxwell Road
Sodus, NY 14551

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jens P. L. Sorensen <Msorensen1@roadrunner.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 12:39 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Msorensen1@roadrunner.com
realname: Jens P. L. Sorensen
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 127 Floodwood Road
city: Saranac Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12983
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you. Jens P. L. Sorensen
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jer Haelen <jerhaelen@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:25 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!
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Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
Jer Haelen
18 Haelen Ter.
Middletown, NY 10940
8453862332

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jere Brophy <jbrophy@gmvs.org>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 11:20 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

This letter is formulated on the platform provided by ADK Mountain Club, of which I am a lifetime member, along with my
entire family. We have hiked and paddled the Adirondacks our entire lives, and I had the incredible opportunity to camp and
paddle at Boreas Ponds this summer.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds tract and
other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot fully support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final recommendation to
Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of the Boreas Ponds under the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, but with a few modifications.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be subject to
the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of the opportunity for quiet
canoeing and kayaking, as well as camping.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than 3 miles from the ponds,
where the current interim plan allocates parking. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and
regulate it by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. I would prefer this to the LaBiere Flow option, and the
situation can be monitored and altered as use dictates. This is a project that must go slowly, and allowing access all the way to
LaBiere would let the genie out of the bottle, and would be hard if not impossible to get back in.
I also encourage allowing mountain biking on the tract's roads. As an avid biker, I know the roads will be attractive destinations
for riders, and they will have no compulsion to venture off into the woods, as many anti‐bike advocates believe will happen.
They will ride in for the day, or bring boats on trailers, camp, etc, but they will not detract from the experience.
In addition, it is imperative that designated campsites be established at appropriate places to ensure the area will not be
spoiled. Tenting areas with pit toilets are a must, as unfortunately many visitors pay little heed to the 'leave no trace' ethic.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract to ensure that
these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness, with the caveat of allowing mountain biking on the roads,
and providing adequate camping options.
Sincerely,
Jere W. Brophy
Lake Pleasant, NY and Waitsfield, VT
Jere Brophy
269 White Pine Drive
Waitsfield, VT 05673
8024962127

From:
Sent:
To:
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Jeremy Bohnett <jbohnett@harding.edu>
Thursday, November 24, 2016 3:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Bohnett
Woodinville , WA 98072

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy C. <buta275@yahoo.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 7:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds
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Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Jeremy C.
5 Kelshawn Court
Latham, NY 12110
5180000000

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Carpenter <buta275@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds alternative plans
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Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
As a New Yorker who loves the Adirondack Park, I am concerned and disappointed about the current proposed alternatives for
the Boreas Ponds classification. These proposals would not fully and adequately protect the area from the potential threats to its
waters and abundant wildlife. They would jeopardize the ability of people like me to enjoy this beautiful section of the park.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a significant buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness if the visitor and resident experience, clean air and water and wildlife are to be protected.
Additionally, I strongly believe that the Boreas River also needs Wilderness protection.
Wilderness classification of the river is necessary to protect this parcel. Non-Wilderness classification would invite loud and
destructive motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. Please don't let that happen. Please
preserve this place for future generations.
If including area for motorized access is necessary, please limit it to a small parking area one mile or more from the ponds. An
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities should also be included. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this area of the park for future generations. Please designate the Boreas Ponds, river and surrounding lands as
Wilderness.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,
Jeremy C.
Latham, N.Y.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Carpenter <buta275@yahoo.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 5:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Tract Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
As a New Yorker and Adirondack Park enthusiast I thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being
considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Carpenter
5 Kelshawn Ct.
Latham, NY 12110

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Fennell <Jeremyfennell@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:44 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jeremyfennell@yahoo.com
realname: Jeremy Fennell
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 200 Fairway Drive
city: New Hartford
State: NY
zipcode: 13413
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Hellems <Jerhellems@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:42 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jerhellems@yahoo.com
realname: Jeremy Hellems
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 2582 Scottsville rd
city: Scottsville
State: NY
zipcode: 14546
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Mosca <marios107@excite.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 7:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Mosca
Troy, NY 12180

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Prosser <Thefireman16@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 8:19 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one‐mile buffer that
prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow north to the
Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and provide the strongest
possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we must not
surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more acres in Wild Forest than
there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60‐mile radius (or even 30) of Boreas Ponds that could
accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for ecological protection and a wilderness experience
at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road gets to the
ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once waterways and
wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one‐mile buffer will provide
opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the remoteness of an expanded
High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If there was
ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide Park protection, this is it.
The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Prosser
75 shore oaks east
Oswego, NY 13126
3154025212

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Reitz <jreitz72@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 9:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Reitz
Marion, NY 14505

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Schauer <jeremys165@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 12:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Schauer
Kunkletown, PA 18058

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Silverman <jeremy@gemsgrants.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 10:01 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Silverman
27 Northwood Dr.
Ballston Spa, NY 12020

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Swire <jswire2320@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 10:30 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Swire
27 Paulina St
Somerville , MA 02144

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Toole <Jtoole93@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 9:22 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jtoole93@yahoo.com
realname: Jeremy Toole
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 953 Michigan Ave
city: Schenectady
State: NY
zipcode: 12303
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeremy Utz <utzjeremy@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 2:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Reagan,
Wilderness is what makes this park different from most others. This is what brought me to this area from Ohio. Therefore, adding
to this wilderness only makes sense. It's why people come to the adirondacks in the first place. To experience something that can't
be found easily, true wilderness. Having been to the area and hiked around you can clearly see that at one time humans used and
took from the land. Well, now we have a chance to give back, to let the site return to wilderness.
The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none satisfy
the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness.
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jeremy Utz
1002 adirondack loj road
lake placid, NY 12946

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeri Wright <jeriwrig@frontiernet.net>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
As an aging but committed paddler seeking quiet but accessible waters, please keep the wilderness of Boreas
Ponds.
Sincerely,
Jeri Wright
23 Indian Rock Rd.
Wilmington, NY 12997

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerid Anderson <calvinhobbes711@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 3:54 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jerid Anderson
1633 Canyon Drive
Santa Maria, CA 93454

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jerome gerard <jeromegerard@hotmail.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 12:14 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jerome gerard
Beech mountain, NC 28604

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerome Ohlsten <jwo2@cornell.edu>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:52 AM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Jerome Ohlsten
9564 Kingtown Rd.
Trumansburg, NY 14886
607-387-7149

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerome Olp <jeromeolp@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 10:39 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jerome Olp
417 N 7th St
Aspen, CO 81611

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jerome sag <jeromesag@msn.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
jerome sag
224 acorn lane
north wales, PA 19454
215-699-6486

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Bradley <fxb3@verizon.net>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jerry Bradley
6101 Lee Brooke Place
Springfield, VA 22152

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Drumheller <drumheller@cnf.cornell.edu>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 1:14 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jerry Drumheller
131 Salem Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
607-592-5618

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Drumheller <drumheller@cnf.cornell.edu>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:23 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
I feel very fortunate that for the last 52 years, My family and I have been able to spend 4 to 7 days, almost every fall
season, hiking in the Adirondack park. One of the beauties of these hikes is the peace and quiet of the woods
and the total lack of automobile sounds which we find about a mile or so away from the roads.
My family and I would very much like to hike in this Boreas Ponds area, perhaps next fall. The last thing we want
to hear in the woods is the sound of all terrain vehicles driving around digging up the typically muddy ground.
These will not be well muffled engines. These vehicles are designed to go ANYWHERE tearing up the ground in
the process.
I really don't want them in this area, or any other hiking area.
There are other good reasons to noted below for protecting this area from all terrain vehicles.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jerry Drumheller
131 Salem Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
607-592-5618

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Drumheller <drumheller@cnf.cornell.edu>
Friday, December 09, 2016 12:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Jerry Drumheller
131 Salem Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
607-592-5618

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Flach <jerry33@optonline.net>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 8:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jerry Flach
4 Harrison Avenue
North Haledon, NJ 07508
973 420 1658

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Muller <mullerjf@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 3:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear APA,
I would like to provide an outsiders perspective to the discussion regarding
classification of the Boreas Pond area. As a lifelong New York State resident and
taxpayer for 43 of those years it's important to me to know what is truly at stake here
and include my thoughts on the matter.
My family was first introduced to the Adirondacks 50 years ago when we visited with
friends each summer on Raquette Lake. I was immediately drawn into its spell and have
never looked back. I visit on average 5‐6 times per year in a wide variety of ways. I
have stayed in cottages all along the Fulton Chain, car camped at most of the state
campgrounds, stayed in motels, inns, B&B's, and lean‐to's, day hiked and backpacked
hundreds and hundreds of miles and back country camped all over the region in all
seasons, canoe camped, kayaked, snowshoed, downhill and x‐country skied, golfed,
bicycled the highways and byways, fished the lakes, flyfished all of the major rivers,
snowmobiled, proposed to my wife on Marcy, enjoyed morning coffee looking over a fog
shrouded lake in the Whitney Wilderness, sipped P3 martini's at the Mirror Lake Inn,
ate Larry Burgers at the Tavern in Eagle Bay and Dutch oven chili in the Five Ponds
Wilderness, and even sent my son to Paul Smiths to be educated. I am no stranger to
everything Adirondack from many a wilderness experience to being a stereotypical
tourist. Now having said all that I can tell you that I haven't even come close to
exploring all there is to do and see in the Adirondack region. I would need many life
times to ever come close to doing that.

I have been following the social media attention with respect this classification
business and researched a variety of special interest groups points of view (not just
wilderness advocates) and it's easy to see how these interests have become very
polarized. I attended the Rochester public hearing and listened to many good arguments
in favor of 100% wilderness classification and a few good ones toward the other
proposals. I must point out that I am disappointed that most people who live outside
the Blue Line that I casually spoke to know nothing about this controversial issue. A
sad statement to either lack of publicity or lack of concern. However, from my point of
view giving the Boreas Ponds tract a 100% wilderness classification will NOT diminish
my ability or desire to continue to do all the things I have done Adirondack for the
last 50 years. Please consider and expedite to fruition an additional proposal for
classification of the entire Boreas Ponds tract as 100% wilderness not just for me but
for my children and for generations to come.
Kind regards,
Jerome F. Muller
Hilton, New York

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Ravnitzky <ravnitzky@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jerry Ravnitzky
124 Hill Street
Mahopac, NY 10541
845-628-6681

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jerry Ross <jmross1971@yahoo.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 6:28 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Area

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Hi there,
First of all let me say that I am a mountain and road biker and I continually push (and donate to) better and safer access for
bicycling activities.
A friend and I hiked in to explore this region on Thursday of this past week. Initially I was salivating over the idea of having
access to these roads to bike on. This past summer I rode 1300 miles of the Great Divide Mountain Bike Route from Banf to
Idaho. So I'm into the remote cruise thing.
Then, my friend and I began meeting up with mtn bikers who weren't supposed to be in the area. (Their rationale was that it
wasn't classified yet so it was ok to bike in there). We only met 5 guys, but we hiked over 14 miles exploring and with them
zipping around on their bikes it did not seem like wilderness at all, it seemed like a bike park in Glens Falls. And that was
before it was even opened to biking. Imagine what it would be like on a weekend if it was marketed as a mtn bike center
similar to Burke, in Vt?
I think there should be more areas for Mtn Biking, but not around Boreas Ponds. Those ponds are jewels. Those guys that
currently hunt in there would hunt no more due to the crowds.. Greater access than foot a mile away would dramatically dilute
the experience for everyone.
Thanks for taking the time to consider my opinions.
Respectfully, Jerry Ross
Sent from my iPad

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jerry rule <jerrywrule1970@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:00 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jerrywrule1970@yahoo.com
realname: jerry rule
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 2455, us rt 9
city: Schroon Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12870
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jess Deitz <jldeitzphotography@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
Jess Deitz
139 Old South Plank Rd.
Walden, NY 12586
8455228088

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jess Hudson <jessihudson1@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 4:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jess Hudson
Boston, MA 02215

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jess Jeffery <jjeffery@northcountryschool.org>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 7:22 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jess Jeffery
Lake placid, NY 12946

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JEss Leafmeeker <jessielm123@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 9:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

JEss Leafmeeker
Boston , MA 02215

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jesse Arno <jesse.arno1980@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 9:58 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jesse Arno
50 Elm Street
Delhi, NY 13753

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jesse Cramer <jessencramer@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 13, 2016 10:51 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

To Whom it May Concern:
The Boreas Ponds tract is one of the most serene sections of the wonderful Adirondack Park, a true gem of New York State. This
gem, much like an actual diamond, has been shaped by Mother Nature over the millennia; this is not a resource that man can
imitate elsewhere. Instead, it is a one-of-a-kind parcel that must be valued uniquely. I urge you to consider keeping the Boreas
Ponds parcel wild.
We--New Yorkers, Americans, human beings--do not need more parking lots. We don't need more roadways. We don't need
snowmobile paths. These are self-servings trappings of our extravagant lives. If we do not stand up for this beautiful wild parcel,
then who will? The otters, moose, and fox...how can you place economic gain or human desire above their right to the land, and
then look upon your reflection without a gloomy shadow of shame? It is not a sustainable behavior in any way, shape, or form.
Humans past and present have already expanded too far, destroyed too much. Nature cannot defend herself against our greedy
grasp. Instead, we must ally ourselves, helping her where and when we can. The Boreas Ponds in the present is one such place
and time, and you have the power to defend this beautiful resource. I have faith that the Classification Committee will choose to
fight against humanity's trend of blackening that which was once green. I have faith that you will speak for the trees.
Thank you for your kind attention.
Sincerely,
Jesse Cramer
Rochester, NY
JesseNCramer@gmail.com
315.378.2226

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jesse Karp <Jesseisaiahk@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 6:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification process of the Boreas Ponds tract. I support and
appreciate the Agency’s mandate to use science and the criteria set forth in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan when classifying Forest Preserve lands in the Adirondack Park. This analysis is important, because
facts matter. The Agency, including its board, are expected to prioritize resource protection over recreation, using
scientific data and resource analyses to support its final classification recommendation to Governor Cuomo for the
Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
With that in mind, I write to make sure that the Agency is aware of the thorough and timely scientific and economic
reports that have been released, pertaining to the Boreas Ponds tract. A report by the Wildlife Conservation
Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness to make the
surrounding areas more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wildlands. A
study by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the
tract should be classified as Wilderness. Also, a report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows
private lands close in proximity to Wilderness cost about 25 percent more as compared to property next to state
lands that are open to motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host
communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities. I urge the Agency to thoroughly review these reports which are available online and also have been
submitted as part of the public record. Should the Agency decide to recommend an alternative that does not
provide Wilderness protection for the most sensitive lands on and around the Boreas ponds, I challenge the
Agency board and staff to provide a thorough and extensive scientific analysis proving that the characteristics and
capacity of this landscape support motorized use. I also challenge the Agency and its board to provide factual
evidence that a non-Wilderness classification will better support the local economy. This analysis will be important,
because facts matter.
Sincerely,
Jesse Karp
538 Old Furnace Rd
Paradox, NY 12858
5185864172

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jesse Scannapieco <scannapieco212@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 1:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jesse Scannapieco
39 east woods drive
Cold spring harbor , NY 11724

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Bolton <jessica_bolton23@yahoo.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 10:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Bolton
Po box 475
Old forge , NY 13420

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Bushey <jess.bushey@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 10:25 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Bushey
442 Amsterdam Ave apt 4c
New york, NY 10024

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Carmelia <carmelia.jclaire@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 1:57 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Carmelia
4827 Thunderbird Dr 69
Boulder, CO 80303

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Clark <muralart1@aol.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 12:23 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jessica Clark
19 Overlook Drive
Sloatsburg, NY 10974
(845)753-5537

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Clark <muralart1@aol.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:55 AM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jessica Clark
19 Overlook Drive
Sloatsburg, NY 10974
(845)753-5537

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Connelly <jecupstate@gmail.com>
Monday, November 14, 2016 8:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Connelly
9 Elizabeth Lane
Schuylerville, NY 12871

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Connelly <jecupstate@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 6:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Connelly
9 Elizabeth Lane
Schuylerville, NY 12871

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Fingado <jessica.fingado@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 11:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Fingado
Webster, NY 14580

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Fitzgerald <j_fitzgerald_7@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 13, 2016 8:43 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Fitzgerald
Hinckley, NY 13352

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Fleck <jessica.l.fleck@gmail.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 12:52 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Fleck
Boulder, CO 80303

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Fox <Jessfox12@me.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:56 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
This is a call to protect NY's greatest resource, our environment. If we allow the Boreas Ponds to stay in balance by
limiting motor disruption, we can all enjoy the natural beauty we all treasure.
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jessica Fox
15 Fremont Road
Sleepy Hollow, NY 10591
9176133782

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica grubesic <ski_bunny_1229@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 4:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica grubesic
New York, NY 10027

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Koch <jkoch524@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 10:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Koch
Jacksonville , FL 32256

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica McNair <themcnairfamilybusiness@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 6:51 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jessica McNair
79 SANGER AVE
New Hartford, NY 13413
3153687550

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Molinaro <jessmolinaro67@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 5:53 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Molinaro
4 Emmons Path
Chester , NJ 07930

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Nichols <jmaeu3@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 3:42 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Nichols
Olmstedville , NY 12857

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica Nyhof <jessicanyhof@hotmail.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 6:17 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jessica Nyhof
Rochester , NY 14609

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jessica.ashlee.bader@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Bader
<jessica.ashlee.bader@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jessica Bader
121 E 31st St
New York, NY 10016-6834

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jessicamunich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Munich
<jessicamunich@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:46 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jessica Munich
130 Orange Tpke Apt A
Sloatsburg, NY 10974-1506

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessie Gardner <jejgardner@gmail.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 6:52 PM
ClassificationComments
2016 Adirondack land classification comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Please consider classifying the Boreas Pond tract and other Adirondack lands up for classification, as wilderness areas. The areas
need to be protected to ensure the protection of the complex ecosystems that exist in those areas. With increased motorized
access, the ecosystems surely face threats from invasive species, pollution, habitat fragmentation and degradation, and more. This
would not only negatively impact the immediate local areas, but the rest of the Adirondack Park as well. I, and my friends and
family care deeply about the wilderness areas of the Adirondacks and believe it should be preserved to the highest level. Not many
places like the Adirondacks exist, and it should be protected for future generations.
Thank you for your time.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jesusfreak2_1999@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Gunther
<jesusfreak2_1999@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Gunther
PO Box 343
Hamilton, NY 13346-0343

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jfickes34@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Fickes <jfickes34@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 8:14 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Fickes
41 Grandview Ave
Nanuet, NY 10954-2511
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jfletcher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Fletcher <jfletcher@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 12:12 AM
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Judith Fletcher
525 W 238th St Apt 1A
Bronx, NY 10463-1820
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To:
Subject:

jgdayny@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Day <jgdayny@everyactioncustom.com>
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Day
10 W 66th St Apt 11G
New York, NY 10023-6208
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To:
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jane Lalone
142 Jackman Dr # A
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603-1200
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To:
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Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:28 PM
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jordan Glass
8 Topland Rd
Hartsdale, NY 10530-3009
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Hemenez
2600 Camino Ramon
San Ramon, CA 94583-5000
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To:
Subject:

jhoffman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jerome Hoffman
<jhoffman@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:07 PM
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jerome Hoffman
3786 Bedford Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11229-2410
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
Almost without exception, the motorized vehicle is the enemy of keeping an area pristine.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joe Holdner
443 2nd St Apt 3R
Brooklyn, NY 11215-2560
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jan Hoogenboom
1715 Palmetto St Apt 1R
Ridgewood, NY 11385-2874
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Judy Hoppe
ECHO Ln
Melville, NY 11747
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jim Hoyt
263 Walsh Rd
Wellsburg, NY 14894-9728
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jianhui Li <lijianhuildb@outlook.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 11:15 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jianhui Li
Box 1036, Vassar College, 124 Raymond Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
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Please ensure the next EPA Administrator is committed to protecting clean air and water
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Carol Kite
1856 Clay Hill Rd
Chittenango, NY 13037-9505

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jijo19@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Hazel <jijo19@everyactioncustom.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 9:36 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
James Hazel
8 Lavender Ln
Buffalo, NY 14225-5521

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Arbuckle <jhgarbuckle@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

I live far awy, in NJ, and I'm in my eighties, but I still managed to hike or ski into the new Fitch Pruyn lands as they
opened to the public. Paddled the Hudson from Newcomb to the Ibdiab River confluencce; skied in to OK Slip
Falls; skied in to the Essex Chain Lakes. An effort, but worth it. I'm eager to see the pristine Boreas Ponds. But
not with motors - that's the opposite of pristine. The Nature Conservancy/ADK plan outlined below (vehicle
access as far as a parking lot at LaBier flow) would preserve the tranquility (no motors) but allow reasonably easy
access to hikers and paddlers.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jill Arbuckle
40 Kingwood Drive
Little Falls, NJ 07424
973-890-9280

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Broderick <jill@broderickrealestate.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 4:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Alternative One

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Kathleen Regan
NYS Adirondack Park Agency
Deputy Director of Planning
PO Box 99, 1133 State Route 86,
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Dear Kathleen:
I was in attendance for the presentation that you gave at the Schroon Lake Central School. I found it to be very informative, and
I thank you for your time. The one constant that resonated very clearly from all of the Town Supervisors within Essex County,
and the local Assemblyman Dan Stec, was that they were all in total agreement that the most favorable classification for the
Boreas Tract was Alternative I. I am also in agreement with this designation. And I am of the understanding that the Unit
Management Plan will be most important in formulating the access issues on these parcels, and it is within this process where
the decisions are to be made as to motorized and non‐motorized uses. If so, I look forward to these discussions on access and
park management. Sincerely, Jill Broderick, Chestertown, New York 12817

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Grundfest <jgrundfest@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:36 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Should Be a Wilderness Area

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. Please take the studies into consideration, and my wishes
as a hiker and someone who really hates offroad vehicles, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special
place.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jill Grundfest
1063 County Highway 25
Richfield Springs, NY 13439
315-858-9246

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill LaBoissiere <jalabos@earthlink.net>
Monday, December 26, 2016 10:13 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jalabos@earthlink.net
realname: Jill LaBoissiere
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 895 Sacandaga Rd
city: Scotia
State: NY
zipcode: 12302
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill MacDonald <jsmac@cox.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 3:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,

Jill MacDonald
13300 Johnny Moore Lane
Clifton, VA 20124
703-266-0956

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill MacDonald <jmmac@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:33 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jill MacDonald
13300 Johnny Moore Lane
Clifton, VA 20124
703-246-0955

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Martucci <jillmartucci@yahoo.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 8:43 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jill Martucci
Hamburg, NY 14075

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Moretto <jdmoretto@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 10:21 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jill Moretto
Massapequa, NY 11801

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Moretto <jdmoretto@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jill Moretto
HIcksville, NY 11801

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill O'Sullivan <jilleos@hotmail.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 9:35 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: jilleos@hotmail.com
realname: Jill O'Sullivan
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 7 Colonial Court
city: Queensbury
State: NY
zipcode: 12804
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property as Wild Forest, which will keep the existing roads in place and allow for
reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect the
environment. The Boreas Ponds property cannot be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐made, the property has many
roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. These lands are
ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's
acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and can
also serve to strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns. However, in order to do so, those properties need to be
reasonably accessible to people of all ages and abilities. The more difficult it is to access the properties, the fewer people will
use them. All New Yorkers ‐ whose tax dollars paid for these lands ‐ should be able to enjoy the use of these properties. Public
access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and also attracts new visitors to the region
and encourages all to experience the beauty these lands have to offer. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jill Rifkin <jrrif@aol.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:59 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Jill Rifkin
145 Darroch Rd
Delmar, NY 12054
5184391843

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jillian Hyland <jillianrae518@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 24, 2016 8:44 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jillian Hyland
1215 W 10th St. Apt 200
Cleveland, OH 44113

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jillian webster <jillweb89@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 2:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jillian webster
Bend, OR 97702

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jilljakejess@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jill Liebman <jilljakejess@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classificationmust we destroy all that's beautiful
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jill Liebman
61 Horatio St
New York, NY 10014-1514

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim <thomasjd100@hotmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 10:07 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds classification
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As a life long resident of NY who grew up in the northern Catskills, attended college in the northern Adirondacks,
and has had a camp in the Tug Hill region for several years, I am strongly urging the DEC to classify this land as Wild
Forest rather than Wilderness. This will allow the public to enjoy more of the land which is owned by the people of the
state of NY, but will still afford stringent protections to the land to prevent essentially all negative effects. As a
registered Professional Engineer, it is my opinion that the Wild Forest classification provides essentially all of the
important protection of the land, but still allows the people an opportunity for the true owners of the land (the people of
the state of NY) to experience the land with minimal impact. Below are some talking points copied from the New York
State Snowmobile Association that I am in 100% agreement with.
1. Support Alternative 1: All the property south of Gulf Brook Road and Trout
Pond Road should be classified as Wild Forest. The area within the
perimeter road around Boreas Ponds should be classified Wild Forest. The
area north of the ponds should be classified as wilderness connecting to the
High Peaks Wilderness area.
2. The area near and around of the roads does not have the character of
“untrammeled by man” and therefore should be classified as Wild Forest.
3. The Ponds are not natural and have been enhanced by a spillway and
impoundment. The spillways and impoundment should be left so that the
current level of the ponds is not diminished. The spillways and
impoundments will take maintenance and therefore must be classified as
Wild Forest to allow for administrative maintenance vehicles.
4. A Wild Forest corridor must be provided up to the south end of the Boreas
Pond to allow for disabled access up to the pond. This is a unique
opportunity for disabled access where roads are already built and no trees
need be cut. It is not reasonable to propose a one mile cut trail for the
disabled to bring canoes and kayaks to the pond.
5. Notwithstanding the classification of the property in general, Gulf Brook
Road and Trout Pond Road should be classified as Wild Forest to potentially
allow for the use of the roads as snowmobile trails in the future. The trail
will provide a snowmobile trail route to connect Newcomb to North
Hudson which would involve the cutting of a minimum of trees.
6. The tract of land contains over 50 miles of logging roads, multiple bridges
that can carry 100,000 pound logging trucks, many culverts, camp
structures, has been logged for about 100 years by Finch Pruyn, and
contained at one time a lodge and high voltage power lines.
7. Finch Pruyn has demonstrated with their 100 years of stewardship of this
property that a great deal of access can occur without a negative impact to
the quality of this state acquisition.
Thank you for your consideration.
Jim Thomas
6637 County Highway 33
Bloomville, NY 13739
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim & Sharon Chambers <jamesechambers@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:27 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jim & Sharon Chambers
3642 Sunset LN
Williamson, NY 14589
315-589-8500

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JIM ANDALORO <jim_andaloro@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 4:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

JIM ANDALORO
4750 WOODARD WAY, Apt. i-5
LIVERPOOL, NY 13088
315-436-4109
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Barnes <jrex@dundee.ac.uk>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 9:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jim Barnes
Nantucket, AL 00965
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email: Jbeglinger@ymail.com
realname: Jim Beglinger
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1831 Jerome rd
city: Fabius
State: NY
zipcode: 13063
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Jim Burns Jr <jimburnsjr@gmail.com>
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jim Burns Jr
51 Bozenkill Rd
Altamont, NY 12009
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Sent:
To:
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Jim Butkus <Butkusjk@verizon.net>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 2:35 PM
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Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jim Butkus
2366 U.S. Route 11
Lafayette, NY 13084
3156773059
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Boreas Pond
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As an avid snowmobiler I am strongly in favor of Alternative #!. Please support the
classification of this land as “Wild Forest” so it may be used by ALL and not just a select
interests.
James Camarre

This email has been scanned for email related threats and delivered safely by Mimecast.
For more information please visit http://www.mimecast.com
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jim Craft
134 Trento St.
Rochester, NY 14606
5856476166
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jim Dunham
109 Heartland Drive
Schenectady, NY 12303
518-469-9818
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jim genier
1053 white church road
crown point, NY 12928

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jim genier <genierjames@gmail.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 7:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jim genier
1053 white church road
crown point , NY 12928

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jim genier <genierjames@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 7:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jim genier
1053 white church road
crown point, NY 12928

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Jenkins <jbjenkins58@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 5:34 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Deserve Better Protection

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Jim Jenkins
Jim Jenkins
40 Hall's Lane
Rye, NY 10580
914-921-9077

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Jennison <jjenn100@aol.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:34 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jim Jennison
PO Box 51
Adirondack, NY 12808
5185329318

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Jordan <raggedmtnman@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 9:23 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Tract classification
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Park Commissioners
Adirondack Park Agency
Ray Brook, New York

Sent via Email to: ClassificationComments@apa.ny.gov

December 22, 2016

Dear APA Commissioners:
I am writing to you about the forthcoming classification decisions you will be making regarding the Boreas Tract in 2017. As a
landowner and resident for 30 years of a property directly adjoining these lands on the Blue Ridge Road, my daily experience and
community involvement in this area are more than theoretical. I know from my own experience that these lands need the highest
level of wilderness protection to return to their original untrammeled state and to restore the solace only wilderness lands can
provide. I am grateful to the State for acquiring these lands on behalf of the Adirondack Park and the people of New York State
and wish to see them given the maximum resource protection while allowing access by those who are willing to enjoy them in an
appropriate manner.
I also strongly believe in the fair process of soliciting public input into these classification decisions by ALL New York State
taxpayers whether they reside in the Adirondack Park or not. I encourage the APA through this process to ascertain and
scrupulously heed the majority opinion. And I hope the APA will support its decision-making with a transparent recitation of
what it has learned from these public hearings and written commentary.
E. O. Wilson, a true pioneer in evolutionary biology and ecological theory, has noted that humans have an innate attraction to
water and especially locations near water that offer a commanding view. The focus on the Boreas Ponds in the APA’s discussions
brings that bias into clear relief and actually threatens proper attention being paid to the many irreplaceable wild resources of the
entire Boreas tract. For the APA to allow recreational interests in relation to the ponds to trump a broader commitment to
resource preservation in regard to the Boreas tract would be to ignore its very rationale for existence. Personally, I encourage the
APA to add additional biologically researched alternatives to the four plans under discussion. Remarkably, no true wilderness
option has yet been researched or presented for consideration by the public or the APA.
I encourage the APA to add at least one true wilderness classification that closes the entire existing Gulf Brook Road and other
logging roads across the Boreas Ponds Tract from public use of motorized vehicles so as to truly protect the unique, sensitive
boreal ecosystems, biodiversity, trout ponds fisheries and the sublime silence and solitude of the tract. I implore the APA to reject
the cutting of any new snowmobile corridors in the tract and to extend the wilderness designation right down to Blue Ridge Road.

In keeping with E. O. Wilson’s call to protect half of the earth’s landmass to preserve biodiversity, the APA has a one time

opportunity to create a wilderness area in the eastern United States – some 280,000‐acres in all that will be ecologically significant
on a global scale, and in its uniqueness, become a source of tourism that will enable local economies.

If it can be done while maintaining a true wilderness designation for the Boreas tract I favor opening the Gulf Brook Road at
Blue Ridge Road to appropriate, wheeled access for canoe or kayak carts.
I encourage the APA to remember that a wilderness classification requires state officials and administrative personnel to respect
the absence of motors and mechanized uses ‐ save for the few exceptions that Wilderness guidelines already permit, including in
cases of ongoing emergencies such as search and rescue operations.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I visited the tract this summer for the first time and after 30 years of living along its
periphery, it was a joy to behold. Opening these lands to public access or the first time since before the Civil War is an important
civic achievement in it own right. But like all good things, it comes with perils if it is to benefit future generations. We must take
prudent steps now through thoughtful classification decisions to prevent another tragedy of the commons.
Sincerely,

James D. Jordan
2185 Blue Ridge Road
North Hudson, NY
12855

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Light <jrlight@netzero.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:09 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jim Light
5187 Canterbury Ave
Portage, IN 46368
2194551787

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim McGraw <jemcgraw@verizon.net>
Friday, December 09, 2016 3:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jim McGraw
23 Anderson Dr
Schroon Lake, NY 12870
518-532-0295

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Miller <weknds@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 11:12 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: weknds@hotmail.com
realname: Jim Miller
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 110 White Birch Drive
city: Speculator
State: NY
zipcode: 12164
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Muller <muller_jim@yahoo.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 11:40 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jim Muller
Holland Patent, NY 13354

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Piraino <james123@frontiernet.net>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 2:28 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: james123@frontiernet.net
realname: Jim Piraino
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1161 Main Street
city: Long Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12847
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jim Rolf <jkrolf@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 10:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Comment
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I am writing on behalf of my lifelong love for snowmobiling, especially in the Adirondacks, and on
behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks.
The classification of the Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to
create a bicycling destination in the Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational
opportunities for local people and attract a whole new category of tourists to the region.
Snowmobile use on these same logging roads through the property would keep trees from being
cut to develop a new snowmobile community connector trail between North Hudson and Newcomb,
where no snowmobile trail current exists.
By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for snowmobile and
bicycle recreationalists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free,
leisurely ride would bring riders through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful
ponds with their unsurpassed view of the Adirondack High Peaks. The Boreas Ponds property can
become a four-season bicycling destination.
Vacation areas across the nation are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly
family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas Ponds property cannot join the list of options
available to this group of recreationists.
For generations now, the road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used
the property, with minimal environmental impact. There is no reason I can think of as to why
bicycling and snowmobiling would not be allowed there after the land is classified as WILD
FOREST. The property cannot qualify for WILDERNESS designation due to the many man-made
features that are there and will remain there for hundreds of years to come into the future. Wild
Forest in Alternative I is the only correct choice for this area of the Adirondacks.
When Governor Cuomo announced the purchase of this property, he talked about the new
recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the Adirondacks. Snowmobiling and
bicycling on these already established Heavy Duty roads fits the bill perfectly. Please choose
Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of the country’s family outdoor recreation
destinations.

Thank you.
Jim Rolf
7897 Oneida Trail
Bridgeport, NY 13030
315-335-0791

JIM ROLF
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email: Auxsc64218@aol.com
realname: Jim Sears
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 20 Pheasant Way
city: S. Glens Fallsi
State: NY
zipcode: 12803
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jim THIEL
409 E Division St
Greenwood , WI 54437
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Please direct the attached letter from this email to Ms. Kathleen Regan, Deputy Director of Planning, and all others considering
the classification of the Boreas Ponds Land Tract.

Jim Trotta
Selkirk, NY
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109 Wildwood Lane
Selkirk, NY 12158

12/30/2016

Kathleen Regan
Deputy Director, Planning,
Adirondack Park Agency
Ray Brook, NY 12977

Ms. Regan,
Please accept this letter of comment regarding the classification of the Boreas Ponds
Tract. Of the available alternatives, my opinion is that Alternative 1 is by far the fairest of the
alternatives when considering this is going to be public land, land which should be available for
use by as wide a variety of New Yorkers as possible. This tract of land is perfect for multiple
use, by the young and the old, by the physically fit and the by the disabled, the casual walker
and the dedicated hiker. Its previous use lends it to future use by those who favor motorized
recreation and those who do not. Past wilderness designations have set aside a tremendous
area of our State as Wilderness, and they should be, however it is time to balance the use of
State lands by a wider variety of users. As the State has purchased more and more lands, the
use of much of these lands by a large number of sportsman and recreational users has been cut
off. These same citizens are the very people who in a large way maintain the Conservation
Fund that contributes to maintaining these areas.
In fact, if I was the designer of these alternatives, there would have been another, one
which would have classified even more of the tract as wild forest, nearly all, as it is far from a
wilderness area. Let’s be realistic, the beauty of this tract only exists because it was created by
man, hardly a “wilderness” area where the “imprint of man’s work is substantially
unnoticeable”. Man, will be noticeable on this tract for a great extended period of time,
regardless of cutting off access to all but a select few users. Evidence of man and beautiful
areas of our State are not mutually exclusive. The creation of this area by logging and the paper
companies that owned the land shows that. The existing roads and infrastructure could so
easily be maintained as recreational areas for snowmobilers, horseback riders, and bicyclists
that it would be foolish not to use them as such. Use of this area for these types of recreation
would actually decrease the pressure to create similar opportunities on other tracts of land
where trails and facilities would have to be created. But as you know, a wilderness
classification would prevent that. Why not use the wild forest designation for these lands,

Boreas Ponds.docx

perhaps even more so than proposed, and then as needed, further protect certain specific
areas if it is deemed necessary. Regulations as you also know, don’t allow for the reverse
action of lessening restricted use of wilderness areas.
I have not used my time to go on and on refuting some of the baseless claims made by
those who have argued in the public meetings for an alternative setting aside more of this tract
as wilderness, nor have dwelled on the fact many of these folks have substantial financial
backing, where it seems many individuals who share my opinion are just that, individuals just
wanting to have a fair piece of the State’s resources, for their preferred recreation. I have
hiked the high peaks and seen “human scars” far worse than those I have seen on snowmobile
trails, which by the way are barely noticeable when the snow is gone. I have hiked several
miles to back country ponds, only to find a floating can or plastic wrapper, rather than a nice
trout. Shutting out the majority, doesn’t stop the human evidence. It’s time for the State to
consider all types of recreational users to be the stewards of the land that the
“environmentalists” claim only they can be. Please start here with the Boreas Ponds Tract.

Respectfully submitted,
Jim Trotta
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email: Jft1064@gmail.com
realname: Jim Turner
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 643 twin arch rd
city: Rock tavern
State: NY
zipcode: 12575
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Ms. Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification process of the Boreas Ponds tract. I support and
appreciate the Agency’s mandate to use science and the criteria set forth in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan when classifying Forest Preserve lands in the Adirondack Park. This analysis is important, because
facts matter. The Agency, including its board, are expected to prioritize resource protection over recreation, using
scientific data and resource analyses to support its final classification recommendation to Governor Cuomo for the
Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
With that in mind, I write to make sure that the Agency is aware of the thorough and timely scientific and economic
reports that have been released, pertaining to the Boreas Ponds tract. A report by the Wildlife Conservation
Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness to make the
surrounding areas more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wildlands. A
study by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the
tract should be classified as Wilderness. Also, a report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows
private lands close in proximity to Wilderness cost about 25 percent more as compared to property next to state
lands that are open to motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host
communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities. I urge the Agency to thoroughly review these reports which are available online and also have been
submitted as part of the public record. Should the Agency decide to recommend an alternative that does not
provide Wilderness protection for the most sensitive lands on and around the Boreas ponds, I challenge the
Agency board and staff to provide a thorough and extensive scientific analysis proving that the characteristics and
capacity of this landscape support motorized use. I also challenge the Agency and its board to provide factual
evidence that a non-Wilderness classification will better support the local economy. This analysis will be important,
because facts matter.
Sincerely,
Jim Visconti
1273 Indian Hills Rd.
Monticello, FL 32344
8503423275
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email: JZmiyarch@hvc.rr.com
realname: Jim Zmiyarch
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 33 Chuck hill rd
city: Saugerties
State: NY
zipcode: 12477
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of specutacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
James Conroy
214 9th St
Hicksville, NY 11801-5446
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
James DiMunno
4850 37th St
Long Island City, NY 11101-1949
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jimmy Gaudet
Albany, NY 12208
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
jimmyh hopps
101 highbrook
Pelham, NY 10803
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jiné Andreozzi
Kattskill Bay, NY 12844

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JJ <banjojaniak@gmail.com>
Friday, October 14, 2016 8:28 AM
ClassificationComments
Table Motion to Approve DSEIS for Boreas Ponds Tract
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Dear Adirondack Park Agency,
I am writing in regards to the Adirondack Park Agency’s plans for the future of the Boreas Ponds Tract, as expressed in the Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) being discussed at today’s meeting.
I am concerned that the Agency is more focused on preserving the tract’s roads, gravel pits, and dams than it is the fragility of the
Boreas ecosystem. The ponds represent a unique Adirondack wetland that currently supports moose and many other species of
wildlife. This special place will never reach its full potential as a wild part of the Forest Preserve if it is made easily accessible by
motor vehicles.
I urge you to fully consider a wilderness classification that maximizes the remoteness of this area and provides the fullest protection
available under the State Land Master Plan. The remote wilderness experience currently found at Boreas Ponds will suffer greatly
if the proper protections are not put in place.
This is truly a special moment in the history of the Adirondack Park, a time when we can preserve the largest and wildest place in
the entire northeast—a place that is not only unsurpassed in beauty, but a thriving natural wonderland as well. The best and only
way to accomplish this is to make the vast majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract wilderness.
I thank you for your considerations on this matter and look forward to achieving the wildest possible outcome.
Regards,

Joe Janiak
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Sent:
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jjaacc4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of J Caicco <jjaacc4@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:49 PM
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
J Caicco
Undefined
Bronxville, NY 10708
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Sent:
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Subject:

jjneumeist@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Neumeister
<jjneumeist@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:03 PM
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Neumeister
508 W 172nd St
New York, NY 10032-2331
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jean King
46 Teed St
Huntington Station, NY 11746-4332
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
julie levin
28 E 10th St
New York, NY 10003-6201
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Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:52 PM
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jamie Cooney
26 Brown Rd
Corning, NY 14830-3708
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jillian Liner
18 Eagleshead Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850-9659
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To:
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jloeffler@kozelsteel.com
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 10:10 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Tract and Wild Forest Classification
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To whom it may concern,
Please add my name to the list of people who support Alternative #1 for the Boreas Ponds tract. I also want to let you know
that I support a classification of “Wild Forest” for all of the tracts considered instead of a “wilderness” classification.
Jeff Loeffler
1211 W Bloomfield Rd.
Honeoye Falls, NY
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To:
Subject:

jmalvone@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janet Malvone
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Janet Malvone
9438 214th St
Queens Village, NY 11428-1721
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Marinilli
2970 Emo Rd
Wayland, NY 14572-9419
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Thursday, December 15, 2016 5:09 AM
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Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Carollo
530 F Grand St Apt GD
New York, NY 10002-4234
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Deddy
11676 SW 91st Ter
Miami, FL 33176-1060
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jmeehan005@nycap.rr.com
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:57 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Tract
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Hello!
I am writing in defense of an area of our wonderful New York State jewel known as the Boreas Ponds Track within
the Adirondack Park which you are the keeper. This very unique area of lands is a magnificent scenic area, home
to many animals and plants some of which are threatened by development. Having been into the wonderful lands
of our Adirondack Park I know first hand of the many treasurers this area provides many of the Empire State
residents. Please keep the area known as the Boreas Ponds Tract a "wilderness area" as we have so very few of
these awesome lands available to us the people of our great state.
I want to thank you for all you do to keep our state one of the cleanest in the nation if not the world with our strong
environmental regulations.
Keep up the great work!
Jamie Meehan
9 Plumadore Drive
Troy, NY 12180
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Judith M. Fitzgerald
560 W 218th St Apt 6A
New York, NY 10034-1058
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jackie Mills
2266 Viehman Trl
Kissimmee, FL 34746-2211

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jmragland@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Ragland <jmragland@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219-3035

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jmragland@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Ragland <jmragland@everyactioncustom.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 3:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219-3035

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jnel8124@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Nelson <jnel8124@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Judith Nelson
8124 Ridge Blvd
Brooklyn, NY 11209-3531

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jngl46@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail Clark <jngl46@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:37 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Gail Clark
7025 Yellowstone Blvd
Forest Hills, NY 11375-3164

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jngqrn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Nelson <jngqrn@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:17 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Nelson
77 Fairview Pl
Belleville, NJ 07109-1774

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jniles2@nycap.rr.com
Friday, December 09, 2016 1:15 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

I am disabled and feel that the boreas pond tract should be classified of wild forest. Giving us disabled people as
much access as possible. I also believe us disabled people need to contact the people at American with
disabilities act because we are in no doubt getting screwed with all these inside that are being made. William
Niles

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jnpaterno@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jo Pa <jnpaterno@everyactioncustom.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 1:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jo Pa
508 E 12th St
New York, NY 10009-3812

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo Anne Nick <jonick52@msn.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 6:56 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: jonick52@msn.com
realname: Jo Anne Nick
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 53 East Shore Drive
city: Chestertown
State: NY
zipcode: 12817
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you. Jo Anne Nick
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jo Davila <josephrdavila@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 10, 2016 9:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jo Davila
Buffalo, NY 14214

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jo hamlin <grizzlymama@juno.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 9:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jo hamlin
vershire, VT 05079

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan and Alan Haselwander <alan@hasselw.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 9:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.

The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
We have had a house in the Adirondacks for 37 years. We know it is a special place that needs to be protected
for future generations.
Sincerely,
Joan and Alan Haselwander
4 Harvey Road
North River, NY 12856
5182513479

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Brickman <joanbbiking@yahoo.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 8:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely, Joan Brickman
Joan Brickman
38A Lexington Lane
West Milford, NJ 07480
9737285986

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Byrd <jbyrd@email.wcu.edu>
Monday, November 14, 2016 2:23 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
As a devoted and frequent visitor to the Adirondack Park, I urge you to reject the current, deeply flawed
alternatives for the Boreas Ponds classification. It is obvious that these proposals do not sufficiently protect this
national treasure from the many potential threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will fail to provide the necessary level of protection for this parcel.
Non-Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, which will bring invasive species and overcrowding
to the Boreas Ponds. This will sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future
generations.
This rare and valuable area can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that woll help foster vibrant communities in the
region. Motorized access should be restricted to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for should be provided for people with disabilities. Access for persons with
disabilities can legally be accomplished in a Wilderness classification.

It is incumbent on the State of New York to protect this national treasure and to preserve our Adirondack legacy for
future generations. I urge you to do all you can to protect the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands: without the
Wilderness designation, there will be no real protection.
Sincerely,
Joan Byrd
947 Bo Cove Rd.
Cullowhee, NC 28723
828-293-9784

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Cahalin <j_cahalin@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 12:45 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
Joan Cahalin

J_cahalin@yahoo.com

Joan Cahalin
5 John Dyer Way
Doylestown, PA 18902

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Campbell <thecampbells@nycap.rr.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:08 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: thecampbells@nycap.rr.com
realname: Joan Campbell
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 692 Stark Terrace
city: Ballston Spa
State: NY
zipcode: 12020
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Capria <juniper12498@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 5:34 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joan Capria
Woodstock, NY 12498

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Kaczmarczyk <kaczmj@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 8:43 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joan Kaczmarczyk
PO Box 2291
Albany, NY 12220
5186180592

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Martens <joanmartens@earthlink.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:44 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joan Martens
210 C.P.S.-7A
210C.P.S.
NY, NY 10019
212-4890275

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joan martens <joanmartens@earthlink.net>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:57 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

joan martens
210 C.P.S.
Lake Luzerne, NY
NYC, NY 10019
212 4890275

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Pominville <Joanpominville@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 2:11 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Joanpominville@gmail.com
realname: Joan Pominville
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 7626 N State St
city: Lowville
State: NY
zipcode: 13367
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Ragland <jmragland@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219
3154885920

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Ragland <jmragland@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:35 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219
3154885920

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Ragland <jmragland@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Ragland <jmragland@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 8:26 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Ragland <jmragland@gmail.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 9:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219
3154885920

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Ragland <jmragland@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 8:49 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joan Ragland
113 Rosebud Dr
Syracuse, NY 13219

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Schoff <j_schoff@msn.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:53 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
My personal interest in this issue stems from being born and raise in Delmar, NY and spending countless
vacations, weekends, etc. hiking and skiing in the Adirondacks. As a SLU student I did the same and my family
still vacations on Saranac Lake. The Adirondacks are a gem and a Wilderness Designation for the Boreas Pond
Tract will help ensure the future of the entire park!
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Joan Schoff
4736 Magnus Drive
Allison Park, PA 15101
4124875289
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Stanton <ruraljs@aol.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 12:36 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely, Joan Stanton
Joan Stanton
332 Ketcham Rd
Voorheesville, NY 12186
5188724013
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Joan Stanton <ruraljs@aol.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 1:03 AM
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely, Joan Stanton
Joan Stanton
332 Ketcham Rd
Voorheesville, NY 12186
5184211801
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Joan Tosh <joanetosh@mac.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 3:26 PM
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Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Joan Tosh
315 King Street
Apt. 5-L
Port Chester, NY 10573
914-937-4441
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joan-Marie Bauman
106 Rupp Rd
Monticello, NY 12701-4852
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Sent:
To:
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Joann Charboneau <blackcatbooks66@aol.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 6:44 AM
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joann Charboneau
4146 Camp Rd
Oriskany Falls , NY 13425
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joann Saraydarian
Hot Springs National Park, AR 71901
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joanna Grossman
379 Flynn Avenue
Burlington, VT 05401
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Comments are attached in a Word document.
Joanna Lasher

APA Classification Concerns.docx

To: Kathleen D. Regan, Deputy Director, Planning, Adirondack Park Agency, P. O.
Box 99, 1133 State Route 86, Ray Brook NY 12977 Phone: 518-891-4050
Email: ClassificationComments@apa.ny.gov
From: Joanna Lasher, 2292 Hermance Rd. Galway NY 12074 Phone: 518-882-1515
Jolasher65@gmail.com
Classification Comments re: Boreas Ponds Tract and Adjacent Areas
I am a 46R and have also done extensive hiking in Vermont, the Rockies and the
Sierra Nevadas. I am retired and now cover most of my trails on horseback. My
husband and I recently parked at the bottom of Gulf Brook Road and rode our
horses to Boreas Ponds and for a ways up the inner loop road. It is an incredibly
beautiful spot with a remote feel to it even though it is man made. We also
attended the Hearing at Northville. Below are my recommendations:
1. Boreas Ponds: I think the ponds should be classified as Wilderness.
Locations where you can see the ponds and the views are very limited in
space. If the area is classified as Wild Forest, the area would quickly be
overused. Noise and pollution from Motor vehicles and motor boats would
detract from the remoteness of the area as well as encourage over use for
such a small area.
2. Gulf Brook Road: For the reasons stated above, the public should only be
allowed to drive as far as the parking lot currently open to the public 2 ½
miles from LaBier Flow. When we visited, many people were successfully
hauling canoes and kayaks that distance with the help of wheels. Horses
can also carry or pull people from there. Of course it would also be an easy
hike, snowshoe or ski tour.
3. Other portions of Boreas Ponds Tract as well as the Macintyre East and
West Tracts: Some areas away from the actual ponds should be considered
as suitable for Wild Forest status. Factors that should be kept in mind are as
follows: A) The Nature Conservancy and the Adirondack Council
organizations are both recommending that 11,500 acres in the Boreas
Ponds Tract are suitable for Wild Forest status. B) There are 53 miles of

APA Classification Concerns.docx

roads that may be suitable for other recreational activities without
degrading the environment. C)
However, no decision regarding
classification should take place without an in depth environmental impact
study which takes into account climate change and the needs of the
fauna and flora of the area and addresses the protection of these lands
for future generations. Over use is currently a big issue for the high peaks
area. This problem is only going to become greater and impact a wider area
in the future. If we don’t address these issues now, the wild places will not
be here for anyone, including the local people who live here. Nothing stays
the same.
4. Recreational Facilities for Horsemen: I would like to see a camping area
similar to the Otter Creek and Brookfield State Forests in an area that
accesses trails in the Wild Forest where they could be maintained. Fees
could be charged to maintain the facility and pay for trail maintenance.
Location would have to be explored, but if it is near the village of
Newcomb, it would contribute to the local economy.
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email: pinejo@ilcsd.org
realname: joanna pine
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 6123 nys rte 28
city: indian lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12842
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joanna Sobieraj
Ballston lake, NY 12019
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

joannaross13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanna Ross
<joannaross13@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 10:11 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joanna Ross
5 Ridgeview Dr
Pleasantville, NY 10570-1835

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joanne Strongin <jstrongin@optonline.net>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 11:17 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds WILDERNESS

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joanne Strongin
Sent from my iPhone

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joanne Swanson <Swansonjoanne04@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 3:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joanne Swanson
45 Garrisons Rd
Queensbury, NY 12804
5189289463

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joanne Uchman <lku89@aol.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 6:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joanne Uchman
Centerville, MA 02632
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

joanne.zipay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne Zipay
<joanne.zipay@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:37 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joanne Zipay
37 Creamery Dr
New Windsor, NY 12553-8011
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jocelyn Czapranski <josycz@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 6:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jocelyn Czapranski
4499 River Road
Scottsville, NY 14546
585-261-6118
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jochemjan ( John) de Vos <john.doanne.devos@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 4:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jochemjan ( John) de Vos
224 Delhi St.
Guelph, ON N1E4K2
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jodeering@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janice Powell <jodeering@everyactioncustom.com>
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
ENOUGH! WE MUST STOP our presumptive destruction of what creation has spent millions of years evolving.
WHEN 67 year old passive grandmas like me are ready to take to the streets.....What side of history do YOU want
to be on?
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Janice Powell
7162 Marymount Way
Goleta, CA 93117-2914

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jodi Bryon <Jodi.bryon@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:05 AM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds
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Dear Ms. Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification process of the Boreas Ponds tract. I support and
appreciate the Agency’s mandate to use science and the criteria set forth in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan when classifying Forest Preserve lands in the Adirondack Park. This analysis is important, because
facts matter. The Agency, including its board, are expected to prioritize resource protection over recreation, using
scientific data and resource analyses to support its final classification recommendation to Governor Cuomo for the
Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
With that in mind, I write to make sure that the Agency is aware of the thorough and timely scientific and economic
reports that have been released, pertaining to the Boreas Ponds tract. A report by the Wildlife Conservation
Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness to make the
surrounding areas more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wildlands. A
study by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the
tract should be classified as Wilderness. Also, a report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows
private lands close in proximity to Wilderness cost about 25 percent more as compared to property next to state
lands that are open to motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host
communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities. I urge the Agency to thoroughly review these reports which are available online and also have been
submitted as part of the public record. Should the Agency decide to recommend an alternative that does not
provide Wilderness protection for the most sensitive lands on and around the Boreas ponds, I challenge the
Agency board and staff to provide a thorough and extensive scientific analysis proving that the characteristics and
capacity of this landscape support motorized use. I also challenge the Agency and its board to provide factual
evidence that a non-Wilderness classification will better support the local economy. This analysis will be important,
because facts matter.
Sincerely,
Jodi Bryon
140 Cabrini Blvd #87
New York, NY 10033
347-756-0149
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Sent:
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jodie schoelkopf <jschoelk@syr.edu>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 5:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jodie schoelkopf
syracuse, NY 13210
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Andolino <joeyandolino@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 11:18 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe Andolino
49 main street
Bloomfield, NY 14469

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Barbieri <josephbarbieri91@gmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 6:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe Barbieri
Parsippany, NJ 07054

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Battista <jbsales032765@gmail.com>
Thursday, November 03, 2016 7:51 PM
ClassificationComments
Re: ACTION NEEDED: Access to Boreas Ponds ‐ HEARINGS!
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Please classify this beautiful land so we can utilize it for snowmobiling.
Sent from my iPhone
On Nov 3, 2016, at 12:04 PM, Dominic Jacangelo, NYSSA Executive Director <dominic@nysnowmobiler.com> wrote:
Having trouble viewing this email? Click here

Use the links above to share this email ↑↑↑↑ directly to your favorite social media outlets.

Home | Join A Club | Member Discounts | Contact Us

ACTION ALERT
TIME TO SPEAK UP FOR ACCESS
TO BOREAS PONDS:
ATTEND A HEARING
SUBMIT COMMENTS BY DEC 30, 2016
Dear NYSSA Member:

This past spring, NY State completed the
purchase of the Boreas Ponds tract of land in
Essex County to the west of the hamlet of
North Hudson. The Adirondack Park Agency
(APA) has now begun the process of classifying this 20,758
acre parcel according to the State Land Master Plan. Thank
you to the thousands (3000+) of snowmobilers who have
signed the petition calling for this property to be classified
as Wild Forest!
Beginning November 9, 2016 in Ray Brook, public hearings
will be held to gather input on how the property should be
classified. There are those who want most of the land
classified as Wilderness (no snowmobile trails or even
bicycle use) while we believe that most of the property
should be classified as Wild Forest (snowmobile trails
allowed, subject to DEC unit management plans). This tract
can provide a snowmobile trail connection between
Newcomb and North Hudson without cutting a single tree for

almost the entire distance! But only if it is classified as Wild
Forest!
Please make the time to submit your written support and/or
attend one of the following public hearings to ensure that the
APA, DEC, and New York State officials know that we need
this land classified as Wild Forest and want reasonable use
of land which our tax dollars purchased!
Support Alternative 1!
Written comments must be received by December 30, 2016
on this matter, addressed to:
Kathleen D. Regan
Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
Post Office Box 99
1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Or by email to: ClassificationComments@apa.ny.gov
For detailed information on the Boreas Ponds area and our
efforts to have the property classified as Wild Forest, go to
nysnowmobiler.com and check out the Boreas Pond gallery
at http://nysnowmobiler.com/about/photo-gallery/gallery/boreas-pond-tract/ .
Suggested talking points!
For classification maps and alternatives, visit:
http://www.apa.ny.gov/State_Land/2016Classification/SLMP20161014_DSEIS_AgencyApproved.pdf .

Please attend one or more of the public sessions and state
that you support Alternative 1:
November 9, 2016 at 7:00 pm
Adirondack Park Agency
1133 NYS Route 86, Ray Brook
November 14, 2016 at 6:00 pm
Northville Central School
131 S. Third Street 3020, Northville
November 16, 2016 at 7:00 pm
Newcomb Central School
5535 NYS Route 28N, Newcomb
November 21, 2016 at 7:00 pm

Schroon Lake Central School
1125 Route 9, Schroon Lake
November 28, 2016 at 7:00 pm
Rochester Institute of Technology
Golisano Institute for Sustainability in Sustainability Hall
(Parking in lot "T")
Rochester
November 29, 2016 at 6 PM
St. Lawrence County
Human Service Center
80 State Highway 310,Canton
December 6, 2016 at 7 PM
Bear Mountain Inn
Seven Lakes Drive, Tomkins Cove
December 7, 2016 at 2 PM
NYS DEC
625 Broadway, Albany
Thank you so much for anything you can do to help get our
message understood.

Sponsorship Spotlight: Allstate
Allstate offers discounts on Snowmobile Insurance, including a discount for members of the
NYSSA. You can save up to 50% when you switch to Allstate and insure more than one vehicle
or bundle your policies such as your auto with us. Contact your local Allstate agent today, or call
1-888-334-SLED (7533).
* Discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Discounts may vary by coverage
selected and by state.

Click Here for more information

Sponsorship Spotlight: Nationwide

Nationwide and New York Snowmobile Association have partnered to bring you exclusive
member only discounts on your powersport equipment.
* Discounts subject to terms, conditions and availability. Discounts may vary by coverage
selected and by state.

Click Here for more information

New York Snowmobile Association | 888-624-3849 | nyssaoffice@nysnowmobiler.com | Website
Copyright © 2015 New York State Snowmobile Association. All Rights Reserved.
Email template design by AllisonGraphics.us | 810-333-6167

STAY CONNECTED:

, 310 Brimstone HIll Road, PO Box 1040, Pine Bush, NY 12566
Forward this email | Update Profile | About our service provider
Sent by dominic@nysnowmobiler.com in collaboration with
Try it free today

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Brubach <Jbrubach@charter.net>
Friday, November 04, 2016 2:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joe Brubach
603 Brand Hollow Road
Peru, NY 12972
518-643-9705

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Colburn <joecolburn@roadrunner.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joe Colburn
30 Cimarron Trail
Lake Placid, NY 12946

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Dabes <kabjnd@msn.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 5:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joe Dabes
86 Lake Rd
Dryden, NY 13053
352-861-0563

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joe Dadey <joe@adirondacktrailsandlodging.org>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 12:32 PM
ClassificationComments
RE: For Kathy from Joe Dadey
Final 2 Boreas Statement at Albany Hearing.docx

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Hi Kathy,
Attached is the text of what I shared yesterday at the Boreas hearing in Albany.
Thank you for your kind words!
And thanks much for your leadership, time and energy in putting all these hearings together.
Well done!
Best wishes to you and your staff in moving the process forward and making a decsion!
Merry Christamas and Happy New Year to you and your family!
This document can become part of the public record. I will send others as well for inclusion into the public record as well.
Chers,
Joe

--

Adirondack Community-based
Trails & Lodging System
Leading E.D.G.E., Project Administration
Phone: 315-657-1320
Email: joe@adirondacktrailsandlodging.org
Website: http://www.adirondacktrailsandlodging.org/

Final 2 Boreas Statement at Albany Hearing.docx

I really like this Oscar Wilde quote: “Everything in moderation, including moderation.” This quote suggests
that there is much value in both moderation and the moderation of moderation, which, when you think about
it, ironically supports living in the extremes occasionally.
In other words, while a lot of gray may be good, a little black and a little white every now and then is good as
well.
Applying this maxim to natural resource management decision making, there should be 1) places that are a
mix of the protected and the developed; 2) places that are quite developed and 3) other places that are mostly
protected. And we have that here in the Adirondacks. We have our Lake Placids and our Siamese Ponds
Wildernesses and places in between.
As we argue over the degree or lack of moderation that should take place in the Boreas, as we wrestle over
our positions about the Boreas lands classification, I encourage us to more consider the interests that underlie
our positions so that we can better explore the extent to which our interests more overlap than diverge. We
should be wary of using hard line negotiating techniques in the court of public opinion that pollute the
discourse over the Boreas because while rhetoric can persuade, it can also poison.
We need public participation processes that more promote conversation, not conversion.
I suggest that we need to better acknowledge the perspectives and the wants and needs of the other because
by doing so, we recognize the other. The value of recognizing the other cannot be overstated. Recognizing
does not mean agreeing. Recognizing means respecting.
We need to do nuance better and avoid gross generalizations. What we say, and how we say it, matters.
At the end of the day, when the dust settles and the Boreas classification decision is made, when the tug of
war is over, we need to find ourselves at the same end of the rope, not its opposing ends, so that we can pull
together in the same direction, to drag our collective burdens from the domain of problems to the domain of
solutions. Our collective burdens consist of many challenges, including the need for places that have ecological
integrity and places that provide opportunities for people to experience naturalness and solitude. These
challenges also include the need to ensure the livability and viability of the communities inside the Blue Line
that contribute so much to the uniqueness and character of the Adirondacks.
We need to consider our communities and our protected natural areas more as complements and less as
oppositional forces.
As this decision process continues to unfold, I encourage us all to conduct ourselves in a manner that
considers others’ perspectives, a manner that acknowledges and recognizes and respects the other so that
when the decision is said and done, we are able to come together and get about the business of maximizing
the probability of a long-standing favorable outcome for the Adirondack Experiment, whereby we realize and
demonstrate that humans can in fact protect nature while living in and with nature. I want to remind us all
that the ultimate outcome of the ongoing Adirondack experiment may possibly be determined less by our
relationship with nature in the Park and, rather, more by our relationships with each other, person to person,
group to group. Let’s not lose sight of this.
Thank you.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joe Dadey <joe@adirondacktrailsandlodging.org>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 5:10 PM
ClassificationComments
RE: Boreas Classification
DADEY Option for Boreas Classification and Access 2.pdf
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Hello Kathy,
Please find attached my personal comments on the classification of the Boreas Ponds lands.
Thank you!
Regards,
Joe
--

Adirondack Community-based
Trails & Lodging System
Leading E.D.G.E., Project Administration
Phone: 315-657-1320
Email: joe@adirondacktrailsandlodging.org
Website: http://www.adirondacktrailsandlodging.org/

DADEY Option for Boreas Classification and Access 2.pdf

Joseph Dadey
P.O. Box 1137
28 Park Avenue
Saranac Lake, New York 12983
315.657.1320
December 30, 2017
Kathleen Regan, Deputy Director
Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
P.O. Box 99
1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, New York 12977
Dear Ms. Regan,
The following is presented as an option to consider in the classification of the Boreas Ponds lands.
I suggest that an area of some acreage in the vicinity of the historic cabin, in part delineated by the Gulf Brook
Road, the Boreas Road, and LaBier Flow, be designated Intensive Use to allow the location and operation of a
number of yurts and/or cabin tents to be administered by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation.
With the lands upon which sit the historic cabin classified as Intensive Use, the cabin can legally stay standing
and serve as a venue that provides administrative and visitor services. As such, the historic cabin remains for
posterity sake and realizes a purposeful use. Too, a select number of high-quality yurts and/or cabin tents such
as those made by CRUA OUTDOORS (see the CRUA Outdoors Great Loj) could be located in this designated
Intensive Use area and provide lodging in a strategic location that would enable the establishment of hut-tohut routes that connect to Elk Lake and North Hudson to the east, the Upper Works to the northwest and
Newcomb to the southwest.
The establishment of hut-to-hut routes through the Boreas Ponds area will most closely help maximize the
sustainable tourism economies of the outlying hamlets of North Hudson and Newcomb in a low-impact
manner that is consistent with Governor Cuomo’s call for balance between land protection and the provision
for economic development opportunities that benefit the local towns, villages and hamlets.
Moreover, the establishment of hut-to-hut routes through the Boreas Ponds area and beyond will 1) advance
conservation by expanding and diversifying the demographics of people who come to know, love and are
inclined to protect the Park long into the future; and 2) provide opportunities for visitors and park residents
alike to improve their physical, mental and emotional wellness.
Lodging that is made available here could be utilized by hunters during the hunting season, thus allowing
hunters to enjoy the Boreas Ponds area in much the same way that they have historically done so. I presume
that the State of New York could accrue a good amount of social capital with the local hunting community by
classifying lands in a way that allows for lodging to remain in the Four Corners/LaBier Flow area.
Yurt and/or cabin tent lodging in the vicinity of the historic cabin at LaBier Flow will provide world-class
recreation opportunities for hikers, cross-country skiers, snowshoers and mountain bikers that will attract
travelers from near and far.
Perhaps a limited number of canoes and kayaks could be provided for rent at the historic cabin.

DADEY Option for Boreas Classification and Access 2.pdf

In terms of access to the Boreas Ponds proper, I suggest that the Gulf Brook Road be closed to general public
traffic but open to transporting the general public via a shuttle bus that makes 2-3 trips into and out of LaBier
Flow each day as is done in Yoho National Park and the provision of full but managed access to Lake O-Hara.
(see http://www.pc.gc.ca/eng/pn-np/bc/yoho/natcul/ohara.aspx)
Access to the interior of Denali National Park is managed by requiring that the public use either a tour bus,
shuttle bus or camper bus.
Further access to Boreas Ponds from LaBier Flow for those who are differently abled could be provided by
some other environmentally-friendly means.
This access option addresses a number of stakeholder interests:








This option provides full but managed, motorized access to LaBier Flow without allowing for Gulf
Brook Road to become a public roadway.
There is no public parking area at LaBier Flow, thereby minimizing the vehicular intrusion into LaBier
Flow and maximizing the “backcountry feel” of the Boreas area. The public parking area would be
located somewhere along Blue Ridge Road.
Paddlers have an easier means of bringing/securing a boat with which to paddle on Boreas Ponds
without having to do an onerous portage.
The historic cabin remains intact and serves a useful purpose.
Yurt and/or cabin tent lodging provides backcountry lodging opportunities that would, in the minds of
many, offset the loss of the Boreas Lodge.
Lodging is located away from Boreas Ponds proper.

I advocate as well for a Boreas Ponds land classification that allows for mountain biking on select former
logging roads around the Boreas Ponds. I see the logging roads as an “already in place” valuable recreational
infrastructure that could responsibly accommodate family-friendly mountain biking, a recreation niche of
mountain biking that is double track and not single track. The incredibly popular network of mountain biking
trails in Northern Vermont managed by the Kingdom Trails Association has indicated a demand for more
mountain biking trails that are family-friendly.
I do not support motorized boating on the Ponds.
I support the siting of the snowmobile trail to more closely parallel the Blue Ridge Road. I think that the trees
that would need to be cut for such a route would be minimal when one considers the tree-cutting that will no
longer take place on the Boreas given that the area is now protected as part of the Forest Preserve and no
commercial logging will take place across that great expanse of land there in the future. The snowmobile
community would maintain their desired community connector between Newcomb and Minerva.
The location of snowmobiling off of, and away from, the Gulf Brook Road will allow the Gulf Brook Road to
become a world-class cross-country ski approach to the Boreas Ponds backcountry. Fat biking also could
possibly be allowed in parallel on the Gulf Brook Road (and the same interior roads that allow for mountain
biking). The provision of motorized-free cross country skiing on the Gulf Brook Road, in combination with quiet
backcountry lodging at the Four Corners/LaBier Flow area, will help establish the Boreas Ponds area as a crosscountry ski/fat biking mecca and thus do much to increase winter recreation opportunities and fortify the
winter tourism economies of Newcomb and North Hudson.
There have been calls to have “science” inform the classification of the Boreas Ponds lands. I agree to this
approach and maintain that the scientific phenomena of “symbiosis” serve as a model for classifying these
lands. Symbiosis in the biological sciences is defined as “the interaction between two different organisms
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living in close physical association, typically to the advantage of both.” Symbiosis in the social sciences is
defined as “a mutually beneficial relationship between different people or groups.”
I see the essence of the Adirondack “Experiment” as a symbiosis between nature and the people that live in
that nature, a symbiosis between the developed and the undeveloped. As such, the developed relies on the
undeveloped and the undeveloped relies on the developed. At question is the degree to which the developed
and the undeveloped exist in a mutually-beneficial relationship. Given that that the economy of the
Adirondacks has evolved into predominantly one that is tourism-based, the towns, villages and hamlets in the
Adirondacks rely to a greater degree on the provision of opportunities for people to experience lands that are
wild, have ecological integrity, and are aesthetically pleasing. Conversely, the undeveloped relies on the
political will of the collective to ensure its ecological integrity and protection. As such, it is important that
there is in place a level of quality infrastructure and services provided by the developed (the towns, villages
and hamlets) to in turn ensure both the quality of the collective’s experience of the undeveloped, and,
presumably, the political will on behalf of the collective to protect the undeveloped.
In the Adirondacks, the developed and the undeveloped need each other and complement each other.
I believe my suggestions above for informing the classification of the Boreas Ponds lands offer reasonable
compromises that provide for wilderness expansion that meets the interests of the environmental community
at large while also advocating for recreation infrastructure and opportunities that meet the economic interests
of the surrounding towns, villages and hamlets.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification of the Boreas Ponds lands.
Regards,
Joe Dadey

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Joe Dadey <joe@adirondacktrailsandlodging.org>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 5:02 PM
ClassificationComments
RE: Boreas Comment
AHH Boreas Intensive Use Option.pdf
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Hello Kathy,
Please see the attached comment from Adirondack Hamlets to Huts on the Boreas classification.
Thank you!
Regards,
Joe
--

Adirondack Community-based
Trails & Lodging System
Leading E.D.G.E., Project Administration
Phone: 315-657-1320
Email: joe@adirondacktrailsandlodging.org
Website: http://www.adirondacktrailsandlodging.org/
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ADIRONACK HAMLETS TO HUTS
47 MAIN STREET SARANAC LAKE, NY 12983

Kathleen Regan, Deputy Director
Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
P.O. Box 99
1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, New York 12977
Dear Ms. Regan,
The following is presented as an option to consider in the classification of the Boreas Ponds lands.
Adirondack Hamlets to Huts suggests that the area delineated by the light green line in the Google
Earth photograph below, an area bordered by the Gulf Brook Road, the Boreas Road, and LaBier Flow,
or an area similarly demarcated, be designated Intensive Use to allow the location and operation of a
number of yurts and/or cabin tents to be administered by the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation. See the illustration below:

With the lands upon which sit the historic cabin classified as Intensive Use, the cabin can legally stay
standing and serve as a venue that provides administrative and visitor services. As such, the historic
cabin remains for posterity sake and realizes a purposeful use. Too, a select number of high-quality
yurts and/or cabin tents such as those made by CRUA OUTDOORS (see the CRUA Outdoors Great Loj)
could be located in this designated Intensive Use area and provide lodging in a strategic location that
would enable the establishment of hut-to-hut routes that connect to Elk Lake and North Hudson to the
east, the Upper Works to the northwest and Newcomb to the southwest.

Tel: 315-657-1320

mail: joe@adirondacktrailsandlodging.org

AHH Boreas Intensive Use Option.pdf

The establishment of hut-to-hut routes through the Boreas Ponds area will most closely help maximize
the sustainable tourism economies of the outlying hamlets of North Hudson and Newcomb in a lowimpact manner that is consistent with Governor Cuomo’s call for balance between land protection and
the provision for economic development opportunities that benefit the local towns, villages and
hamlets.
Moreover, the establishment of hut-to-hut routes through the Boreas Ponds area and beyond will 1)
advance conservation by expanding and diversifying the demographics of people who come to know,
love and are inclined to protect the Park long into the future; and 2) provide opportunities for visitors
and park residents alike to improve their physical, mental and emotional wellness.
Lodging that is made available here could be utilized by hunters during the hunting season, thus
allowing hunters to enjoy the Boreas Ponds area in much the same way that they have historically
done so. I presume that the State of New York could accrue a good amount of social capital with the
local hunting community by classifying lands in a way that allows for lodging to remain in the Four
Corners/LaBier Flow area.
Yurt and/or cabin tent lodging in the vicinity of the historic cabin at LaBier Flow will provide world-class
recreation opportunities for hikers, cross-country skiers, snowshoers and mountain bikers that will
attract travelers from near and far.
Perhaps a limited number of canoes and kayaks could be provided for rent at the historic cabin.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification of the Boreas Ponds lands.
Regards,
Joe Dadey
Executive Director
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Demko <dobiepro@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 10:12 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe Demko
Bolton Landing , NY 12814

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe DePaulis <joe.depaulis@cummins.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 6:17 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe DePaulis
3122 Samantha dr
Baldwinsville, NY 13027

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joe fay <joefay47@gmail.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 4:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Hello my friends,
Yes we are all friends when it comes to the issue of WILDERNESS.....
Wilderness is wilderness....no ATV`s, no snowmobiles.... The forest needs to be left alone,for you and i and our children and there
children. Once it`s gone it`s gone. Please take a stand and let the forest be.
Thank you for reading this
Be well and do good works
JOE

joe fay
north conway, NH 03860

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Gallagher <joegallagher_33@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 02, 2016 4:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe Gallagher
Marmora, NJ 08223

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Janiak <banjojaniak@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 1:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe Janiak
Tonawanda , NY 14150

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Kozlina <jkozlina@hotmail.com>
Friday, November 18, 2016 8:27 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the Boreas Ponds
classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential threats to its clean waters
and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one‐mile buffer to the south must be protected
as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all‐terrain vehicle trespass and climate
change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River
itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. Non‐Wilderness
will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will sabotage this once‐in‐a‐
lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in the region.
Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an accessible trail to the ponds
for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect the Boreas
Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joe Kozlina
2682 Wampum Mt.Air Road
New Galilee, PA 16141
724‐336‐5139

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Kozlina <jkozlina@hotmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 1:54 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
&sbsp;
Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Joe Kozlina
2682 Wampum Mt.Air Road
New Galilee, PA 16141
724-336-5139

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Kozlina <jkozlina@hotmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 1:54 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Joe Kozlina
2682 Wampum Mt.Air Road
New Galilee, PA 16141
724-336-5139

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe McMahon <jmmm555@hotmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 7:27 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Greetings,
Like many others, I write with the hope that my message carries weight to influence the classification of the state's
purchase of the Boreas Ponds Tract. Like many others, I have a fair amount of experience in the Adirondacks and
various reasons for making the journey there at all times of the year.
The number one reason I go to the Adirondacks, whatever the concurrent activity, is to escape the constant presence of
motors, and the noise, smell and the speed of movement that accompany them. We are fortunate to have such vast
wilderness areas in our state, yet I can't help noting that even with those that already exist the escape from motorized
vehicles is harder and harder. Often when I'm in a wilderness area the sounds from roads and private land within a few
miles permeates what to many seems like a vast off limits zone; there is the sound of a chainsaw, a truck laboring up a
steep hill, a motorcycle or snowmobile racing through the woods.
It is my hope that the entirety of the recent purchase, all 54,418 acres, be classified Wilderness Area. Snowmobiles and
4x4 trucks having access into this region is not what the Adirondacks need.
Thank you,
Joe McMahon
318 Columbia St.
Ithaca, NY 14850

Sent from Outlook

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Peterson <joepeterson24@outlook.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 6:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe Peterson
Farmington, NY 14425

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joe Shaw <joershaw@comcast.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 4:39 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Joe Shaw
308 juniper st
Quakertown, PA 18951
2155369622

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joe shaw <joershaw@comcast.net>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:37 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

joe shaw
308 juniper st
Quakertown, PA 18951
2155366115
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email: Jstadelmeyer@gmail.com
realname: Joe Stadelmeyer
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 10 Sheffield Rd
city: Gansevoort
State: NY
zipcode: 12831
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe Sullivan
Missoula, MT 59808
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Monday, December 05, 2016 11:40 PM
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joe Turnbow
Ukiah, CA 95482
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Dear Board Members,
I am writing to you to express my concern that the "Boreas Ponds" should be considered to be classified as "Wild Forest".
As a former Adirondack Guide, and member of one of the first Incorporated Hunting Clubs in NY, (1927), a land owner in Stony Creek,
I support this track for responsible visitor use for snowmobiling, vehicles on the road system to access hunting, bicycling, hiking,
snowshoeing, etc.
The foot print of man has already been established, and has been successfully managed with no adverse effects for 100 years.I'm
sure DEC will have a finger on the pulse of this great jewel of the Adirondacks.
Regards,
Joe VanDerwerker
116 Fodder Rd.
Stony Creek, NY 12878
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email: sugarhilldiesel@yahoo.com
realname: Joe VanDeWeert
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: PO Box 422
city: Crown Point
State: NY
zipcode: 12928
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Hello, I would like to speak on how important and enjoying snowmobiling is and a great hobby for tourist to the area.
Please see below.
1. Support Alternative 1: All the property south of Gulf Brook Road and Trout Pond Road should be classified as Wild
Forest. The area within the perimeter road around Boreas Ponds should be classified Wild Forest. The area north of the
ponds should be classified as wilderness connecting to the High Peaks Wilderness area. 2. The area near and around of
the roads does not have the character of “untrammeled by man” and therefore should be classified as Wild Forest. 3.
The Ponds are not natural and have been enhanced by a spillway and impoundment. The spillways and impoundment
should be left so that the current level of the ponds is not diminished. The spillways and impoundments will take
maintenance and therefore must be classified as Wild Forest to allow for administrative maintenance vehicles. 4. A Wild
Forest corridor must be provided up to the south end of the Boreas Pond to allow for disabled access up to the pond.
This is a unique opportunity for disabled access where roads are already built and no trees need be cut. It is not
reasonable to propose a one mile cut trail for the disabled to bring canoes and kayaks to the pond. 5. Notwithstanding
the classification of the property in general, Gulf Brook Road and Trout Pond Road should be classified as Wild Forest to
potentially allow for the use of the roads as snowmobile trails in the future. The trail will provide a snowmobile trail
route to connect Newcomb to North Hudson which would involve the cutting of a minimum of trees. 6. The tract of land
contains over 50 miles of logging roads, multiple bridges that can carry 100,000 pound logging trucks, many culverts,
camp structures, has been logged for about 100 years by Finch Pruyn, and contained at one time a lodge and high
voltage power lines. 7. Finch Pruyn has demonstrated with their 100 years of stewardship of this property that a great
deal of access can occur without a negative impact to the quality of this state acquisition.
thank you for your time.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
My wife and I regularly camp, hike, ski, and paddle in the Adirondacks, and deeply appreciate the importance of
maintaining its natural beauty.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joe Zoske
8 anna lane
Ballston Lake, NY 12019
5188994031
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email: pokey_cato@hotmail.com
realname: Joel Church
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 318 Ostrander Rd
city: Delanson
State: NY
zipcode: 12053
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you. Joel Church
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Please find my comments attached.
Thank you.
Joel
JOEL J. FRIEDMAN, GRI
Licensed Real Estate Broker
joel@friedmanrealty.net
518‐532‐7400 ‐ Office
518‐424‐3141 ‐ Mobile Phone
FRIEDMAN REALTY
1087 US ROUTE 9
SCHROON LAKE, NY 12870‐0115

Boreas Ponds2.pdf

I would like to compliment the APA staff for the way they conducted the Schroon Lake Public Hearing for
the Boreas Ponds in which there were many opposing points of view. The staff did a tremendous job of
maintaining the civil discourse that ensued. I attended the Public Hearing and had hoped to speak, but
had left by the time my name was called.
I am a lifelong resident of Schroon Lake and for the past 45 years I have been a licensed real estate
agent residing and working in the Adirondacks. Time and again I have seen our voices (the residents of
the Adirondacks) drowned out by the vociferous voices from outside of the Blue Line by those who are
far less effected by decisions like this one. As a result, some of our land rights and desires have been
eroded, as decisions such as these impact our daily lives, our economies and our environment.
It has been well documented by the Adirondack Park Regional Assessment Project (APRAP) that our local
economies have faltered and are declining and that many Adirondack communities are or will soon no
longer be sustainable.
Alternative 1 is the plan backed by the local Towns in the region. This plan creates true opportunities to
bolster the local economies by attracting a diverse population, from the young to the old, and the
disabled, to enjoy and partake in this spectacular setting not just limit access to the few.
As a person in their 60’s who is not handicapped or disabled there is absolutely no way that I can carry a
canoe 7 miles or even 3+ miles from the existing gate to the Boreas Ponds. How will people like me
have the opportunity to appreciate this property? It is essential that the public be able to drive and park
approximately 500 feet from the Boreas Ponds.
The local Towns recommendations proximate to the Boreas Ponds should be given the greatest
consideration as to the classification of this property. They are the ones whose resident’s lives will be
most impacted by the classification of this land. Above all their voices need to be heard!
It is a fact that this property has been actively utilized by man for over a century. The timber has been
harvested, the Ponds dammed, buildings have been lived in, and extensive well developed road systems
run through the land. Clearly the land surrounding the pond does not meet the threshold of Wilderness.
I would also like to address comments I have heard that the Wilderness classification in and of itself is a
major tourism draw. In fact, that is a myth. If the Wilderness classification is a draw why isn’t the
Pharaoh Lake Wilderness area generating more hikers and tourism to the Schroon Lake area? Granted
the High Peaks region surrounding Lake Placid is a huge draw for mountaineering. What makes the
region a destination is the village of Lake Placid and the amenities offered to both hikers and climbers.
There are many spectacular Wilderness areas throughout the Adirondacks (Hoffman Notch Wilderness
and the former Whitney properties) and they have done little to generate significant tourism to the
surrounding communities.
I truly hope this will not be the classic scenario that we have seen play out over the decades.
Specifically, how a logical plan supported by the local communities, Alternative 1, may be disregarded
due to the drumbeat of opposition by the well-funded organizations, whose majority of members live
outside of the Adirondacks, and truly don’t understand or perhaps don’t care about the dire
unsustainable circumstances of most Adirondack communities!
Please listen to the voices coming from the local Towns struggling to exist that will be most impacted by
this decision!
Thank you.
Joel Friedman
PO Box 115
Schroon Lake, NY 12870
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
While I'm a New Jersey resident, I'm also a property owner/property tax payer in Minerva, NY, and have a deep
appreciation for the Adirondack's pristine value for the past 50 years of my life. I truly love New York, and trust that
your decision will be sound and just for the future of the Adirondacks.
Sincerely,
Joel Minch
95 Mary Ann Lane
Wyckoff, NJ 07481
9738795915
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joel Parratt
6211 Keystone Way
Jamesville, NY 13078
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Joel Shaw
26-21 Union Street, 2H
Flushing, NY 11354
7183533101
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Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Joel Shaw
26-21 Union Street, 2H
Flushing, NY 11354
7183533101

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joel Staab <wireway@aol.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 8:11 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
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email: wireway@aol.com
realname: Joel Staab
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 7428 Gates Rd
city: Jamesville
State: NY
zipcode: 13078
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joel Leitner <joel@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:46 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joel Leitner
77 Myrtle Blvd
Larchmont, NY 10538-2319

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joel_destefanoqw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joel Destefano
<joel_destefanoqw@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:37 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joel Destefano
283 Cardiff Ct Unit D
Ridge, NY 11961-1158

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joel_finley2002@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joel Finley
<joel_finley2002@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joel Finley
Ogdensburg, NY 13669

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JoeZimmerman <jzimmerm12@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 6:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds tract of land in Essex County

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

To Whom it may concern,
My name is Joe Zimmerman. I am a Professional Engineer with JoyGlobal; for over 40 years… we design, manufacture, and
service Mining equipment around the world. I have had the opportunity to travel to many underground and surface mines all
over the world including Australia, Russia, China, UK, Europe, South Africa, and South America. I know very well what man can
do to this great planet…. Both bad and good through reclamation and sustainability projects. Opening these lands to
snowmobilers, especially on existing access roads and trails in the woods, will not have any material effect on this forest area.
I have been snowmobiling since being a teen and am heavily involved with the Chautauqua Lake Snowmobile Club in
Chautauqua County NY. Although most of my miles ridden are in Chautauqua County, I do make at least one snowmobiling
pilgrimage (last 15 years) to the Adirondack Mountain area of NY. Last year wasn’t very good for snow but the year before I lead
a group of 7 couples riding in the Adirondacks. I, and if I may speak for the people I ride with, agree with the topics below
pertaining to the Classification of the Boreas Ponds area… i.e. it should be classified as “Wild Forest” and NOT Wilderness.
1. Support Alternative 1: All the property south of Gulf Brook Road and Trout Pond Road should be classified as Wild Forest.
The area within the perimeter road around Boreas Ponds should be classified Wild Forest. The area north of the ponds should
be classified as wilderness connecting to the High Peaks Wilderness area.
2. The area near and around of the roads does not have the character of “untrammeled by man” and therefore should be
classified as Wild Forest.
3. The Ponds are not natural and have been enhanced by a spillway and impoundment. The spillways and impoundment
should be left so that the current level of the ponds is not diminished. The spillways and impoundments will take
maintenance and therefore must be classified as Wild Forest to allow for administrative maintenance vehicles.
4. A Wild Forest corridor must be provided up to the south end of the Boreas Pond to allow for disabled access up to the pond.
This is a unique opportunity for disabled access where roads are already built and no trees need be cut. It is not reasonable to
propose a one mile cut trail for the disabled to bring canoes and kayaks to the pond.
5. Notwithstanding the classification of the property in general, Gulf Brook Road and Trout Pond Road should be classified as
Wild Forest to potentially allow for the use of the roads as snowmobile trails in the future. The trail will provide a snowmobile
trail route to connect Newcomb to North Hudson which would involve the cutting of a minimum of trees.
6. The tract of land contains over 50 miles of logging roads, multiple bridges that can carry 100,000 pound logging trucks, many
culverts, camp structures, has been logged for about 100 years by Finch Pruyn, and contained at one time a lodge and high
voltage power lines.
7. Finch Pruyn has demonstrated with their 100 years of stewardship of this property that a great deal of access can occur
without a negative impact to the quality of this state acquisition.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Cheers
Joe Zimmerman
814‐671‐4345

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Johanna Bentley <JLangBentley@gmail.com>
Friday, November 18, 2016 5:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Johanna Bentley
2646 S. Moore Drive, Apt. 301
Lakewood, CO 80227

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Johanna Rioux <jrioux1004@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 6:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
I’m writing you today to request full Wilderness designation for the Finch/Boreas Pond tract in the Adirondack Park. I recognize
that there were 4 official proposals but hope there can be a more wilderness comprehensive solution. There should be no
motorized access within a mile of the pond itself. If no new proposals can be added I advocate for proposal 4. Thank you for
providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in which 54,418
acres of the Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I attended the Bear Mountain public hearing on Tuesday night 12/6. This topic was of such interest to me that it was the first time I
had ever attended a public hearing of any kind. My fellow Wilderness advocates’ testimony was so impressive! They articulated
many tangible reasons for Wilderness as well as heart felt, emotional reasons. Stories were told of childhood experiences in the
Adirondack park. Experiences that they hoped could be preserved for future generations. Peacefulness, nature, scenery, flora and
fauna images were conveyed with such clarity! My enthusiasm for Wilderness grew with each story. A Navy veteran’s account of
his experiences in wilderness was so inspiring and genuine. Other wilderness advocates spoke of the science of soil erosion and
invasive species.
My own original interest in the Wilderness designation wasn’t anchored in many facts. I am just dedicated to preservation and
know that in general wilderness is disappearing at an alarming rate around the world. I’m proud to be a native New Yorker and am
very happy to be a part of forward thinking approaches to many topics in my home state. I cherish nature for its own sake and
know that animals and plants need protection these days. They need places like the Boreas pond with its watersheds and micro
environments. The roads will return to nature soon enough and can be used as trails. Wilderness preservation is a truly selfless act
on our part. Many guardians can no longer experience the location yet feel very strongly that it should remain protected for future
generations.
After hearing more facts of the situation though I have a few points remembered that made a Wilderness designation even more
important. Wilderness comprises only 4% of our state. We need all we can get. 1.4 million acres of the Adirondack Park are Wild
Forest. 1.1 million acres of the Adirondack Park are Wilderness. Adding the 22,000 or so acres of the Boreas pond tract as
Wilderness will be a step in the right direction to even up those numbers. I heard there are great watersheds in the Boreas pond
tract too. Wilderness designation will be helpful to keep them free of invasive plants and animals and other contaminants. This
parcel as wilderness will also connect the other wilderness areas to provide for a great contiguous protected area. People are
seeking wilderness zones in more numbers than ever before. Pressure on the Keene Valley area is apparent. I love that area and
have hiked there a number of times even staying in Johns Brook lodge. It’s so popular it’s hard to get a spot there. Designating the
Boreas Pond tract as wilderness will give greater wilderness access to the people that are seeking the beauty it brings.
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
In closing please a quote by Aldo Leopold to ponder and a plea…”Wilderness is a resource which can shrink but not grow... the
creation of new wilderness in the full sense of the word is impossible”. So PLEASE designate the Boreas Pond tract as Wilderness
so we can hold on to the precious little we have left.
Thank you
Johanna Rioux

Johanna Rioux
475 N. Wellwood Ave
Lindenhurst, NY 11757

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Johanna Sorrell <johannasorrell@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 2:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
But first, I will add here my personal comments here ...
I used to live in the Adirondacks. I worked in Saranac Lake, fell in love with the coldest winters on record, and found myself deep
in nature on every available occasion. There truly is no place on the planet like the Adirondacks. And please believe me ... I've
been to many, many places, and none can compare to the unique wilderness and beauty held within the boundaries of the blue line.
And it is for this reason that I cannot implore you strongly enough to take a look at the opportunity you have in front of you to
classify this incredible tract of wilderness in a way that will hold it to its true form, enabling it to outlast all of us ... Because when
we step back and really look at ourselves and our place on earth, what do we have if not our planet? Our home? You have an
opportunity here to protect something that's worth more than a short-term position, policy, or agenda. Please do the right thing.
Please classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness. We need this more now than ever, and as a steward of this park - this
incredible model of conservation and foresight - I feel you must know exactly what I'm saying.
With deepest respect,
Jo
And now, the rest of the letter:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and

wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Johanna Sorrell
Intervale, NH 03845

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John <jpb@mvmp.net>
Monday, December 05, 2016 4:02 PM
ClassificationComments
'Dominic Jacangelo, NYSSA Executive Director'
Boreas Ponds access
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To:

Kathleen D. Regan
Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
Or
The appropriate administrative personnel,

Hi,
This email is in response to the upcoming decision regarding the APA land‐use classification for the newly acquired
Boreas Pond tract of land.
I enjoy many aspects of the Adirondacks, including snowmobiling. Though Essex County is a little far from home in
Raquette Lake, I support classifying the land as “Wild Forrest”. I understand that would allow limited use for
snowmobiles and such types of small, powered vehicles. I also understand that there already exists a good road that
could be used for such purposes, with minimal land alteration.
I have not found that such small vehicular use degrades the rustic nature of the Adirondacks. On the contrary, it allows
the taxpayers of New York and guests to enjoy that rustic nature.
Sincerely,
John Balog

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John <jjonesscotia@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 25, 2016 5:14 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
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email: jjonesscotia@gmail.com
realname: John
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 5 Albermarle Rd.
city: Scotia
State: NY
zipcode: 12302
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John @ Brooks Washburn, AIA <brooks@northnet.org>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 1:52 PM
ClassificationComments
Land classification suport
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Kathleen,
I currently live in the foothills of the Adirondacks and consider myself as an outdoor enthusiast. Depending on the season you
will find me hunting, fishing or snowmobiling within the Adirondack Park.
I just spent an evening in Canton, New York at a public hearing listening to various people and their opinions over the land
classification and how it effects their positions.
First of all, I am very pleased that NYS has purchased this very special property. Of all the money that is collected from each
and every taxpayer of this state and spent on foolish programs, all can agree that this purchase is money spent wisely.
As I mentioned earlier, I consider myself an outdoor enthusiast. I have personally spent time hunting in wilderness state land
with only a compass in hand. As for wilderness areas becoming overcrowded, I only could hope for the crowds of people to
come to my rescue after being a little mixed up. (never lost) My point obviously is that there is not an overcrowding issue.
True wilderness is only experienced by a very tiny percentage of the people that use state property.
Now let us talk a little about property that is classified as “wild forest”. Land can be developed or maintained for the masses to
enjoy. Trails, roads, outbuildings, boat launches and trailhead parking development all assist each and all to experience great
outdoor activities.
Due the public a favor select Option no. 1 and allow access for the masses.
Sincerely,
John Clark (wise treehugger)

P.S. Tell the Governor to invest in a drown with the best video pixels available and a 72 hour battery life and he can also
experience the area assigned to “wilderness”! When he is done with it, rent it to me so I can share the experience.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John A. Smith <clevelands@webpro2.speedingbits.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 3:54 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: clevelands
realname: John A. Smith
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address:
city:
State:
zipcode:
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Ammondson <joammondson@vassar.edu>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 7:23 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Ammondson
124 Raymond Avenue, PO Box 1273
Poughkeepsie , NY 12604

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John and Kathy McDonald <jmcdona8@twcny.rr.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 8:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas POND Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

I suppose alternative # 1: Thank You, John McDonald

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John and Kathy McDonald <jmcdona8@twcny.rr.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 7:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Wild Forest

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Please classify the Boreas Ponds area as a wild forest as it does not fit the Agency’s own definition of wilderness. The public
should be able to access and use this wonderful property that we have purchased with our tax dollars. The elderly, young and
disabled should not be denied access. Motorized use should also be allowed for the public as the road and trail system is
already in place.
Thank You, John McDonald P.O. Box 248, Lyons Falls, NY 13368

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John and Kathy McDonald <jmcdona8@twcny.rr.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 11:58 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Wild Forest‐‐‐‐Alternative 1

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

This makes the most sense for ALL concerned……………………………….Please allow this limited amount of access as compared to
traditional access of this property…………………….
Another point: Manmade dams are NOT WILDERNESS…………………
Thanks You, John McDonald

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John and Sandra Reschovsky <jreschovsky@nycap.rr.com>
Sunday, November 06, 2016 4:17 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John and Sandra Reschovsky
1129 Rosehill Blvd
Schenectady, NY 12309
518-810-6235

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John and Sue Gregoire <khmo@empacc.net>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 7:31 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John and Sue Gregoire
5373 Fitzgerald Rd
Burdett, NY 14818

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Anderson <jtanderson54@gmail.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 12:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Anderson
26A Trapasso Dr
Sparta , NJ 07871

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Anderson <jtanderson54@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 9:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Anderson
26A Trapasso Dr
Sparta , NJ 07871

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Anderson <jtanderson54@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 7:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Anderson
Sparta , NJ 07871

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Atkins <Jhatkins@me.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 6:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Atkins
25 Waterworks Lane
Fairport, NY 14450

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Aucoin <longjohn12656@hotmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 3:38 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Aucoin
12656 mud creek rd
Kennedy, NY 14747
7163582512

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Aucoin <longjohn12656@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:03 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Aucoin
12656 Mud Creek Rd
Kennedy, NY 14747

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John A‐X. Morris <john.ax.morris@gmail.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 9:33 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John A-X. Morris
2449 Gee Hill Rd
Dryden, NY 13053

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John B. Miller, Jr. <jmiller@ogdensburgk12.org>
Friday, November 04, 2016 11:29 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John B. Miller, Jr.
522 Elizabeth St.
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
315-393-5151

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john bardunias <jduny@optonline.net>
Friday, December 02, 2016 6:03 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jduny@optonline.net
realname: john bardunias
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 104 west end rd
city: wappingers falls
State: NY
zipcode: 12590
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bernstein <jberns3@lsu.edu>
Friday, November 25, 2016 4:57 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Bernstein
131 Clara Drive, Apt. 3
Baton Rouge, LA 70808

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Blaser <johnwblaser@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
I am writing you as a long-time New York State resident who enjoys the Adirondack Park. I am now 62; since the
age of 17 I have been hiking, camping, backpacking, canoeing, cross country skiing and snowshoeing in the
Adirondacks. At one time I was a licensed New York State guide, assisting other residents and visitors to enjoy the
Adirondacks. I also spent two summers as an assistant forest ranger on wilderness patrol. For one year I was a
resident of the Adirondacks during which I enjoyed what the park had to offer. Over the years I spent many, many
hours looking at maps of the park, some of which included the Boreas Ponds. I recall thinking how great it would
be if I were able to visit the ponds and enjoy that pristine area.
I am writing to express my disappointment with the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan
for the Boreas Ponds and adjacent lands. As you well know, these plans do not really provide classification and
protection of the area as a true wilderness, as the proposals allow motorized uses and fail to protect the ponds,
wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
I must strongly urge that these proposals be rejected in favor of alternatives that provide true protection to the
Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation,
invasive species and overcrowding.
As has been suggested, a minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as
Wilderness as well as the ponds themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas
River must also be protected as Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or
more from the ponds while an accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with
disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
John Blaser
69 Maplewood Drive
Brewster, NY 10509
8452796874

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bliss <johnsbliss@verizon.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 12:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Bliss
9 Lewis Street
Newton, MA 02458
6172446495

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bliss <johnsbliss@verizon.net>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 8:29 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one‐mile buffer that
prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow north to the
Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and provide the strongest
possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we must not
surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more acres in Wild Forest than
there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60‐mile radius (or even 30) of Boreas Ponds that could
accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for ecological protection and a wilderness experience
at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road gets to the
ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once waterways and
wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one‐mile buffer will provide
opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the remoteness of an expanded
High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If there was
ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide Park protection, this is it.
The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Bliss
9 Lewis Street
Newton, MA 02458
6172446495

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bliss <johnsbliss@verizon.net>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
John Bliss
9 Lewis Street
Newton, MA 02458
6172446495

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bodie <bammer1966@sbcglobal.net>
Friday, December 16, 2016 7:47 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: bammer1966@sbcglobal.net
realname: John Bodie
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 47 Woodend road
city: Monroe
State: CT
zipcode: 06468
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bogart <JohnKBogart@msn.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 6:18 AM
ClassificationComments
Adirondack Park classafication

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

As a NEW York State resident I do not want the park reclassified or restricted any more than it is now to snowmobiles,
bicycles or 4 wheel motorized vehicles.
John Bogart
15 Tanager Rd
MAHOPAC, NY 10541

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bradley <jakbradley@aol.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:09 AM
ClassificationComments
Adopt SLMP Amendments that protect our Forest Preserve

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

John Bradley
147 East 82nd Street
Apt 1 B
New York, NY 10028
2127440589

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Brodt Jr. <john.brodt@behancom.com>
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 8:20 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: john.brodt@behancom.com
realname: John Brodt Jr.
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 27 Marine Dr.
city: South Glens Falls
State: NY
zipcode: 12803
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Brueck <johnbrueck@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 8:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Brueck
Healy, AK 99743

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bullis <boodie@hughes.net>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 9:52 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Bullis
245 Rasbach Road
Little Falls, NY 13365
3158686604

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Bulmer <jfbulmer@aol.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 6:24 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Bulmer
15 Dormie Ave
Mechanicville, NY 12118
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email: jcbulzacchelli@gmail.com
realname: John Bulzacchelli
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: PO Box 4055
city: Ithaca
State: NY
zipcode: 14850
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Burrows
210 Kinne Brook Rd.
Worthington, MA 01098
413-535-6759
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Cannon
380 Main Street
New Baltimore, NY 12124
518 756 2763
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Dear APA,
As someone who travels, hikes and works in the Adirondacks I wish to express my concerns about more wilderness area. I do
not feel that the historic uses of the parcels under review have been bad for the environment. This is an environment that includes
people and their activities. These activities include snowmobiling out and mountain biking, logging and limited living. Limiting these
activities is not part of a true natural environment, people are part of it.
There is enough wilderness in the park currently but we need a more opportunities for people who live and work here.
John Carr
9 Halada dr
Lake George ny 12845
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email: johnny6yankee@optonline.net
realname: John Chapeton
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 18 Meadow Crest Drive
city: Mahopac
State: NY
zipcode: 10541
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
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email: Oxyperious@icloud.com
realname: John Corcoran
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 46 Nacy Rd
city: Lake George
State: NY
zipcode: 12845
Comments: I an a 69 year old who loves the outdoors and the Adirondacks in particular. I don't have the stamina
any more to carry a 40 lb. backpack for miles to enjoy the wilderness. Please make it possible for those of us who
aren't in our twenties enjoy at Boreas Ponds. The classification of the Boreas Ponds property provides New York
State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the Adirondack Park that would provide new
recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new category of tourists to the region. By choosing
Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for bicyclists to use the existing logging road to
and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders through heavily wooded areas, as well as
alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be
brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could disembark and walk the remaining distance.
With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse through snow, the Boreas can even become a fourseason bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation are promoting themselves aggressively to
bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas Ponds property cannot join the list of
options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the road leading to and around the ponds
has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and trucks of the foresters and recreational
lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There is no reason I can think of as to why
bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the purchase of this property, he talked
about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill
perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of the countryâEUR(tm)s family
bicycling destinations. Thank you. John Corcoran
Submit: Send It
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
John Cunningham
26 Toni Court
Center Moriches, NY 11934
6319093309
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Currie
139 Holloway Road
139 HOLLOWAY ROAD
Rochester, NY 14610
585-5861540
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Dear Adirondack Park Agency,
I have attached a copy of my comments on the classification of the Boreas Ponds Tract.
Thank you,
Jack Curry

BoreasPondsLetter.docx

Dear Adirondack Park Agency,
My name is Jack Curry and I am a student at Skidmore College in Saratoga
Springs, NY. As a current New York state resident and public lands enthusiast, I feel
it is my responsibility to comment on the classification of the Boreas Ponds tract.
The four current courses of action proposed by the APA do not protect the
area nearly as much as it needs or deserves. A new proposal is necessary if the
integrity of the Boreas Ponds is to be maintained. This proposal needs to close most
of Gulf Brook Road and other logging roads so as to not allow motorized access to
the tract, as well as classify the entire area as Wilderness. This course of action is the
only one that will protect this beautiful area of the Adirondack Park.
The sensitive ecosystems that exist within the Boreas Ponds and McIntyre
tract necessitate a high level of protection that only a Wilderness classification can
provide. We must recognize this classification process not as a burden, but as an
incredible opportunity to legally protect a beautiful portion of the Adirondack Park.
If these tracts are listed as Wilderness areas, the Adirondack Park Agency could
create the largest Wilderness area in the eastern United States. A feature that could
attract tourism and provide economic benefits for the surrounding communities
that Wild Forest areas could not.
As I understand, a major argument for only classifying the area as Wild
Forest is that it will allow for easier access via Gulf Brook Road. However, Blue
Ridge Road can provide similar access except for motorized vehicles. Also, for those
that are physically challenged, accommodations can easily be made to Blue Ridge
Road to allow easy access.
Wilderness areas do not permit the use of motorized vehicles, so state
officials and employees must honor this rule, except for the emergency vehicles and
personnel that are allowed motorized access within Wilderness areas. This is a
major component of Wilderness tracts and is a rule that sets it apart from other land
classifications. We cannot miss this perfect opportunity to provide the Boreas Ponds
tract with the only classification that is fitting for the delicate and beautiful
ecosystems within the tract; Wilderness.
Thank you,
Jack Curry
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email: pardnerjr@gmail.com
realname: john d. russell jr.
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 8 lale forest dr. apt. 311
city: plattsburgh
State: NY
zipcode: 12903
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region
Submit: Send It
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email: John@JohnDaigneault.com
realname: John Daigneault
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: PO Box 101
city: Northville
State: NY
zipcode: 12134
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Davidge
New York, NY 10025
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Please accept and enter in records my attached comments in support of protecting Boreas Ponds area lands & waters as
Wilderness.
Thank you
John Davis, Westport NY

Why Wilderness for Boreas.docx

Why Wilderness for Boreas
Good folks at APA and DEC:
Please accept here, and enter into the record, my plea that you protect as much as
possible of the new Forest Preserve land in the central Adirondacks as Wilderness. I
support the BeWildNY position that lands New York State recently acquired in the
Boreas Ponds area and nearby should be added to the High Peaks Wilderness,
forming one of the largest road-free blocks in the eastern United States.
First let me reiterate my praise and thanks to the New York Department of
Environmental Conservation and Adirondack Park Agency and Governor’s office for
having the foresight to add critical wildlands to the Adirondack (and Catskill) Forest
Preserve. Land conservation should be a national and global priority, and New York
officials are to be commended for recognizing this. Of course, special thanks are also
due to the land conservancies and conservation advocacy groups who helped
complete recent landmark conservation deals.
I write as a representative of Wildlands Network, a continental conservation group
that advocates for wildlife habitat connectivity and wide-ranging species across
North America. Equally relevant on this issue, I write as a longtime resident,
landowner, and taxpayer in Adirondack Park (my family owns and conserves 120
acres in Split Rock Wildway, the wildlife corridor linking the Champlain Valley with
the Adirondack Mountains, through the West Champlain Hills). I write also from the
perspective of a wildlands explorer. I have trekked from Florida to Quebec
(describing my adventures in the book Big, Wild, and Connected: Scouting an Eastern
Wildway from the Everglades to Quebec), and I thus viscerally appreciate the
importance of Adirondack Park – from regionally to globally -- as a wildlife
stronghold, a conservation success story (not yet finished, though), and a model
from which other protected area efforts can learn. From my decades of exploration
and tens of thousands of miles of rambling, I’ve come to the conclusion that the
Adirondack Park is the wildest, healthiest landscape in the East, but it is not yet wild
enough. We need to protect more Wilderness, better connect the Adirondack
wildlands within and beyond the Park, and restore missing or diminished species,
especially keystone predators (like Puma, Wolf, Lynx, Lake Trout, and American
Eel). One of the biggest steps in those directions we can take now is to add new
Forest Preserve lands to the High Peaks Wilderness.
The disappointing (to many of us, anyway!) results of the recent election only
underscore the importance of conservation efforts in New York State, and
particularly within and around Adirondack Park. New York has been a leader in
conservation for a century, and that leadership will be needed now more than ever
before, as we brace for hostility toward land and wildlife conservation from federal
officials.
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Why, then, protect new Forest Preserve lands as Wilderness, rather than with the
more lenient designation of Wild Forest? The answers include ecological, aesthetic,
and recreational arguments, but they might be summed into the reminder that roads
and motor vehicles are fundamental threats to wildness and biodiversity. The surest
way to keep an area wild and free, or restore it to that natural condition, is to keep
out, or remove, roads and machines.
Sadly, though conservation biologists have known for decades that roads and motor
vehicles are the biggest threats to wildlife, we as a nation have protected as motorfree less than 5% of our country. We have paved more land than we have protected
as Wilderness. Even here in the relatively wild Adirondack Park, the farthest you
can get from a road or motorized lake is about five miles (as compared to about
twenty miles, for the not-quite-so fragmented US West, at a few relatively remote
spots in Yellowstone and central Idaho). That is not enough. We ought to be
generous enough as a people to give wildlife places where they may get many days
of travel away from the dangers roads bring.
Shy, sensitive, and wide-ranging animals do best in big road-free areas. These
animals (whose ranks may grow with climate chaos) include Marten, Fisher, River
Otter, Bobcat, Black Bear, songbirds, and trout. If we are to have a chance of
restoring apex carnivores, especially Puma and Wolf, to our landscape – with the
great forest-healing benefits top predators bring – we need to protect big road-free
forest blocks, where toothy animals are safe from persecution.
Roads bring a whole host of edge effects and related problems, covered extensively
in conservation biology literature (well summarized years ago by Reed Noss and
Allen Cooperrider in Saving Nature’s Legacy). Roads are conduits for the spread of
invasive species and forest pathogens, which will be growing problems in a
warming climate. Roads make it too easy for people with guns or traps to, legally or
illegally, kill sensitive, slowly-reproducing species. Roads cause erosion,
diminishing water quality and damaging fish-spawning habitat. Too often, roads
bring in sloppy campers, a few of whom are careless enough that escaped campfires
are almost inevitable. Of course, busy roads also mean direct road-kill and may
constitute an obstacle that some especially shy creatures will not cross.
Especially in this new period of climate chaos, Wilderness is urgently needed, for the
habitat security and resilience it provides. Our future forests will be at severe risk
from spreading pathogens and unnaturally high rates of change in temperature and
precipitation patterns. The forests that will fare best, and that can serve as seeds of
recovery for damaged areas, are big road-free areas, such as we can achieve with an
enlarged High Peaks Wilderness. The High Peaks Wilderness will be a fuller, more
intact ecosystem if the lower, more productive lands around the highest mountains,
such as the lands around the Boreas Ponds, are added to the Wilderness.
Old unneeded roads can and should be closed or converted to footpaths, thus
restoring forest integrity and saving taxpayer money. It costs thousands of dollars a
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mile annually to maintain back-country roads. Trails cost money to maintain, too,
but not nearly as much as roads, and they do not have nearly so severe edge effects
as do roads. Moreover, the answer to the problem of trail overuse, such as afflicts
some of the most popular High Peaks trails, is to close the access roads, to increase
the muscle-powered part of the journey.
Since the state opened the Boreas Ponds area to public use, I’ve walked or run most
of the old roads there. Some of them, including the road along the east side of the
ponds, will make excellent foot-paths. Some are already impassable to motor
vehicles, and should be analyzed to see whether benign neglect will suffice or active
restoration is needed. Active restoration might include planting native species in
old road beds; recontouring ground in steep areas; and removing culverts,
especially if they are perched in such a way as to block movement of fish and
amphibians.
Being a mountain biker, as well as a hiker, I’m sensitive to the wishes of bicyclists to
have more access to back-country lands. I strongly support making the Adirondack
Park friendlier to bicyclists. I equally strongly believe the places to do this are
mostly on private lands, especially on large easement lands where extensive backcountry road and trail networks are already in place and where more intensive
forms of recreation are appropriate. In truth, the Boreas Ponds area would not be
especially attractive to mountain bikers unless a whole trail network were
maintained, and this would diminish the wildness of the place. Bicycles are not as
damaging as motor vehicles, but they do have impacts beyond those of people afoot,
and these impacts are more appropriate for multi-use recreation lands under
conservation easement than for Forest Preserve lands.
I believe we err and rob future generations when we put short-term economic
concerns above long-term ecological health. Land use should be based more on
ecology than on economy. That said, Wilderness actually yields abundant economic
returns. It costs less to manage than do motorized areas, yet attracts many visitors,
who seek peace and quiet – priceless assets in our busy, noisy, stressful modern
world. Northern New York’s economy will be made more robust, diverse, and
healthy by encouraging quiet forms of recreation and businesses (guiding, lodging,
dining, etc) associated with these.
In the end, wilderness reborn is the Adirondack Park story – a rare wholesome story
in a fragmented world. Wilderness is democratic and egalitarian, welcoming any of
us willing to walk, and acknowledging that we share this Earth with countless other
creatures, nearly all of whom thrive in natural, quiet, motor-free habitats.
Respectfully,
John Davis, Adirondack resident, Wildlands Network wildways advocate
POB 106, Essex, NY 12936
john@wildlandsnetwork.org, 518-810-2189
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Davis <john@wildlandsnetwork.org>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 8:31 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas and other classifications
Why Wilderness for Boreas.docx

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Kathy Regan and other good folks at APA,
Please accept my comments in support of Wilderness designation for Boreas Ponds area and West Stony Creek area. I submitted comments from
my personal email a month or so ago, but I was having computer problems and I’m not sure they went through. Plus, in that earlier draft I failed to
address West Stony Creek area (not then realizing it was part of simultaneous classification process). So the enclosed comments are slightly
expanded from earlier ones.

Thank you and happy holidays
John Davis, Westport, NY
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Why Wilderness for Boreas and Beyond
Good folks at APA and DEC:
Please accept here, and enter into the record, my plea that you protect as much as
possible of the new Forest Preserve land in the central and southern Adirondacks as
Wilderness. I support the BeWildNY position that lands New York State recently
acquired in the Boreas Ponds area and nearby should be added to the High Peaks
Wilderness, forming one of the largest road-free blocks in the eastern United States.
I support also Protect the Adirondacks proposal for a West Stony Creek Wilderness
in the southern part of Adirondack Park.
First let me reiterate my praise and thanks to the New York Department of
Environmental Conservation and Adirondack Park Agency and Governor’s office for
having the foresight to add critical wildlands to the Adirondack (and Catskill) Forest
Preserve. Land conservation should be a national and global priority, and New York
officials are to be commended for recognizing this. Of course, special thanks are also
due to the land conservancies and conservation advocacy groups who helped
complete recent landmark conservation deals.
I write as a representative of Wildlands Network, a continental conservation group
that advocates for wildlife habitat connectivity and wide-ranging species across
North America. Equally relevant on this issue, I write as a longtime resident,
landowner, and taxpayer in Adirondack Park (my family owns and conserves 120
acres in Split Rock Wildway, the wildlife corridor linking the Champlain Valley with
the Adirondack Mountains, through the West Champlain Hills). I write also from the
perspective of a wildlands explorer. I have trekked from Florida to Quebec
(describing my adventures in the book Big, Wild, and Connected: Scouting an Eastern
Wildway from the Everglades to Quebec), and I thus viscerally appreciate the
importance of Adirondack Park – from regionally to globally -- as a wildlife
stronghold, a conservation success story (not yet finished, though), and a model
from which other protected area efforts can learn. From my decades of exploration
and tens of thousands of miles of rambling, I’ve come to the conclusion that the
Adirondack Park is the wildest, healthiest landscape in the East, but it is not yet wild
enough. We need to protect more Wilderness, better connect the Adirondack
wildlands within and beyond the Park, and restore missing or diminished species,
especially keystone predators (like Puma, Wolf, Lynx, Lake Trout, and American
Eel). One of the biggest steps in those directions we can take now is to add new
Forest Preserve lands to the High Peaks Wilderness.
The disappointing (to many of us, anyway!) results of the recent election only
underscore the importance of conservation efforts in New York State, and
particularly within and around Adirondack Park. New York has been a leader in
conservation for a century, and that leadership will be needed now more than ever
before, as we brace for hostility toward land and wildlife conservation from federal
officials.
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Why, then, protect new Forest Preserve lands as Wilderness, rather than with the
more lenient designation of Wild Forest? The answers include ecological, aesthetic,
and recreational arguments, but they might be summed into the reminder that roads
and motor vehicles are fundamental threats to wildness and biodiversity. The surest
way to keep an area wild and free, or restore it to that natural condition, is to keep
out, or remove, roads and machines.
Sadly, though conservation biologists have known for decades that roads and motor
vehicles are the biggest threats to wildlife, we as a nation have protected as motorfree less than 5% of our country. We have paved more land than we have protected
as Wilderness. Even here in the relatively wild Adirondack Park, the farthest you
can get from a road or motorized lake is about five miles (as compared to about
twenty miles, for the not-quite-so fragmented US West, at a few relatively remote
spots in Yellowstone and central Idaho). That is not enough. We ought to be
generous enough as a people to give wildlife places where they may get many days
of travel away from the dangers roads bring.
Shy, sensitive, and wide-ranging animals do best in big road-free areas. These
animals (whose ranks may grow with climate chaos) include Marten, Fisher, River
Otter, Bobcat, Black Bear, songbirds, and trout. If we are to have a chance of
restoring apex carnivores, especially Puma and Wolf, to our landscape – with the
great forest-healing benefits top predators bring – we need to protect big road-free
forest blocks, where toothy animals are safe from persecution.
Roads bring a whole host of edge effects and related problems, covered extensively
in conservation biology literature (well summarized years ago by Reed Noss and
Allen Cooperrider in Saving Nature’s Legacy). Roads are conduits for the spread of
invasive species and forest pathogens, which will be growing problems in a
warming climate. Roads make it too easy for people with guns or traps to, legally or
illegally, kill sensitive, slowly-reproducing species. Roads cause erosion,
diminishing water quality and damaging fish-spawning habitat. Too often, roads
bring in sloppy campers, a few of whom are careless enough that escaped campfires
are almost inevitable. Of course, busy roads also mean direct road-kill and may
constitute an obstacle that some especially shy creatures will not cross.
Especially in this new period of climate chaos, Wilderness is urgently needed, for the
habitat security and resilience it provides. Our future forests will be at severe risk
from spreading pathogens and unnaturally high rates of change in temperature and
precipitation patterns. The forests that will fare best, and that can serve as seeds of
recovery for damaged areas, are big road-free areas, such as we can achieve with an
enlarged High Peaks Wilderness. The High Peaks Wilderness will be a fuller, more
intact ecosystem if the lower, more productive lands around the highest mountains,
such as the lands around the Boreas Ponds, are added to the Wilderness.
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Old unneeded roads can and should be closed or converted to footpaths, thus
restoring forest integrity and saving taxpayer money. It costs thousands of dollars a
mile annually to maintain back-country roads. Trails cost money to maintain, too,
but not nearly as much as roads, and they do not have nearly so severe edge effects
as do roads. Moreover, the answer to the problem of trail overuse, such as afflicts
some of the most popular High Peaks trails, is to close the access roads, to increase
the muscle-powered part of the journey.
Since the state opened the Boreas Ponds area to public use, I’ve walked or run most
of the old roads there. Some of them, including the road along the east side of the
ponds, will make excellent foot-paths. Some are already impassable to motor
vehicles, and should be analyzed to see whether benign neglect will suffice or active
restoration is needed. Active restoration might include planting native species in
old road beds; recontouring ground in steep areas; and removing culverts,
especially if they are perched in such a way as to block movement of fish and
amphibians.
Being a mountain biker, as well as a hiker, I’m sensitive to the wishes of bicyclists to
have more access to back-country lands. I strongly support making the Adirondack
Park friendlier to bicyclists. I equally strongly believe the places to do this are
mostly on private lands, especially on large easement lands where extensive backcountry road and trail networks are already in place and where more intensive
forms of recreation are appropriate. In truth, the Boreas Ponds area would not be
especially attractive to mountain bikers unless a whole trail network were
maintained, and this would diminish the wildness of the place. Bicycles are not as
damaging as motor vehicles, but they do have impacts beyond those of people afoot,
and these impacts are more appropriate for multi-use recreation lands under
conservation easement than for Forest Preserve lands.
I have not yet had the opportunity to explore much of the Casey Brook or MacIntyre
East or West tracts, but all our logical and important additions to the High Peaks
Wilderness. The West Stony Creek area, I’ve experienced only fleetingly, hiking the
Northville-Placid Trail; but again here, the opportunity to expand Wilderness should
not be missed. In some respects, the little known southern Adirondacks are perhaps
wilder than more popular parts of the Park, and offer abundant habitat for shy,
sensitive, and wide-ranging species. If we conservationists do our work well, maybe
someday Pumas and Wolves will roam here again. The presence of the NorthvillePlacid Trail is an added reason to establish and expand Wilderness Areas in the
Park. Long and scenic trails are ideal trunks upon which to build and branch
regional and continental wildways.
I believe we err and rob future generations when we put short-term economic
concerns above long-term ecological health. Land use should be based more on
ecology than on economy. That said, Wilderness actually yields abundant economic
returns. It costs less to manage than do motorized areas, yet attracts many visitors,
who seek peace and quiet – priceless assets in our busy, noisy, stressful modern
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world. Northern New York’s economy will be made more robust, diverse, and
healthy by encouraging quiet forms of recreation and businesses (guiding, lodging,
dining, etc) associated with these.
In the end, wilderness reborn is the Adirondack Park story – a rare wholesome story
in a fragmented world. Wilderness is democratic and egalitarian, welcoming any of
us willing to walk, and acknowledging that we share this Earth with countless other
creatures, nearly all of whom thrive in natural, quiet, motor-free habitats.
Respectfully,
John Davis, Adirondack resident, Wildlands Network wildways advocate
POB 106, Essex, NY 12936
john@wildlandsnetwork.org, 518-810-2189

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Dilligent <jedssleds@verizon.net>
Thursday, November 10, 2016 9:22 AM
ClassificationComments
New York State Boreas Ponds Land Tract

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

To Kathleen D. Rogers,
~ I would like it to be classified “Wild Forest” and support Alternative 1.
~ Why?, It allows multi‐use recreational and tourist activities which allows more people access and enjoyment of this
area.
~ Also, this would bring an increased economic benefit to the area.
~ As a life‐long NYS resident snowmobiler I’d like to enjoy riding in the Adirondacks and spend my money in NYS.
Thankyou,
Jed Diligent
Syracuse,NY

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Dilligent <jedssleds@verizon.net>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Fw: New York State Boreas Ponds Land Tract

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

From: John Dilligent
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2016 9:22 AM
To: ClassificationComments@apa.ny.gov
Subject: New York State Boreas Ponds Land Tract

To Kathleen D. Rogers,
~ I would like it to be classified “Wild Forest” and support Alternative 1.
~ Why?, It allows multi‐use recreational and tourist activities which allows more people access and enjoyment of this
area.
~ Also, this would bring an increased economic benefit to the area.
~ As a life‐long NYS resident snowmobiler I’d like to enjoy riding in the Adirondacks and spend my money in NYS.
Thankyou,
Jed Diligent
Syracuse,NY

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Doherty <john.doherty631@gmail.com>
Friday, November 25, 2016 10:09 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Doherty
Lake george, NY 12845

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Donnelly <jdpoolfool@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 10:57 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jdpoolfool@aol.com
realname: John Donnelly
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 229 St. Andrews Rd.
city: Walden
State: NY
zipcode: 12586
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Donnelly <jdonnelly@sunypoly.edu>
Monday, December 12, 2016 12:34 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jdonnelly@sunypoly.edu
realname: John Donnelly
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 253 Fuller Rd., Nano Fab North Dock
city: Albany
State: NY
zipcode: 12203
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Dopkowski <jdopkowski84@gmail>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 9:23 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jdopkowski84@gmail
realname: John Dopkowski
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 9520 Glengarriff Drive
city: Brewerton
State: NY
zipcode: 13029
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JOHN DROPP <qbs2000@frontiernet.net>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 1:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
JOHN DROPP
50 Mill Farm Trail
Berkeley Springs, WV 25411
9732485646

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Dugan <duganjohn31@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:27 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Dugan
7 Stoneledge Dr
Troy, NY 12182
518-326-1489

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Dzuba <dzuba559@aol.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 6:47 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Dzuba
Baldwinsville, NY 13027

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John E Lagraff <jlagraff@syr.edu>
Monday, December 26, 2016 8:15 AM
ClassificationComments
John E Lagraff
wilderness classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Kathleen D. Regan, NYSAPA
PO Box 99, 1133 State Route 86,
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Email: ClassificationComments@apa.ny.gov
I urge the APA to support proposals to add the historically significant Boreas Ponds and West Stony Creek forest preserve to
Wilderness status.
Opportunities like this do not come along often and any lesser designations are often irreversible. Wilderness is forever.
There is a huge difference in the outdoor recreational experience knowing whether or not the peace of a particular setting will
be spoiled by the distant sound of motorized vehicles. There also is a special pleasure knowing that the wilderness views of a
special back woods setting is the same view that my grandfather saw 100 years ago will be the same views that my
grandchildren will see in another 50 years.
Sincerely,
John E LaGraff

6808 Henderson Rd
Jamesville,NY, 13078
315‐469‐5003

9524 Knightsbridge Circle
Sarasota,FL.34238
941‐966‐4615

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John E. Moore <JMTHEPM@nycap.rr.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:30 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: JMTHEPM@nycap.rr.com
realname: John E. Moore
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 18 Merritt Dr.
city: Schenectady
State: NY
zipcode: 12306
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

John F Moran <cravenfun@embarqmail.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 6:45 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: cravenfun@embarqmail.com
realname: John F Moran
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 140 Adota
city: Montague
State: NJ
zipcode: 07827
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John F Moran <cravenfun@embarqmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 8:56 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: cravenfun@embarqmail.com
realname: John F Moran
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 215 New Rd
city: Montague
State: NJ
zipcode: 07827
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:

John Fazio <john@fazioconstruction.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 7:10 AM
ClassificationComments
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Please classify the Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts as Wild Forest, so
we may continue snowmobiling.

Thanks
John A. Fazio
Fazio Construction Co.Inc
58‐41 63rd Street
Maspeth NY 11378
718‐326‐2266

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Fehringer <JWF@fehringer.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:55 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

John Fehringer
PO box 3295
Gettysburg, PA 17325
717-624-1914

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Fey <Jdfey@me.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Fey
420 Springfield Rd
Wilmington, NY 12997

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Filippone <johnf1966@verizon.net>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification process of the Boreas Ponds tract. I support and
appreciate the Agency’s mandate to use science and the criteria set forth in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan when classifying Forest Preserve lands in the Adirondack Park. This analysis is important, because
facts matter. The Agency, including its board, are expected to prioritize resource protection over recreation, using
scientific data and resource analyses to support its final classification recommendation to Governor Cuomo for the
Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
With that in mind, I write to make sure that the Agency is aware of the thorough and timely scientific and economic
reports that have been released, pertaining to the Boreas Ponds tract. A report by the Wildlife Conservation
Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness to make the
surrounding areas more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wildlands. A
study by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the
tract should be classified as Wilderness. Also, a report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows
private lands close in proximity to Wilderness cost about 25 percent more as compared to property next to state
lands that are open to motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host
communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities. I urge the Agency to thoroughly review these reports which are available online and also have been
submitted as part of the public record. Should the Agency decide to recommend an alternative that does not
provide Wilderness protection for the most sensitive lands on and around the Boreas ponds, I challenge the
Agency board and staff to provide a thorough and extensive scientific analysis proving that the characteristics and
capacity of this landscape support motorized use. I also challenge the Agency and its board to provide factual
evidence that a non-Wilderness classification will better support the local economy. This analysis will be important,
because facts matter.
Sincerely,
John Filippone
737 Jacqueline Dr.
Valley Cottage, NY 10989
845-353-4010

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John foley <Johnfoley1@frontiernet.net>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11:12 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Johnfoley1@frontiernet.net
realname: John foley
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 114 oak mountain drive
city: Speculator
State: NY
zipcode: 12164
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Foley <foleyjohnj@aol.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 3:31 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I do not support the draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land.
This area needs to be preserved as a place where solitude and quiet are the dominant forces and where nature is
all that one can see, smell and hear.
I ask you to preserve this area for future generations. I want my grand daughter to be able to enjoy this area as
wilderness. There are few places she can travel to that have the potential to offer this type of solitude. I think we
owe it to those who come after us.
Thank you for giving my viewpoint careful consideration.
John Foley
1921 Lenox Road
Schenectady, NY 12308
518 346 3923

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Foley <foleyjohnj@aol.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 3:59 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
John Foley
1921 Lenox Road
Schenectady, NY 12308
518 346 3923

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Fox <johnfox37@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 5:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Fox
37 Highland Ave
Geneva, NY 14456
315-521-2627

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Franklin <dfspirate@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 8:22 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (DSEIS) in which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds
Tract, which I feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas
Ponds, and none satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the
Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one
of the intrinsic Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor
vehicle use will also threaten the protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1
wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams,
roads, and gravel pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary,
but also the maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with
Wilderness guidelines. This means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no
differently than other existing dams in Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine
additions to the Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer
size of the tract, and the fact that it is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a
powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making
portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any eastern state, for that matter. Think West
Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range
from bad to unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a
wild landscape, solitary and secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for
protecting a rare and wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all
the way into the heart of the property—not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for
maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest, remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that
the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet our public officials are preoccupied with
roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car
and venturing into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its
sensuous beauty. In a world of artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our
species began. Many of us will always heed the call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds
Tract, not the least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for
more Wilderness!

Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Franklin
Clifton Springs, NY 14432

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Fraser <Neigefraser@aol.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 2:00 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Neigefraser@aol.com
realname: John Fraser
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 4984 Kingston Road
city: Elbridge
State: NY
zipcode: 13060
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Frey <freydad357@me.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 7:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Classification Comment
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APA Staff,
I am writing in favor of alternative #1 (Alt 1)as presented. I feel very strongly that it represents the best opportunity
for both the protection of the resource and its recreational use. Alt 1 fits all the criteria called for in the SLMP
especially recognizing the in place man made infrastructure. Alt 1 allows for using existing roads for future
snowmobile trails instead of cutting trees. As the UMP process will follow this will be the path/trail of least
resistance.
Having attended two public hearings on this subject I must comment on the request of those wishing for an option
not offered - Full Wilderness only. I feel the State has done a remarkable job as each purchase has been classified
in finding a balance between wilderness and wild forest.
I may not have always agreed with every acres outcome, but we have more wilderness in NYS with each
acquisition. The protection and classifications of our States lands are key, not what other states are or are not
doing to protect theirs.
By adopting Alt 1 we will have a stronger Park. Protection of the high peaks region will be more secure. Access to
the ponds will allow for appropriate use by more than just just one user group or type. Other areas of the Park are
currently stressed with some overuse. Opening more lands to easier access can help spread out the opportunities
and may alleviate pressure elsewhere.
This Park is a place for all of to enjoy & protect.

John Frey
freydad357@mac.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Fritzen <Jfritzen@twcny.rr.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:41 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

John Fritzen
140 Edgehill Rd
Syracuse, NY 13224
315 807 9654

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Frost <Jackfish1@optonline.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 5:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Frost
26
Clearbrook dr
Smithtown, NY 11787
6316568473

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John G. Brester <Johngbrewster@icloud.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 8:15 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Johngbrewster@icloud.com
realname: John G. Brester
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 96 Masonicus Rd
city: Mahwah
State: NJ
zipcode: 07430
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JOHN GIVEN <givenck@frontiernet.net>
Monday, November 07, 2016 4:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
JOHN GIVEN
118 LIEB RD
SOUTH NEW BERLIN, NY 13843
6078592983

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Green <jgreen@greenmachine.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 8:21 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen,
My family and I are writing you to request the opening of Boreas Ponds land for Snowmobiling. Never has there been a lands
where the impact of snowmobiles to the landscape has been so little. This land will offer access to Newcomb where we have
family and who also are in support of this trail. Snowmobiling is the life blood of many retail and service industries of which my
family depends during winter months. We need to support this sport when it doesn’t affect our wilderness/wildlife. This
happens to be the case at Boreas Ponds. Thank You.
John Green
315‐303‐5448

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Habermehl <jhabey@msn.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 10:42 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John A. Habermehl
John Habermehl
52 Graw Rd
Nassau, NY 12123
5187299800

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Harke <jfharke@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:52 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jfharke@yahoo.com
realname: John Harke
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 367 Goose Island Road
city: Argyle
State: NY
zipcode: 12809
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Haywood <johnhaywoodphoto@yahoo.com>
Thursday, October 13, 2016 9:31 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Greetings,
I am writing in regard to the classification of the Boreas Ponds Wilderness. I feel strongly that this area should be classified as
wilderness.
As a photographer and hiker who frequents the Adirondacks, I find the peacefulness and serenity of these areas vital.
I also understand the need to draw visitors to other areas of the Adirondacks now more than ever. The current situations occurring
in the High Peaks is extremely disheartening and relief needs to be found and Boreas Ponds can offer a beautiful destination to
divert hikers from overcrowded peaks. I also understand the need to draw tourism dollars.
It seems as though a major concern is to also offer a shorter hike in, thus attracting a wider range of hikers. Everyone would love a
shorter hike! But would we extend South Meadow Lane into the High Peaks and put a parking lot at Marcy Dam just to draw
more hikers? Or allow Snow Mobiles through that same area because the additional riders would spend their money in the nearby
economy? There need to be other options to draw tourism dollars.
The Boreas Ponds area has so much potential.
I am asking for a vote of Wilderness to keep the Boreas Ponds area a pristine natural resource. Thank you for your time.
Best,
John Haywood

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Helak <tibbs@att.net>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 8:01 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I'm sure you are aware of the Boreas Pond controversy. This tract contains special lands that are home to rare
species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the
Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A
motor-free Wilderness classification will keep vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems
free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wild lands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers and others like myself who are in the area, into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a
unique and special place.
Sincerely,
John Helak
136 Coopers Lane
River Vale, NJ 07675
2013586793

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John helms <Jhelmslawns@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 8:48 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jhelmslawns@gmail.com
realname: John helms
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 258 middle road
city: Lake george
State: NY
zipcode: 12845
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Henry <John@mpcny.com>
Wednesday, November 02, 2016 2:40 PM
ClassificationComments
Open Boreas Ponds for disabled and wounded warriors

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a more openeness for the Boreas Ponds with at least smell handicap access
that allows motorized use driving To the ponds for our elderly and disabled veterans
I also requested consider the historic value of many of the camp to this area if the clearing them historical
preservation landmarks for public use in a limited method.
Isn't it time for the APH to stand up for the elderly and the disabled? Lands bought with public funds and future
maintenance costs
Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Henry
23 mallard lane
Oswego, NY 13126
315-343-3531

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Heslop <Jpheslop@twcny.rr.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 10:41 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds tract and
other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the Adirondack
Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final recommendation to Governor Andrew
Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State
Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be subject to
the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of the opportunity for quiet
canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from the ponds at
LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it by a permit system if
judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature Conservancy, the most
knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract to ensure that
these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Heslop
250 Oarlock Circle
East Syracuse, NY 13057
3152434250

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Heyneman <jpheyneman@rochester.rr.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 7:37 PM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Heyneman
716 Five Mile Line Rd.
Webster, NY 14580
585-752-3149

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Heyneman <jpheyneman@rochester.rr.com>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 8:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations. With the
release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and adjacent lands, the
Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux‐Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses and fail to protect the ponds,
wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. Anything less than a
Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one‐mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds themselves
and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as Wilderness. Lastly,
motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an accessible trail could be opened to
the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to encourage
vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the prosperity of the
Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
John Heyneman
716 Five Mile Line Rd.
Webster, NY 14580
585‐752‐3149

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Heyneman <jpheyneman@rochester.rr.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:34 PM
ClassificationComments
Don't Disregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
John Heyneman
716 Five Mile Line Rd.
Webster, NY 14580
585-752-3149

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John hilbert <Jhilb@msn.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:07 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jhilb@msn.com
realname: John hilbert
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 104 moonlight dr
city: Stormville
State: NY
zipcode: 12582
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Hoekstra <JohnHoekstra10@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:03 PM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Hoekstra
122 Kibler Point Road
PO Box 74
Wells, NY 12190
4849489404

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Hoekstra <JohnHoekstra10@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Hoekstra
122 Kibler Point Road
PO Box 74
Wells, NY 12190
4849489404

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Hoekstra <JohnHoekstra10@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 1:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
John Hoekstra
122 Kibler Point Road
PO Box 74
Wells, NY 12190
4849489404

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Hoekstra <JohnHoekstra10@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 12:02 AM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Hoekstra
122 Kibler Point Road
PO Box 74
Wells, NY 12190
4849489404

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Howard <jvhoward44@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 1:29 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jvhoward44@gmail.com
realname: John Howard
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 137 Feeder Dam Rd.
city: South Glens Falls
State: NY
zipcode: 12803
Comments: To whom it may concern; I have had the opportunity to grow up and visit the proposed wilderness area
since I was a child. By opening up this proposed area to the public with access available to all public by use of
roadways is important to both the young, old, and disabled. The proposed areas are already accessible to all
people if maintenance of roads and facilities is allowed in the future. The two miles proposal should be amended
so that there is access to motor vehicles directly to the ponds. The societal and economics impacts of allowing
access to the Boreas area ponds is immeasurable. In my own family I have a cousin who is wheelchair bound and
an uncle who lost a leg in a workplace injury. As my own parents age I am seeing that areas such as this will allow
my parents to enjoy fishing the Adironadacks well into old age. My parents own a camp near North Hudson and we
have frequented the area often throughout my life. I have never seen Sigourney Weaver in any of our family trips
and doubt she has even visited the area that is proposed to be open to the public. Please take into consideration
the joy that will come to average American families if this proposed area is opened to the public for all to enjoy.
Thank you for taking the time to read this point of view. John V. Howard
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Hunter <jhunter151@rochester.rr.com>
Tuesday, November 01, 2016 10:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Hunter
56 Route 54 East Lake Road
Penn Yan, NY 14527
315 335 0078

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Hunter <jhunter151@rochester.rr.com>
Monday, November 14, 2016 2:20 PM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,

John Hunter
56 Route 54 East Lake Road
Penn Yan, NY 14527
315 335 0078

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Huston <Northwild@msn.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 4:14 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Northwild@msn.com
realname: John Huston
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 11B Maclyn Meadows
city: Ballston Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12019
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Huwiler <lphuey@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

John Huwiler
30 Cherry Lane
Glen Head, NY 11545
2122844651

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Jones <jjonesscotia@gmail.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 1:24 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreal pond

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

I am writing to urge the State of New York to classify this tract as Wild Forest. Thank you for your consideration.
John Jones,
N.Y. Sportsman

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Jones <outlook_4FA0BDAA73DCCD71@outlook.com> on behalf of John Jones
<jjonesscotia@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 25, 2016 5:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Please consider Alternative 1 for this classification so that ALL may enjoy its beauty and recreational
qualities.
Thank you,
John Jones
Scotia, N.Y. 12302
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Kane <johndkane@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 8:04 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
As a Canadian living near the border I love spending time in the ADK along with friends. There is nothing like it in near vicinity.
And so...
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,
John Kane

John Kane
1501-295 Adelaide St W
Toronto, ON M5V 0L4

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Kearns <jjaawbk@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 6:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Kearns
Gunnison, CO 81230

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john Krzeminski <johnkrzeminski2@gmail.com>
Monday, December 26, 2016 5:12 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

john Krzeminski
Utica, NY 13502

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Kuriawa <johnkuriawa@gmail.com>
Saturday, October 29, 2016 11:42 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. The Adirondack Park truly represents one of the last places in our nation to
demonstrate how conservation and community can be balanced for the benefit of both. No other place east of the
Mississippi River has as many remaining wild lands. Whenever and where ever possible these lands, like the
Boreas Ponds, deserve the highest level of protection. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around
the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of
Wilderness to the south.
As someone who has invested time and money into the preservation of a historic great camp as an owner of
White Pine Camp in Paul Smiths, I speak to this issue with more than a distant voice. I anticipate helping to
protect the Adirondacks for the remainder of my life and to enjoy the richness of its wild resources and wonderful
communities.
The proposed classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and
around the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt
both the environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the
resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness
protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot or other impervious surfaces that are built must be at least a
mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people
with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Kuriawa
John Kuriawa
320 Arundel Beach Road
Severna Park, MD 21146
443.924.9608

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John Kuriawa <johnkuriawa@gmail.com>
Monday, December 26, 2016 12:22 PM
ClassificationComments
John Kuriawa
Boreas Tract Public Input
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To: APA, Attn: Kathy Regan
Re: Boreas Ponds
Hello Kathy,
Like many others who’ve written in support of protecting the Boreas Ponds tract I think it’s worthy of the highest level of
preservation because it contains unique habitats, rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent scenery that will be a treasure for
generations to come. But, preserving the land and waters of the Boreas Ponds region is much more than just protecting wildness,
it’s about offering serenity, peace, and quiet for us humans in a world where such simple amenities are disappearing. It’s about
providing spaces that are magical and suitable for living meditation, for rejuvenating tired souls.
Can a price be put on that?
As I sure you’ve been informed, economists not only can, but have put a price on such peace and quiet and solitude, and
overwhelming find that such places are of much greater value to adjacent communities than areas that are allowed to be overrun by
ATVs, motorized boats, and chainsaws. How many more areas do we need for motorized vehicles? The U.S. already has more
paved road miles than it does natural stream and river miles. The APA is currently supporting expansion of snow mobile
connecting roads through vast tracts of the forest preserve, is this what preservation is about? What will be left for those of us who
don’t require an engine to be happy? Studies have confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will
compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities. So I wholeheartedly support a classification that results in the highest protection the Boreas Ponds, inclusive of a
sufficient buffers, motor-free wilderness areas, the conservation practices that keep these aquatic ecosystems free of invasive
species and unnecessary degradation, not just for wilderness sake, but for the sake of those who find a deep connection to
untrammeled earth.
Thank you for considering my views and have a wonderful holiday season.
Regards,
John Kuriawa
Severna Park, MD

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Kveton <John.kveton@yale.edu>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 3:44 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: John.kveton@yale.edu
realname: John Kveton
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 75 Blythewood Island Road
city: Chestertown
State: NY
zipcode: 12817
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
To:
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John Lamphere <jlamphere428@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 9:40 AM
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: jlamphere428@yahoo.com
realname: John Lamphere
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 314 Pennsylvania Ave
city: Johnstown
State: NY
zipcode: 12095
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Lawson <Wmountainview@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 8:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
John Lawson
4524 Peacock Ave
Alexandria, VA 22304
7035728399

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Loganbuhl <jloganbuhl@yahoo.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 1:44 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jloganbuhl@yahoo.com
realname: John Loganbuhl
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 4062 Preemption Rd.
city: Himrod
State: NY
zipcode: 14842-9721
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling �
particularly family bicycling outings ��is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other
destinations across the country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be
particularly attractive, as it would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the
opportunity to stop and picnic alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to
White Lily Pond, where they could disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide
new wilderness areas north of the ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country
experience. In short, Alternative 1 provides the best of both worlds ��a mix of wild forest and wilderness that
protects the environment and benefits the local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will
agree that this is the best approach for the Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john loganbuhl <jloganbuhl@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 4:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify SOME of Boreas Pond as Wilderness.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I think Roger , with his years of experience as a forester, is correct. Either that or close the whole thing off too ALL public use and
let the moose have at it.
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,
John Loganbuhl

john loganbuhl
Himrod , NY 14842

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Luard <jfluard@netzero.net>
Friday, October 28, 2016 2:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides true Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

John Luard
617 Locust Point Rd
Locust, NJ 07760
7322918465

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Luard <jfluard@netzero.net>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 5:11 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The subject line says it all, you know the reasons.
Please protect this special place.

Sincerely,
John Luard
617 Locust Point Rd
Locust, NJ 07760
7322918465

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john maher <johnmaherlocations@mac.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:51 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

john maher
457 FDR Drive
A505
New York, NY 10002
212-555-1212

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Mahoney <jmahoney14@nyc.rr.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:18 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Mahoney
84-51 Beverly Road Apt 6T
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
9172248381

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Mahoney <jmahoney14@nyc.rr.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 5:02 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Mahoney
84-51 Beverly Road Apt 6T
Kew Gardens, NY 11415

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Manzi <Jmanzi@westbabylonfd.org>
Friday, November 04, 2016 3:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Manzi
363 Great E Neck Rd
West Babylon, NY 11704
631-539-9139

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Maura <Jjmaura@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:21 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jjmaura@gmail.com
realname: John Maura
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 2628 ridge rd
city: Hamden
State: NY
zipcode: 11050
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john mccarty <johnfmccarty@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 12:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
&bbsp;
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
john mccarty
18 denishire drive
rochester, NY 14624
5859538777

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John McCormick <tughilljmc@gmail.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 9:59 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds tract of land in Essex County INPUT

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

I believe so strongly that this tract of land bought with taxpayers money should be available to
people to enjoy at levels more than walking on it. I signed and collected petitions to support
that these former logging lands with ALL the trappings of all those years of logging & paying taxes
be classified as WILD FORREST so bike and snowmobile trails can be a major use of this taxpayer asset.
If the out of state money/lobbyist's wish to pay my taxes then that can have a seat at the table other wise there input should
have little bearing/value on this issue .... All those logging roads and other parts of the legacy of logging including the Lodge
that was trashed/torn down could/should have and can be used to allow many types of road/trail based enjoyment of this parcel
with out any trees being CUT DOWN. This fact should make the Hugger/Green lobby fighting this Wild FORREST classification
hang there heads in shame and go litigate elsewhere.
I look to the day when a system of interconnecting trails in the North Country bring enjoyment and income to the job starved
rural folks of folks inside the green line
John McCormick
63 year old snowmobiler
&life long taxpayer of
Wyoming County NY

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

John McCormick <tughilljmc@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 10:08 PM
ClassificationComments
gallivan@nysenate.gov; John McCormick
Regarding the pending Boreas Ponds NYS lands classification process in Essex county NY

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Director Regan
Please mark my input as pro NYS taxpayer access to the Boreas Ponds. I feel that the current man made improvements
to the former timber lands should be used can allow all NYS out of door folks to enjoy this property recently purchased
with money
that came from NYS taxpayers if the are is designated as Wild Forest. Please do not give in to the out of state
groups/carpet baggers that make there money from being 501 C outfit fund raiser's/lyres and deny access to NYS folks that
are unable to hike on/in deep muddy barely maintained unsafe trails by wrongly considering a wilderness designation for this newly
purchased and as of yet an unplanned jewel for public access with a wealth of already all season roads in place to help all the
hikers that need to be rescued!
The working middle class NYS taxpayer need a place at the table these out of state groups should have NO place at the table no
madder how much they donate to politician's
Again, please classify the Boreas Ponds and there road system as Wild Forest and allow NYS taxpayers proper public
access to public lands
Any chance I could get a simple acknowledgment this email input to this issue reached the right person?
thanks
John McCormick
63 years a NYS Taxpayer
Active snowmobile club member
in Wyoming county NY 14113

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John McCoy <Johnnymccoy77@yahoo.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 12:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John McCoy
205 Orchard Dr. W
APT 5
North Syracuse, NY 13212

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John McCoy <johnnymccoy77@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 20, 2016 7:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John McCoy
205 Orchard Dr. W
North Syracuse, NY 13212

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John McCoy <johnnymccoy77@yahoo.com>
Thursday, November 24, 2016 10:45 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John McCoy
205 Orchard Dr. W
North Syracuse, NY 13212

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John McCoy <johnnymccoy77@yahoo.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 9:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
John McCoy
205 Orchard Dr. W
APT 5
North Syracuse, NY 13212
315-591-4705

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John McCullough <johnmcc1225@aol.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 2:54 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John McCullough
7122 SH 37
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
7243552218

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John McGowan <John@koesterassociates.com>
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 7:21 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: John@ koesterassociates.com
realname: John McGowan
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 2245 New Boston Rd
city: Chittenango
State: NY
zipcode: 13037
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Meehan <john.meehan@optimum.net>
Friday, December 30, 2016 6:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Hello from an Adirondack visitor and landowner ‐ Studies Show ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
We care deeply about the Adirondack Park, and have a camp in Bleeker. Please classify Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect
this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
John Meehan
211 Cypress Ave.
Bogota, NJ 07603
2013202150

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JOhn Menkart <menk@menk.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 10:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

JOhn Menkart
Potomac, MD 20854

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JOHN mERCIER <jmercie1@nycap.rr.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 8:22 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jmercie1@nycap.rr.com
realname: JOHN mERCIER
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 8 Arapaho Path
city: Saratoga Springs
State: NY
zipcode: 12866
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Merriman <jm345@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Merriman
4801 Butler Dr
Cortland, NY 13045
6077497457

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Merriman <jm345@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 5:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
John Merriman
4801 Butler Dr
Cortland, NY 13045
6077497457

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Merriman <jm345@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 5:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
John Merriman
4801 Butler Dr
Cortland, NY 13045
6077497457

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Merriman <jm345@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:57 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Merriman
4801 Butler Dr
Cortland, NY 13045
6077497457

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Merry <Adirondackairbalance@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 2:09 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Adirondackairbalance@gmail.com
realname: John Merry
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: Why is it that your new line of circuit setters have the smaller port size for needle probes. I find some that
come through with the larger barrel size so one can use the Armstrong probes. The old stand by probes have
always been less than desirable as I have bent and broken these probes contorting in tight spots. I am asked quite
frequently which circuit setters I prefer. I will be crossing b&g off my list for this reason.
city: Queensbury
State: NY
zipcode: 12804
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Moran <repairman54@embarqmail.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 6:47 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: repairman54@embarqmail.com
realname: John Moran
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 140 Adota Rd
city: Thendara
State: NY
zipcode: 13420
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Neumeister <jjneumeist@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 5:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Neumeister
508 W 172 St
New York, NY 10032
3234595474

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Neumeister <jjneumeist@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 1:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification process of the Boreas Ponds tract. I support and
appreciate the Agency’s mandate to use science and the criteria set forth in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan when classifying Forest Preserve lands in the Adirondack Park. This analysis is important, because
facts matter. The Agency, including its board, are expected to prioritize resource protection over recreation, using
scientific data and resource analyses to support its final classification recommendation to Governor Cuomo for the
Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
With that in mind, I write to make sure that the Agency is aware of the thorough and timely scientific and economic
reports that have been released, pertaining to the Boreas Ponds tract. A report by the Wildlife Conservation
Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness to make the
surrounding areas more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wildlands. A
study by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the
tract should be classified as Wilderness. Also, a report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows
private lands close in proximity to Wilderness cost about 25 percent more as compared to property next to state
lands that are open to motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host
communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities. I urge the Agency to thoroughly review these reports which are available online and also have been
submitted as part of the public record. Should the Agency decide to recommend an alternative that does not
provide Wilderness protection for the most sensitive lands on and around the Boreas ponds, I challenge the
Agency board and staff to provide a thorough and extensive scientific analysis proving that the characteristics and
capacity of this landscape support motorized use. I also challenge the Agency and its board to provide factual
evidence that a non-Wilderness classification will better support the local economy. This analysis will be important,
because facts matter.
Sincerely,
John Neumeister
508 W 172 St
New York, NY 10032
3234595474

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Neumeister <jjneumeist@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 9:30 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
John Neumeister
508 W 172 St
New York, NY 10032
3234595474

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Oliver <joliver@willsborocsd.org>
Friday, October 21, 2016 1:32 PM
ClassificationComments
conservation

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

I feel that the Boreas Ponds Tract should be classified as Wild Forest. We, the State, has shifted its goals to one more centered on
Preservation instead of Conservation. The lands should be easily accessible for all, not just the youngest and most physically fit.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Omohundro <omohunjt@northnet.org>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 7:20 AM
ClassificationComments
LaurentianADK on Boreas
LaurentianADK.pdf
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to Adirondack Park Agency:
We have sent this letter by US Mail also.

John Omohundro
Hannawa Falls, NY
><((((°> °°°

LaurentianADK.pdf

Kathleen D. Regan, Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Re: Boreas Ponds classification

December 17, 2016

Dear Ms. Regan,
We attended the Canton hearing on Nov 29 and have studied the proposals for classifying the Boreas Ponds
tracts. We have shared our results with the executive committee of the Laurentian Chapter of ADK, which serves
our chapter of 600 members, and it has authorized us to write you as follows.
The four proposals offered for consideration do not cover all possibilities, of course, and we should consider some
variations. We are opposed to spot zoning and to Wild Forest corridors through Wilderness tracts, so options 3
and 4 are not ideal. We recommend a Wilderness designation for all the lands around the Boreas Ponds north of
the Gulf Road. We understand that handicapped access would still be possible and that dam maintenance could
be handled by helicopter.
We recommend more protection for the Boreas River, as far as the Blue Ridge Highway. So, we recommend that
the lands south of Gulf Road be split into Wild Forest to the southeast of LaBier Dam and Wilderness to the
southwest. The eastern half permits motor access on the road to parking at Labier dam. The western half protects
the Boreas River. For the same reason, the western half of the Vanderwhacker unit, starting at the shores of the
Boreas River, should also be classified Wilderness.
Will such a designation be bad for the local economy? No: Town supervisors and others concerned about the local
economy often say that Forest Preserve should be open to motors like snowmobiles and ATVs because those
visitors spend money; they say that hikers are pikers. This is demonstrably not true. Research I have conducted at
trailheads (footnote 1) shows that cyclists, hikers, and paddlers spend quite a bit for services and gear. While each
hiker may spend less than each snowmobiler per outing, hikers come to the Forest Preserve more often than their
mechanized brethren and there are many more hikers than motorists. So the total economic value of hikers in the
Forest Preserve is enormous, and Wilderness designation can be an attraction for them.
Is the question of opening the Forest Preserve to motors a fairness issue? The debate is sometimes framed as a
contest between the older, less mobile person, who feels he or she needs a machine to get into the woods, and
the young athletic hikers. This is not the case. When I’m out snowshoeing or hiking in the wilderness these days, I
look around me: my companions average about 70 years old. There are hip replacements, pacemakers,
asthmatics, cancer survivors, even legally blind people in the group.
While there is not much published research about wilderness attitudes of mobility-limited individuals, the existing
research supports our observations that age and infirmity are not automatic deterrents to wilderness activity. It
also indicates that those with and without impaired mobility perceive approximately the same need for wilderness
and those with impaired mobility perceive only a slightly higher need for motorized access to wilderness than the
unimpaired. A 2007 study of 220 mobility-impaired and 197 unimpaired individuals (footnote 2) found that less
than half of the mobility-impaired sample approved of further motorized access, and even they considered the
impacts of such development to be harmful. The mobility-impaired showed strong support only for walking tracks
and wheelchair tracks. Age was also not automatically a disability with regard to mobility: The study data show
that respondents 65 and older were only 20% more likely to be mobility-impaired than their younger counterparts.
The author concluded, “… the findings of this study would tend to challenge the simple assumption of industry
proponents that the 'aged and disabled' desire the development of further motorized access to the wilderness.” (p.
364)
We’ve made the choice to travel on foot. So could many of those who use machines. For those who can’t, we fully
support permits for the mobility-impaired. There are, also, more and more easement lands opening roads to
motors.
We must resist the pressure to view the Adirondacks as primarily a playground for humans. The top priority of the
state is to protect the ecosystems in Forest Preserve, which in some cases means keeping human impacts to a
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minimum. Wildlife biological research in the U. S. today is revealing clearly that any human incursion into wild
lands, whether on foot or on machine, has an impact on all kinds of wildlife (footnote 3). Not just elk or bear, but
amphibians, birds and other species. Currently, “loving it to death” has become a problem again as parts of the
Forest Preserve are being damaged by the large influx of visitors. Yes, recreational access makes political support
for wilderness, but a balance must be sought between use and preservation.
Sincerely,
John Omohundro and David Katz,
out-going and in-coming Vice Chairs for Conservation,
Laurentian Chapter, ADK
1. “Expenditures by Non-motorized Recreationists in the Adirondack Park,” John T. Omohundro, in Adirondack
Journal of Environmental Studies, Spring/Summer 2002, pp. 27-34.
2. Brent A. Lovelock, Planes, trains and wheelchairs in the bush: Attitudes of people with mobility-disabilities to
enhanced motorised access in remote natural settings, Tourism Management v.31, 2010, pp. 357 – 366.
3. A recent meta-analysis of many published studies of the impact of recreation on wildlife by scientists at
Colorado State University and the University of California (Berkeley) found that 93 percent reported at least one
significant impact on wildlife, often a negative one. Animals moved away from the area where people were
passing, or the animals were stressed by the presence of humans. Reported in Adirondack Explorer in 2015 and
in New York Times (Feb 13, 2015, page SR1).
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email: jmol1c@hotmail.com
realname: John Owens
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 719 Delaware Ave
city: Delmar
State: NY
zipcode: 12054
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Paarlberg
12 Bacon Lane
Loudonville, NY 12211
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Sent:
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John Padilla <jhnny1218@gmail.con>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:16 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Padilla
Reno, NV 89509
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Sent:
To:
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john pasqua <killself5150@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely, HELP PROTECT BOREAS PONDS AS WILDERNESS FOR THE FUTURE.
john pasqua
843 s escondido blvd
Escondido San Diego County, CA 92025
7604843741
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Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely, FOLLOW SCIENCE AND THE LAW TODAY.

john pasqua
843 South Escondido Boulevard
Escondido San Diego County, CA 92025
7604843741
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I am a 46‐R, a Saranac 6‐R, I have hiked into all 25 Adirondack and 5 Catskills public accessible fire towers, I am a paddler as well
as biker, age 78. I have hiked hundreds of miles and hundreds of hours.
I am very lucky that at my age I can still hike, paddle and bike. Not too many senior citizens my age can do what I do but many
could if the distance was reasonable. Presently the car park for Boreas Ponds is 7+ miles round trip to the dam. That is way too
much for many seniors to hike or cart their boats to type ponds. A more reasonable location would be around a mile from the
dam making a 2 mile round trip. We tax payers paid for this land and I believe that it should be more accessible and still
maintain the natural setting it has now.
Bicycles don't pollute or make much noise and I ask why arn't bicycles allowed go on the same type of road beyond the dam as
to the dam? It makes no sense.
I believe the classification should be made in a way that Accxess the Adirondacks has proposed would make the area accessible
and still give it the protection it should have.
Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place and allow
for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect the
environment.
The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐made, the property
has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally
suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds.
New York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the
Adirondacks and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people
of all ages and abilities.
Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors to the region.
John, K2GVP, ADK 46‐R #6820
1552 Tupper Road
Long Lake, NY 12847‐1600
Sent from my iPad
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email: MUKLUK54@YAHOO.COM
realname: JOHN PHILLIPS
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 137 TAYLOR RD
city: PERU
State: NY
zipcode: 12972
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Quinn
53 Blanche Street
Plainview, NY 11803
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Ragusa <ragusa.jj@dreyfus.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:41 AM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Ragusa
183 Riverview Dr
Fishkill, NY 12524
917-692-1159
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Sent:
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John Ragusa <john.ragusa@bnymellon.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 4:23 PM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds
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Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
John Ragusa
183 Riverview Dr
Fishkill, NY 12524
917-692-1159
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john rathjen <jcr6694@frontiernet.net>
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email: jcr6694@frontiernet.net
realname: john rathjen
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 28 locust grove road
city: rhinebeck
State: NY
zipcode: 12572
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Reeves <wbymag240@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:11 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

John Reeves
91 Ernst
Gansevoort, NY 12831
5184957140
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Sent:
To:
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John Regina <john.regina@baruchmail.cuny.edu>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 8:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Regina
Long beach, NY 11561
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email: Rendiandbutter@gmail.com
realname: John Rendinaro
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 7 Bluquill Rd
city: Diamond Point
State: NY
zipcode: 12824
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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John Reschovsky <jreschovsky@nycap.rr.com>

Sent:
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Good evening friends, my name is John Reschovsky. I live in Schenectady County and I am also a
property owner in Franklin County within the blue line.
I first discovered the Adirondacks as an adolescent when my parents brought me here from
Pennsylvania on a family vacation. It was around 1960. My most poignant memory is when my
parents, unwisely, allowed me to hike on alone while they waited for me at Marcy Dam. Three hours
later, when I returned, having hiked through Avalanche Pass and around Lake Colden, I was in a whole
lot of trouble.
But that afternoon changed my life. Never before had I seen such striking mountain scenery. Never
before had I heard the wailing cry of the loon. And never before had I experienced that extraordinary
feeling of solitude, moved by the vastness of the natural setting and the sense of connectedness that
that touched me deep in the soul.
That afternoon truly did change my life. When I finished college, I was drawn to take my first job in
upstate New York, close to the Adirondacks and that’s where I have stayed. I married a New York girl,
raised a family and built a successful business here.
I’m an old man now, but I still return from time to time to Avalanche Pass and Lake Colden. It’s still
strikingly beautiful, but it’s not the same, at least, not in the summer. Because tens of thousands of
hikers pass that way, its character has changed. Like much of the high peaks wilderness, it’s simply
overrun by people.
That is why I believe it is so, so very important to maintain the Boreas Ponds area to the north of
LeBiere Flow outlet, exclusively as wilderness. The fact that so many visitors to the high peaks seek
out wilderness attests to that importance. The reality is that if we do not make access a little more
difficult, these special places can so easily become over used and over loved. The result is a
destruction of natural habitat, loss of wildlife and loss of the essence of wilderness.
There are those who argue that giving greater access to state lands is essential to insure the economic
well being of local communities. I have many friends who live in the Adirondacks and I am very
sensitive to the challenges that these communities face. But as a businessman, I recognize the
importance of differentiating your product, promoting its uniqueness. The same is true for tourism.
There are plenty of places with opportunities for outdoor recreational use. But the truly unique
character of the Adirondacks is that it offers such large expanses of wilderness. There are so few
places in the Eastern United States that offer that uniqueness. In the stress of modern life, so many
more Americans are discovering that escaping to a place that is truly wild feeds their spirits. As that
demand increases, and it certainly will, we must expand the opportunities for access to wilderness for
its beauty, its solitude and its restorative character. But we must also be vigilant to protect that valued
resource so as not to destroy it from overuse.
Thank you.
John Reschovsky
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email: johngmr@yahoo.com
realname: John Riedmueller
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 102 Sterling Rd
city: Greenwood Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 10925
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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email: Sullyrif@gmail.com
realname: John Rifenburg
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 68 Sheldon Drive
city: Mechanicville
State: NY
zipcode: 12118
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations. With the
release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and adjacent lands, the
Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux‐Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses and fail to protect the ponds,
wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. Anything less than a
Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one‐mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds themselves
and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as Wilderness. Lastly,
motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an accessible trail could be opened to
the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to encourage
vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the prosperity of the
Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
John Rockwell
133 York Avenue
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
518‐587‐3861
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Sent:
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Friday, December 02, 2016 2:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Rouse
184 Claremont Avenue
New York, NY 10027
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Sent:
To:
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John Ruff <ruffwatersflyfishing@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:34 AM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Ruff
64 market st
Keene valley, NY 12943
5185243732

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Ruff <ruffwatersflyfishing@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:24 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Ruff
Po box 855
Keene Valley, NY 12943

From:

John Russell <outlook_BB9A5105EA4C5A4D@outlook.com> on behalf of John Russell
<jrussell45@charter.net>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 9:21 PM
ClassificationComments
pardnerjr@gmail.com

Sent:
To:
Cc:
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I am a 46er, backcountry skier, cyclist. Over the last 2 years I have been increasingly disabled due to Primary
Lateral Sclerosis, a variant of ALS. Thanks to the efforts of a very special State Forester, I was granted a one day
handicap access to Boreas. I was blessed with a magnificent fall day in an equally magnificent setting. When I
was fit I might have sided with elitists demanding wilderness. My disability has given me new perspective and I
now strongly support handicap access so folks like me will be able to look at more than just pictures of the
beautiful places our State has been wise enough to obtain. Please consider a Wild Forest classification or at least
provision for the disabled.
Thank You,
John D. Russell jr.
8 Lake Forest Dr.
Plattsburgh, NY 12903
Sent from Windows Mail
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Scheib
PO Box 12
Pattersonville, NY 12137
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John Schwonke <jschwonke@gmail.com>
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Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

John Schwonke
16528 Arnold Drive
Sonoma, CA 95476
7079339412
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Sent:
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John Schwonke <jschwonke@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 6:23 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

John Schwonke
16528 Arnold Drive
Sonoma, CA 95476
7079339412
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Sent:
To:
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John Seigle <jseig@ntcnet.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:26 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Seigle
131 Millwood Hill Rd,,
Cold Brook, NY 13324
3158263222
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Sent:
To:
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John Seitz <jseitz@fordham.edu>
Saturday, November 26, 2016 11:44 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Seitz
50 Mount Hope Blvd
Hastings on Hudson, NY 10706
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John Sheehan <jsheehan@adirondackcouncil.org>
Monday, December 19, 2016 12:26 PM
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Classification Comments from John Sheehan TED Talk Albany from Dec 1
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Kathleen Regan
Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
PO Box 99
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Dear Kathy:
Here is a link to a video of my presentation about Boreas Ponds on December 1 to the TEDx Talks Albany audience. It is a
discussion of the economic opportunities that a wilderness classification would create for communities around Boreas Ponds. It
includes local tourism data, a Clarkson University study and census information from three local communities to show how
Newcomb and North Hudson would benefit economically.
The video is 15 minutes long. Here is the link to its home on YouTube.com:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bZH0LMrwyQ&list=PLsRNoUx8w3rO5kSAi24cIkFLIzsCqFUo7&index=5

John F. Sheehan
Director of Communications
Adirondack Council
Defenders of the East’s Greatest Wilderness
518-432-1770 ofc
518-441-1340 cell
Twitter: @JohnSheehanAC
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ClassificationComments
Classification Comments John Sheehan Adirondack Council

Importance:

High
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Kathleen Regan
Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
PO Box 99
Ray Brook, NY 12977
Dear Kathy:
Attached is a link to a three-minute video explaining some of the reasons why the BeWildNY Coalition is seeking a wilderness
classification for the northern two-thirds of the Boreas Ponds tract. Please place this into the record so the APA board may view it
before making a recommendation to the Governor.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4hPDy3a42-pSkZKNnZVTHR4d0U/view
Thank you.
John F. Sheehan
Director of Communications
Adirondack Council
Defenders of the East’s Greatest Wilderness
518-432-1770 ofc
518-441-1340 cell
Twitter: @JohnSheehanAC
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Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Sheehan <jsheehan@adirondackcouncil.org>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:49 AM
ClassificationComments
Classification Comments ‐‐ Editorial from Adirondack Explorer
(Editorial)APA stumbles on Boreas Ponds_ADKExplorer_12.19.16.pdf
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Adirondack Park Agency
Att: Kathleen Regan
Deputy Director, Planning
PO Box 99, 1133 State Route 86
Ray Brook, NY 12977

Dear Kathy:
Attached is an editorial published on Dec. 19 by the Adirondack Explorer Magazine, expressing its opinion that the Boreas Ponds
tract classification alternatives didn’t provide the public with the borad range of choices required by state law and by the APA’s
mandate to protect the park’s natural resources. Please accept this as a public comment on the classification alernatives.
Thank you.
John F. Sheehan
Director of Communications
Adirondack Council
Defenders of the East’s Greatest Wilderness
518-432-1770 ofc
518-441-1340 cell
Twitter: @JohnSheehanAC

﴾Editorial﴿APA stumbles on Boreas Ponds_ADKExplorer_12.19.16.pdf

APA stumbles on Boreas Ponds
Adirondack Explorer
December 19, 2016
http://www.adirondackexplorer.org/editorials/apa-stumbles-boreas-ponds
When Governor Andrew Cuomo announced the state’s purchase of Boreas Ponds and the
surrounding land for the Forest Preserve it was an occasion for lofty rhetoric.
“Once in a rare while,” he said, “. . . you get a chance to do something that makes a difference
forever. Forever. That literally leaves our children a place that is a better place than we
inherited.”
As stirring as those words were, they will sound empty if the state doesn’t rise to the occasion
and commit to using these lands in a way that truly preserves their natural wonder for the next
generations.
Cuomo also said, “By acquiring this remarkable tract, we are helping to conserve the region’s
natural beauty while also creating new economic opportunities for communities in the Park.”
This should be a commitment to seek balance, to not spoil this special place with excessive and
inappropriate human use. The promise in those words will be hollow, though, if regulators in the
name of economic development abandon the wise balance that state law requires.
The Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan requires that human enjoyment of forever-wild
Forest Preserve always be secondary:
The protection and preservation of the natural resources of the state lands within the park must
be paramount. Human use and enjoyment of those lands should be permitted and encouraged, so
long as the resources in their physical and biological context, as well as their social or
psychological aspects, are not degraded.
The first critical test of the state’s commitment to these principles comes with the classification
of the land by the Adirondack Park Agency. The APA’s decisions about which parts of the
twenty-one-thousand-acre Boreas Ponds Tract should be Wilderness and which less-restrictive
Wild Forest will set the limits on the kind of uses permitted there. A big question is where, if at
all, motorized vehicles should be permitted.
Given the importance of this decision, it is troubling to see the APA falter right at the outset.
Instead of presenting a broad range of classification options—and emphasizing Wilderness
protection—the agency offered a small number of alternatives, weighted heavily toward Wild
Forest.

﴾Editorial﴿APA stumbles on Boreas Ponds_ADKExplorer_12.19.16.pdf

In October, the APA staff said it would ask the agency to approve three different classification
plans to present at public hearings. All three could allow for motorized traffic all the way to
Boreas Ponds. None makes protection of the natural resources paramount, and none is
acceptable.
Instead of protecting and showcasing the spectacular yet fragile wild character of these special
lands, the proposals would create the possibility of discordant and destructive use. They abandon
the concept of balancing preservation and public access, instead opening the door to motorized
use and superficial safeguards.
To its credit, the agency responded to criticism of this approach by adding a fourth, and far
better, option that would increase the amount of the tract that would be protected as Wilderness,
including lands around the ponds. Under this proposal the public could be permitted to drive to
within a mile of the ponds, near a waterway called LaBier Flow. A Primitive classification
(similar to Wilderness) would create a buffer protecting the ponds from overuse and maintaining
their wild character.
This fourth option would also limit the options for creating a large “community connector”
snowmobile trail to a band of Wild Forest on the southern portion of the tract.
While this fourth alternative was a welcome addition, it does not change the fact that the agency
is not giving careful consideration to enough options or presenting the public with a true range of
choices.
There is no alternative, for instance, that would make most of the tract Wilderness and close the
access road its entire length from where it turns off Blue Ridge Road. That option, in our
opinion, would create too great an obstacle to public access to the ponds by forcing paddlers to
carry or wheel their boats nearly seven miles each way. But it’s the option that does the most to
protect the natural resources and preserve the wild character of the land. It should be discussed in
the same depth as the other alternatives and placed before the public for comment.
During agency discussion of the alternatives, APA Commissioner Chad Dawson called for more
information about the ramifications of each option, for deeper consideration of what the land
might be like in the next generation under each plan, and for an analysis of a full range of
options. He stopped short of asking the board members to delay going forward with public
hearings on the four alternatives, but that is what they should have done.
Instead, they will bring the plans to hearings over the next month. Though it’s still possible for
the APA to consider new options and ask for a new round of hearings, it’s unlikely. This
decision effectively narrows the field.

﴾Editorial﴿APA stumbles on Boreas Ponds_ADKExplorer_12.19.16.pdf

Board Chair Sherman Craig promised that the board will have the opportunity to study these
questions in the depth Dawson called for. Better that had happened before approving the options,
but it nonetheless should happen now.
If the APA is to retain credibility as a protector of wild nature, and if we are indeed going to
leave our children a place that is better than the place we inherited, there must be a wider and
deeper discussion of what is the best classification for these lands.
Tom Woodman, Publisher
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: empiremetalfab@frontiernet.net
realname: John Singer
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 835 Furman Rd.
city: Fairport
State: NY
zipcode: 14450
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. The Boreas Tract
was used commercially for more than 100 years and still, the land was able to sustain that use. Though
commercially managed for timber, ecologically sensitive areas were shielded from abuse. Carefully developed
Unit Management Plans used in conjunction with Recreational Management Plans, managed by the DEC could
continue to protect areas deemed sensitive, while providing a full range of recreational opportunities. Balancing
Wild Forest with Wilderness would increase the potential to attract more visitors to the Park to the benefit of the
local communities. Alternative 1 provides the best opportunity to achieve the recreational, environmental and
economic benefits that this land could provide for the people of New York. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,

john siuta
59 Rand Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14216
716-877-0590
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Smeltz
Ellicottville , NY 14731
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Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
John Smeltz
16 Elizabeth St
Ellicottville, NY 14731
440487356
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Stanford
77 Middlesex Rd
Rochestet, NY 14610
5854983902
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Tuesday, December 13, 2016 2:32 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area that is currently being
used as a temporary parking area. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and
regulate it by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by
the Nature Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
There has been arguments that there are roads there now and should continue to be used as roads. However
there is evidence in other areas of the park where old logging roads have been left unattended and nature has
taken them back, some of the roads are impassable today due to trees growing in the middle of them.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Stanford
77 Middlesex Rd.
Rochester, NY 14610
585-309-4152

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Starling <johnmstarling@hotmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 8:42 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: johnmstarling@hotmail.com
realname: John Starling
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: Ok box 775
city: Indian lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12842
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. The Boreas Tract
was used commercially for more than 100 years and still, the land was able to sustain that use. Though
commercially managed for timber, ecologically sensitive areas were shielded from abuse. Carefully developed
Unit Management Plans used in conjunction with Recreational Management Plans, managed by the DEC could
continue to protect areas deemed sensitive, while providing a full range of recreational opportunities. Balancing
Wild Forest with Wilderness would increase the potential to attract more visitors to the Park to the benefit of the
local communities. Alternative 1 provides the best opportunity to achieve the recreational, environmental and
economic benefits that this land could provide for the people of New York. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Sterling <johnsterling67@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 12:14 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Sterling
1976 NW 2nd Street
Bend, OR 97703
5413884845

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Storey <john@storeyfarm.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 9:00 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Storey
430 Dudley Road
Westport, NY 01267
518 962 2391

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Strepelis <johnstrepelis@gmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 11:53 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
John Strepelis
504 Hatherleigh Drive
Syracuse, NY 13209
3154888330

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Stretch <ujjs4@aol.com>
Friday, October 14, 2016 12:09 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas pond

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

The fact they're thinking of doing anything for preserving this wetland is absolutely ridiculous this wetland is so rare
and they have it now and they could keep it that way but no they want to build on it and bring in motorized boats
and cars and make it more touristy the moose population is finally coming back in New York State The government
should want to enhance that because that is a drawing that brings people back in as a symbol of the wildness of
the Adirondacks I would thank you to consider keeping this as it is and not destroying it by bringing making access
code for more people thank you John Stretch
Sent from my iPhone

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Stretch <Ujjs4@aol.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 10:47 AM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once‐in‐a‐life‐time opportunity
to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough to protect the Boreas
Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one‐mile buffer to the south must be classified as Wilderness. Anything
less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to
classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and
money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other parts of the Park, it seems counter‐intuitive for the state to
potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a limited parking
area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without compromising the ecological integrity of
the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Adirondack
Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly protects the Boreas
Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Stretch
304 Brookline Blvd
Havertown, PA 19083
610‐496‐0881

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john stretch <ujjs4@aol.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
john stretch
304 brookline blvd.
havertown, PA 19083
610-496-0881

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Taylor <conjt@charter.net>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 5:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Taylor
327 Dogwood Ln
Jacksons Gap, AL 36861
256 825-0000

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Taylor <johnt670@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 6:38 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds tract and
other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the Adirondack
Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final recommendation to Governor Andrew
Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State
Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be subject to
the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of the opportunity for quiet
canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from the ponds at
LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it by a permit system if
judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature Conservancy, the most
knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract to ensure that
these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Taylor
5161 Winterton Dr.
Fayetteville, NY 13066

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Thompson <derpdoof@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 8:18 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Thompson
Bakersfield, VT 05441

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john tinsley <tins55@hotmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 12:24 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

john tinsley
19298 woodside drive
watertown, NY 13601

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Townsend <jetownsend@nycap.rr.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
John Townsend
634 Winegard Road
Cobleskill, NY 12043
518-312-0170

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Treahy <treahy646@rochester.rr.com>
Friday, November 18, 2016 3:36 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Treahy
25 Sanibel Drive
Fairport, NY 14450

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Trenca <Johnt@specweld.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:20 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Johnt@specweld.com
realname: John Trenca
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 8005 Fir drive
city: Clay
State: NY
zipcode: 13041
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Trench <jatrench@comcast.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 9:44 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Trench
1134 17th Ave E
Seattle, WA 98112
206-568-3200

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Van Patten <hikers06@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 8:31 AM
ClassificationComments
Fwd: Public Comments for RECLASS‐06 Cathead Mountain Primitive Area

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
December 29, 2016

Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan: The following comments are requested to be considered when determining the land classification of
the Cathead Mountain Primitive Area (CMPA) Reclass-06. In addition, the graphic of CMPA Reclass-06 does not cover the entire CMPA.
The CMPA extends to the Hatchbrook Stream and this area is not contained in the graphic you have describing the Reclass-06 area.

1. We request the APA not to change the land classification of the CMPA at this time, as proposed in Reclass-06. The entire
Hamilton County Government has expressed strong disagreement with changing the land classification. The private landowners
of Cathead Mountain fully support Hamilton County’s request to NOT change the land classification to Wilderness and Hamilton
County's initiative to establish public safety communication using equipment staged on our lands.

2. As one of the landowners of the Great Lots directly adjacent to the CMPA including the Cathead Mountain top, changing
CMPA to Wilderness status would greatly impede the strong and compelling public safety need to establish radio
communications with the Hamilton County Sheriff and other public safety officials in the Southern Hamilton
County area. There is a plan that was developed in 2010 by the NY State Police to place a communication tower on the
Mountain peak just north (200 to 300 yards) of the Cathead mountain top. This would allow all current communication
structures and supporting equipment to be removed off of the Cathead Mountain peak and allow the historic fire tower to be
restored for public use including the Ranger cabin at the foot of the summit. Access to the adjacent peak, which is also on our
(private) lands, would be via the road that runs adjacent to the Hatchbrook Stream to our interior lot. This road is within the
206 acre CMPA Great Lot.

3. The CMPA is a 206 acre Great Lot that ends in the East at the Hatchbrook Stream. The graphic contained in the materials
supplied by the APA at the recent hearings shows only a portion of the primitive area and not the entire CMPA. Historical access
to the Mountain Top fire tower and Ranger cabin was by the jeep trail road and the DEC trail (currently closed) with telephone
line poles adjacent the trail. This right of way (ROW) and the ROW along the road adjacent to the Hatchbrook Stream are
described in the Silver Lake Unit Management Plan. The CMPA was specifically created at 206a to accommodate the ROWs.

4. If you need any further information or a more detailed historical description of this area, please feel free to contact myself
at any time.

Sincerely,

John Van Patten,
Secretary, Hatchbrook Sportsman’s Club
48 Cedar Lane, Glenville, NY 12302
(518) 399-0080
hikers06@gmail.com

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Walsh <jw8503@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 3:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Walsh
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Warkala <dachi1@verizon.net>
Monday, December 19, 2016 11:15 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: dachi1@verizon.net
realname: John Warkala
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 801 Norman Dr.
city: North Bellmore
State: NY
zipcode: 11710
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Wensley <jwens2@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 10:57 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are adequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are acceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, is good for
people with handicaps and seniors who other wise could not access this area. In addition to the fact that these roads are already
established and should be good for motorized vehicles such as snowmobiles.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively helping all people to access
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract..
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly does not identify Wilderness as our main priority, and the maintenance of dams, roads, and
gravel pits.
4) Therefore APA must not consider additional alternatives that include not only an Wilderness boundary, but also an area for all to
be able to access in the Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with NY guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as roads.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. and Boreas Ponds is different just because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact
that it is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed.
The northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. There is enough other areas that are already over regulated and denies access for people who can not
physically get around in those areas, please lets not keep these same folks out of this area too.
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from great to
acceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, this is good as it should be used by all including snowmobiles
and even ATV's and jeeps.
The agency has demonstrated a concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow . These dams are being used for retaining
Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for
maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest, remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land
Master Plan can not clearly define as Wilderness. And our public officials are correct to use the roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to allow all uses of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the least. Please
create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more All access areas in the Adirondacks
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,s s
John Wensley

John Wensley
PO Box 774
Warrensburgh, NY 12885
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

John wernsdorfer <Jw.wmxtreme@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 12:36 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Jw.wmxtreme@gmail.com
realname: John wernsdorfer
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 14050 cedar
city: Harrisville
State:
zipcode: 13648
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. The Boreas Tract
was used commercially for more than 100 years and still, the land was able to sustain that use. Though
commercially managed for timber, ecologically sensitive areas were shielded from abuse. Carefully developed
Unit Management Plans used in conjunction with Recreational Management Plans, managed by the DEC could
continue to protect areas deemed sensitive, while providing a full range of recreational opportunities. Balancing
Wild Forest with Wilderness would increase the potential to attract more visitors to the Park to the benefit of the
local communities. Alternative 1 provides the best opportunity to achieve the recreational, environmental and
economic benefits that this land could provide for the people of New York. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Wielgus <john.wielgus@gmail.com>
Monday, October 31, 2016 1:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
One of the prime attractions of a wilderness area is the lack of human intrusion and as limited as possible
indication of human activity. Motors and motorized uses detract from any wilderness experience and would cause
me to avoid the area as not truly a wilderness. I have taken 2 to 3 trips into the Adirondacks each of the past 6
years exactly to find that quiet and untrammeled wilderness area to experience the wonders nature had to offer.
Such is needing increasingly difficult to find without the roar of an engine scaring everything within miles and
despoiling the true possibility of experiencing nature. There are plenty of areas for motors and motorized fun, yet
so few where one can avoid the din.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

John Wielgus
21 Scottie Way
Amherst, NH 03031
4136246529

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Wienert <johnwienert@earthlink.net>
Friday, December 16, 2016 7:25 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Wienert
Keene, NY 12942

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Wienert <johnwienert@earthlink.net>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 8:24 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Wienert
Atlanta, GA 30328
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

John William Fonda Jr <Fonda j 49@yahoo.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 10:36 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Fonda j 49 @yahoo.com
realname: John William Fonda Jr
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: Po box 217 / 6 Jansen Street
city: Fonda
State: NY
zipcode: 12068
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Wiltse <jwiltse@syracuse.rr.com>
Sunday, November 13, 2016 10:37 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Wiltse
Liverpool, NY 13088

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Witter <john.witter@marist.edu>
Monday, November 14, 2016 10:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John Witter
32 orchard hts
new paltz, NY 12561

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Worth <montyworth@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 9:57 AM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
John Worth
1193 Oak Street
San Francisco, CA 94117
415-489-8619
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To:
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john zecca <jacktyler62@aol>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 7:43 PM
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: jacktyler62@aol
realname: john zecca
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 241 county rt 54
city: schaghticoke
State: NY
zipcode: 13154
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john zecca <jacktyler62@aol>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 7:31 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jacktyler62@aol
realname: john zecca
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 241 county rt54
city: schaghticoke
State: NY
zipcode: 12154
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John, Polly, Phoebe Wood <machjuan@yahoo.com>
Sunday, November 27, 2016 1:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

John, Polly, Phoebe Wood
Hood River, OR 97031

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john.west.iii@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John West
<john.west.iii@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:51 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John West
250 W 94th St
New York, NY 10025-6954
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

john2826@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Marino <john2826@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Marino
45 Birch St Apt 15G
Kingston, NY 12401-1070

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Johnny Virgil <johnnyvirgil@nycap.rr.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 3:30 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Johnny Virgil
Porter Corners, NY 12859

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joie4windspirit@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joie Budington
<joie4windspirit@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:35 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joie Budington
South Wales, NY 14139

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jolene Nell <jolenedoray@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 11:59 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jolene Nell
Yakima, WA 98902
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jolie O'BRIEN <Jolie76@nycap.rr.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 7:04 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jolie O'BRIEN
54 Cobble Hill Drive
Gansevoort, NY 12831
5185834025

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Booth <jonb719@hotmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 9:11 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jon Booth
Lansing, NY 14882

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Gary <recordtronic@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 8:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jon Gary
2 East End Way #2B
Rochester, NY 14604

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Hart <jjh16@cornell.edu>
Thursday, October 13, 2016 11:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds proposals

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear APA Board,
I respectfully ask that you postpone a vote on the hearings schedule for proposals to classify the Boreas Ponds lands.
The current four proposals do not represent a full range of possible classifications. In effect, the classification process
is being skewed away from potential full wilderness classification. There are significant numbers of New York citizens
that favor wilderness classification and their voices cannot be heard if a full wilderness proposal is not going to be
considered.
Please consider adding a maximal wilderness classification proposal to the list before putting the hearings schedule up
for a vote.
Best regards,
Jonathan Hart Ph.D.
Cornell University

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Janiak <bushsux89@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 8:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jon Janiak
Tonawanda, NY 14150

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Kapecki <kapecki@juno.com>
Friday, October 28, 2016 9:46 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
My wife and I have visited the the Boreas Ponds area in the Adirondack Park on multiple occasions, and we
strongly agree with the Adirondack Council that none of the four alternatives you proposed are sufficient.I am
writing because you currently have a unique opportunity to truly protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds.
I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway as
Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other parts of the
Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Jon Kapecki
161 Crosman Terrace
Rochester, NY 14620
5854423202

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Krueger <jpk@rawbw.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 7:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Please classify ALL the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
As a native New Yorker, who plans to retire in the Adirondacks, I'm writing to provide input on the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for
classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jon Krueger
Pleasanton, CA 94566

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Laurin <bigjonel@gmail.com>
Friday, October 14, 2016 6:09 AM
ClassificationComments
Keep Boreas Wild

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

We here in NY have the unique opportunity to make a valuable addition to what is already an amazing park. The Boreas Ponds
represent one of the highest wetland habitats in the state. This environment deserves preservation and protection. It is a valuable
resource for education and recreation but too much access will surely do more harm than good. We need only look at what has
been happening to the high peaks in recent years. Overuse of trails and improper disposal of waste has become a serious issue.
Opening up more wild areas will not spread out the crowds but rather add to the list of areas being abused. Additionally, there are
already a wealth of ponds, lakes and rivers throughout the park with easy access for boaters and fisherman. What we are starved
for is truly remote and wild places. Make the best decision for this beautiful specimen of the Adirondack forest and keep it wild.
Your great grandchildren will thank you.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Marklund <alexmarklund@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 6:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jon Marklund
Loon lake, NY 12989

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon McBride <jonmcbride@aol.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:12 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
While the words below were crafted by the Adirondack Council, whose work I admire, they make consumate good
sense to me and I've chosen not to alter them. I hope you will pay close attention to them as you ponder your
important decisions.
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jon McBride
2047 Lakeshore Road
Essex, NY 12936
518-963-7788

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Miller <jonmiller617@gmail.com>
Monday, December 26, 2016 11:20 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jon Miller
Charlotte, VT 05445

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Nelson <nelsonjonk@hotmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 11:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jon Nelson
201 E 28 Street
Apt 4N
New York, NY 10016
9179519465

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Reickert <Jonnybs020@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 9:07 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jonnybs020@yahoo.com
realname: Jon Reickert
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1379 Augusta Drive
city: Castleton
State: NY
zipcode: 12033
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Rutter <rutter.jon@gmail.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 3:31 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen D. Regan, Deputy Director, Planning
I'm writing to urge you and the Adirondack Park Agency to classify the Boreas Ponds and the surrounding
watershed as wilderness and to extend wilderness protection to the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge
Highway.
Draft plans for the Ponds allow motorized recreation, which would open the gates to crowds and invasive
species.
I and my family and friends in Pennsylvania love to visit these areas of the Adirondacks because they are
relatively unspoiled.
Please take this chance to save some of our shrinking and increasingly vulnerable wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jon Rutter
Lancaster, PA

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Smith <bowstar13@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 11:09 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: bowstar13@yahoo.com
realname: Jon Smith
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 17 Boyd Pond West
city: Russell
State: NY
zipcode: 13684
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon White <dorbjon@msn.com>
Friday, October 28, 2016 8:44 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan

Please do not make the boreas ponds a wilderness area. Make it usable for families and the elderly.
Sincerely,
Jon White
107 Thompson Ave
little valley, NY 14755
7162447135

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon White <dorbjon@msn.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 2:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Please do not classify the boreas ponds as a wilderness area.
that would exclude the elderly, people with small children and the handicapped I find the wilderness classification
very discrimatory.
Thank You
Jon R. White

Jon White
107 Thompson Avenue
Little Valley, NY 14755
7162447135

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Wiltse <jwiltse@nycap.rr.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 6:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jon Wiltse
11 Budd Lane
E Grennbush, NY 12061

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonah Goldenbird <jgoldenbird@VASSAR.EDU>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 7:04 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonah Goldenbird
375 Western AVenue
Brattleboro, VT 05301

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Allen <jcallen@ieee.org>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 10:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Allen
11 Prince St
Apt. #1
Brookline, MA 02445
6172776608

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Barcus <barcus.j@gmail.com>
Monday, November 07, 2016 1:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Greetings! I grew up in Queensbury, NY and my wife and I regularly visit my family in the Adirondacks.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Barcus
65 Beacon St
Apt 305
Somerville, MA 02143

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Bergeron Meunier <jo_le_mecano@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 10:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Bergeron Meunier
Mercier, Qc , QC J6r 1v7

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Bitton <jonathan.bitton@live.fr>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 7:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Bitton
1014 Hilldale Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90069

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Bowen <jkbowen@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 17, 2016 8:14 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I believe the above is a moderate position between the all wilderness position and the "open up everything to
motorized vehicle" position. The environment is protected but access is not entirely hindered.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Bowen
1626 Gunbarrel Rd
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
3156388749

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Cyganik <jcyganik63@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 12:13 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Cyganik
247 Dellwood Rd
Rochester , NY 14616

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Garon <garon.jonathan@gmail.com>
Friday, November 18, 2016 2:19 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Garon
Washington, WA 20001

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Goldsmith <jegsmith@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:39 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
BE A GOOD HUMAN.
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Goldsmith
132 Cleveland dr
Croton on Hudson , NY 10520

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Gordon <jongordonmusic@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 11:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Gordon
Carmel, NY 10512

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Hernandez <jon.hernandez@hotmail.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 11:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Hernandez
1454B Richland Blvd.
Bay Shore, NY 11706

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Krueger <jpk@rawbw.com>
Friday, November 11, 2016 9:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I write as a long time New York resident, now living elsewhere. I hope to return when I retire. I miss New York and the
Adirondacks so much. I remember hiking and camping in the Adirondacks for the first 30 years of my life.
PLEASE keep the Boreas Ponds Tract free from motorized vehicles.
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
PLEASE keep the Boreas Ponds Tract free from motorized vehicles.
Sincerely,

Jonathan Krueger
Pleasanton, CA 94566

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Lane <chasjohns@frontiernet.net>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 2:30 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: chasjohns@frontiernet.net
realname: Jonathan Lane
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: PO Box 339
city: Speculator
State: NY
zipcode: 12164
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Leff <jonmleff@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 12:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds.
The Adirondack State Park was founded in order to preserve the wild state of the watersheds and forests. Thus
the resources they provide will remain in ecological balance and of high quality. The intention of creating
wilderness areas within the park is to assure that these areas would remain uninhibited by civilization.
The Adirondack region has always been difficult to reach and settle due to the rugged terrain and waterways.
Sections of the Adirondacks that are currently classified wilderness are difficult to travel through. The remote and
pristine High Peaks wilderness can be accessed by land users that engage in primitive transportation activities
such as hiking, skiing and camping. Land modification is limited to primitive trail building. The Boreas Pond tract
of land is adjacent to this large and contiguous wilderness area. The forests, wetlands and waterways in this area
are amongst the most pristine and untouched in the Adirondacks. This policy for “wilderness” allows for the humanenvironment relationship to remain in balance without significant disruption of the natural environment due to an
overflow of land users employing more invasive activities. It is said that observation changes the nature of the
observed. In the case of eco-tourism (tourists observing nature), the state of the natural environment may be
affected by those observing it. This manifests itself in terms of the transportation activities taking place. For
example, a lone hiker observing a remote wilderness is likely to have little effect on that wilderness assuming the
hiker is a responsible and ethical wilderness user. Whereas a transportation corridor leading to a wilderness
which has been outfitted with various tourist activities will allow for many more observers of that wilderness. This
group is likely to have a larger degrading effect on that wilderness. Specifically, activities such as the use of motor
vehicles are likely to result in or be related to increased soil erosion, propagation of invasive plant and animal
species, discontinuity of waterways and wetlands, pollution of forests and watersheds and disruption of native
animal behavior.
In order to preserve a truly pristine wilderness area, I believe it to be in the best interest of land management
decision makers to classify the Boreas Pond land tract as nothing less than a wilderness area.

Sincerely,
Jonathan Leff
Jonathan Leff
66 Cobble Hill Rd
Lake Placid, NY 12946
5186376664

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan McClellen <jonathan.mcclellen@gmail.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 1:36 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonathan McClellen
2400 Glenna Goodacre Apt 2116
Lubbock, TX 79406

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan McNair <jmcnair@lcg.org>
Monday, December 05, 2016 2:11 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jonathan McNair
1312 Muitzeskill Road
Schodack Landing, NY 12156
516-724-4452

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jonathan Moore <Jonathanismoore@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 3:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jonathan Moore
Roslindale, MA 02131

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jonathan Moore <Jonathanismoore@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 8:54 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

jonathan Moore
Rosilindale, MA 02131

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Stevenson <jonathanjonwad@aol.com>
Sunday, December 25, 2016 9:09 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jonathanjonwad@aol.com
realname: Jonathan Stevenson
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 65 Stevensonway
city: Fort Ann
State: NY
zipcode: 12827
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Strong <ripsawrecords@ao.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Ought to be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a state and national treasure. Every effort should be taken to protect it for future
generations.
The draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and adjacent lands would
allow motorized uses and fail to protect fully the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas
Ponds. The approval of the draft plans would endanger the Park's wilderness.
The APA should reject proposals in favor of alternatives that would protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
The APA should require that a minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds be protected as Wilderness,
as well as the ponds themselves and the watershed around this area. Further, the APA should ensure that South to
Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as Wilderness. Lastly, the APA should require that
motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an accessible trail could be
opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness would best ensure protection for both water and wildlife. It also
would continue to encourage vibrant communities.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Strong
904 Anna Drive
Endicott, NY 13760
607 754-0292

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Strong <ripsawrecords@aol.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 10:30 AM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that could be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification would keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and more likely keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification would compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness would better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wild lands and would make the surrounding
areas more biologically rich and diverse.
The Adirondack Park Agency should follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions of
New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Strong
904 Anna Drive
Endicott, NY 13760
607 754-0292

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathan Weld <jweld@shearman.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 2:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a unique opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract , now and for future generations. Science and
economic analyses which I am sure you are familiar with show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the
Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to
reject the alternatives that have been proposed.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Jonathan Weld
141 Irish Hill Lane
Keene, NY 12942
2128488075

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jonathon Esack <jonathon.esack@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 20, 2016 10:59 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jonathon Esack
Schenectady, NY 12308

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jongordonmusic1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jon Gordon
<jongordonmusic1@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:12 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jon Gordon
351 Marine Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11209-8055

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jonrbushey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jon Bushey
<jonrbushey@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 1:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jon Bushey
39 Edgewood Rd # A
Port Washington, NY 11050-1530

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Byrnes <jordanbyrnes@hotmail.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 9:37 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jordan Byrnes
Berea, KY 40404

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Clarke <jordanrogersclarke@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jordan Clarke
Boston , MA 02145

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Levi <jlevi615@gmail.com>
Friday, October 14, 2016 9:18 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds
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Hi,
My name is Jordan Levi and I have lived in the Adirondacks my whole life. The wilderness and culture here have shaped who I
am. I am writing because I believe the Boreas Tract should be classified with strong wilderness protection. I am asking you to table
a motion and offer stronger wilderness alternatives. The Boreas Ponds contains the "Highest elevation (Priority 1) wetland in
NYS". This needs maximum wilderness protection to prevent human intrusion to moose. If this tract is classified wilderness, the
dams to not need to be maintained. Another reason for wilderness classification is town easements don't preclude wilderness
classifications. And lastly, but importantly, this parcel is very remote. We should aim to keep as much as our park as remote as we
can to protect the integrity of the landscape.
Thank you!
Jordan Levi

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Levi <Jlevi615@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:07 AM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Jordan Levi
145 Riverside Dr
Old Forge, NY 13420
3153695771

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Levi <jlevi615@gmail.com>
Friday, November 11, 2016 12:08 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jordan Levi
Old Forge , NY 13420

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Levi <jlevi615@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 11:35 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jordan Levi
Old Forge, NY 13420

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Levi <jordan.levi@dec.ny.gov>
Monday, December 12, 2016 6:37 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

Jordan Levi
Orono, ME 04473

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Madkins <jordan.madkins@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 12:32 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jordan Madkins
Dallas, TX 75248

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordan Santos <jordan.santos523@gmail.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 6:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jordan Santos
155 Curtis Road
Middlebury , CT 06762

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordon Crandall <crandallj_18@hotmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 11:34 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jordon Crandall
122 houseman street
Mayfield , NY 12117

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jordynn Utter <jordynn05@hotmail.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 11:14 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jordynn Utter
327 union mills rd lot 9
Broadalbin, NY 12025

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

josandsteve2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joslyn Pine
<josandsteve2@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 12:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joslyn Pine
50 7th Ave
Sea Cliff, NY 11579-1146

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joscelyn Fredericks <jinx113@hotmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 5:49 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joscelyn Fredericks
Buffalo , NY 14221

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joscelyne Sarkus <jsarkis@rochester.rr.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 11:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joscelyne Sarkus
48 Howell St.
Canandaigua , NY 14424

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josef Hansen <joe1096@me.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 2:57 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Josef Hansen
109 Sixth Street
Liverpool, NY 13088
315-457-8024

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josef Hansen <joe1096@me.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 2:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds,make it wilderness please!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

I was not sure on how the Boreas tract should be classified,so early this summer my wife and our two dogs rolled a
canoe in from Blue Ridge Rd. about 6.9 miles according to my gps. I was so impressed on how well the property
was maintained by the clubs and Finch Pryun. No trash no fire rings, otters,bear signs everywhere as well as the
more common wildlife in abundance was an inspiration. The views are unparalleled, this is truly a wilderness
destination in its own right. Please don't allow the the degradation that will surely come from easy motor vehicle
access! What troubles me particularly is the proximity to Allen Mt., and the southern Great Range. I can envision
the area becoming an overused jumping off spot for peak baggers. Yes there are two damns and a well built road
but so what? The road allows visiting the ponds an easy if long hike and as for the damns, either maintain them or
don't,there is precedent for both actions.
Please make the tract 100% wilderness, there is already enough of the Adirondacks that has easy access.
Thank you for considering my opinion,
Joe Hansen
109 Sixth Street
Liverpool,NY
Sent from my iPad

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josef Hansen <joe1096@me.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 2:54 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness Protection for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am disappointed that full wilderness protection was not proposed as an option for the lands south of Boreas
Ponds all the way to Blue Ridge Road. This August my wife and I,our two dogs,large canoe and camping gear
made the trek to Boreas Ponds from the highway. It only took three hours including many stops for photos and dog
swimming. We are sixty two years old,healthy but not athletes. What we found was awe inspiring views on a gently
used property. Motorized access diminishes the solitude,disturbs the wildlife and brings trash. You don't need an
expensive study to understand this,ones life experience is enough. Further concerns I have involve the use of
Boreas Ponds as a jumping off spot for the "peak baggers". The property is a worthy destination in its own right
and does not need to be turned into a parking lot.
Thank you for reading my letter.
Sincerely,
Josef Hansen
109 Sixth Street
Liverpool,NY 13088-5221
Sent from my iPad

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Babcock <babcockja@nycap.rr.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 6:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Joseph Babcock
175 Ridge Street
Apt 4
Glens Falls, NY 12801
5184098785

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joseph BARRY <TORBARRY@aol.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 9:57 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: TORBARRY@aol.com
realname: joseph BARRY
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1999 DEER RUN ROAD,
city: LAFAYETTE
State: NY
zipcode: 13084
Comments: I support Alternative 1 for Boreas Ponds. This balanced approach would allow for a variety of
recreational uses, including bicycling around the ponds, while still protecting the environment. I believe that
Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild
Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100 years. The infrastructure created
during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational opportunities. That same infrastructure is
contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness classification. Wild Forest, according to the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the resources permit a somewhat higher degree of
human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas
Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation
requires that the land should have a primeval character, without significant improvement, appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is
not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract was already being used commercially. Man created more
than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its
commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment. Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it
is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the
Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance between the environment and economic development that
the Governor eluded to, and the access that Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and
hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some
measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Billow <Jrms4321@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 8:29 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jrms4321@yahoo.com
realname: Joseph Billow
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1 Thornapple Drive
city: Gansevoort
State: NY
zipcode: 12831
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Bogardus <joe.adks@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 12:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area AT LEAST TWO
MILES from the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area
and regulate it by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. People have no problem walking to Marcy
Dam in huge numbers; they can also walk to Boreas Ponds.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph Bogardus

Joseph Bogardus
P.O. Box 165
Keene, NY 12942
5185769739

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Bottini <jlouisb16@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:09 AM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,

Joseph Bottini
1431 w Berteau ave
Chicago, IL 60613
7738496419

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Butera <Lorjoewolf@juno.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 6:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification process of the Boreas Ponds tract. I support and
appreciate the Agency’s mandate to use science and the criteria set forth in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan when classifying Forest Preserve lands in the Adirondack Park. This analysis is important, because
facts matter. The Agency, including its board, are expected to prioritize resource protection over recreation, using
scientific data and resource analyses to support its final classification recommendation to Governor Cuomo for the
Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
With that in mind, I write to make sure that the Agency is aware of the thorough and timely scientific and economic
reports that have been released, pertaining to the Boreas Ponds tract. A report by the Wildlife Conservation
Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness to make the
surrounding areas more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wildlands. A
study by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the
tract should be classified as Wilderness. Also, a report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows
private lands close in proximity to Wilderness cost about 25 percent more as compared to property next to state
lands that are open to motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host
communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities. I urge the Agency to thoroughly review these reports which are available online and also have been
submitted as part of the public record. Should the Agency decide to recommend an alternative that does not
provide Wilderness protection for the most sensitive lands on and around the Boreas ponds, I challenge the
Agency board and staff to provide a thorough and extensive scientific analysis proving that the characteristics and
capacity of this landscape support motorized use. I also challenge the Agency and its board to provide factual
evidence that a non-Wilderness classification will better support the local economy. This analysis will be important,
because facts matter.
Sincerely,
Joseph Butera
351 Soucy. Rd
Riverview, NY 12981
(518) 293-6648

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Cunniff <Jcunniff@nycap.rr.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 7:33 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jcunniff@nycap.rr.com
realname: Joseph Cunniff
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 10 Croswell St
city: Albany
State: NY
zipcode: 12206
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Davis <jnd.formulafiveband@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 4:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joseph Davis
Loudonville, NY 12211

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph D'Errico <josephderrico1@icloud.com>
Friday, November 11, 2016 3:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness.
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
This area should include public Hunting Rights including, at the very least, deer hunting with a bow. Without proper animal
population control, the area may fall pray to overpopulation concerns. Organic Free range non GMO wild game is one of Natures
greatest gifts to mankind. Hunting and land conservation is a synergy that promotes both human and environmental health while
reducing our dependence on farm raised meat which in turn reduces our impact on global climate change.

Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joseph D'Errico
Fredericksburg, VA 22407

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph DiBernardo <joseph.dibernardo@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 11:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Pond Area Access
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Dear Sirs,
I am concerned about the classification of the Boreas Pond area in the Adirondacks. I am an avid outdoorsman. I work a
very demanding and a consuming job as a doctor. Much of my 9-5 or more day is spent inside an office leaving me with scant
opportunities to enjoy the outdoors. The valuable few hours that I get to be outside, I spend on weekends soaking up as much
fresh air and open space that I can. During the week I often dream about my next mini adventure. It gets me through my day.
Access to desolate open spaces is very important to me. During my work week, I help people with their problems and on the
weekends when I have those valuable few hours to myself, I work on my own problems. I live in the downstate region but
vacation in the upstate region.
I personally enjoy fishing, hiking, camping, snow shoeing, XC skiing, snowboarding, and mountain biking. There is one
common denominator in all of the above-mentioned activities, all are non-motorized and fit ideally into a Wild Forest classification.
I personally believe that the Boreas Pond Area should be classified as Wild Forest rather than wilderness to preserve non-motor
oriented outdoor recreational activities.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph DiNitto <joe931871@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 11:55 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joseph DiNitto
marcy, NY 13403
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Joseph E Griffith <joeyg705@verizon.net>
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: joeyg705@verizon.net
realname: Joseph E Griffith
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1315 Elk Grove Road
city: Benton
State: PA
zipcode: 17814
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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email: joeg@yaboofence.com
realname: Joseph Gedeiko
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 112 Burrows Ln.
city: Blauvelt
State: NY
zipcode: 10913
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract
a mix of both Wild Forest and Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the
several plans presented for consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the
balance and access that would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When
the purchase of the Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the
need to balance ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and
physically limited. The APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while
boosting the lagging regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect
sensitive areas while at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full
range of recreational opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced
and fair use of the Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for
more than 100 years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of
recreational opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a
Wilderness classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area
where the resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas,
while retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. The Boreas Tract
was used commercially for more than 100 years and still, the land was able to sustain that use. Though

commercially managed for timber, ecologically sensitive areas were shielded from abuse. Carefully developed
Unit Management Plans used in conjunction with Recreational Management Plans, managed by the DEC could
continue to protect areas deemed sensitive, while providing a full range of recreational opportunities. Balancing
Wild Forest with Wilderness would increase the potential to attract more visitors to the Park to the benefit of the
local communities. Alternative 1 provides the best opportunity to achieve the recreational, environmental and
economic benefits that this land could provide for the people of New York. Thank you. Joseph Gedeiko
Submit: Send It
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Joseph glas <bobdee.glas@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:54 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph glas
893 Peck st
Jefferson, NY 12093
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Joseph Gramza <joe.gramza@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:16 AM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Joseph Gramza
94 Warren Ave
West Seneca, NY 14224
716 675 7166
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email: Jhafner@hvc.rr.com
realname: Joseph Hafner Jr
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1490 Lucas Ave
city: Cottekill
State: NY
zipcode: 12419
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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email: hokelaflure@yahoo.com
realname: Joseph J. LaFlure
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 538 Landon Hill rd.
city: Chestertown
State: NY
zipcode: 12817
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. The Boreas Tract
was used commercially for more than 100 years and still, the land was able to sustain that use. Though
commercially managed for timber, ecologically sensitive areas were shielded from abuse. Carefully developed
Unit Management Plans used in conjunction with Recreational Management Plans, managed by the DEC could
continue to protect areas deemed sensitive, while providing a full range of recreational opportunities. Balancing
Wild Forest with Wilderness would increase the potential to attract more visitors to the Park to the benefit of the
local communities. Alternative 1 provides the best opportunity to achieve the recreational, environmental and
economic benefits that this land could provide for the people of New York. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joseph Janiak
Tonawanda, NY 14150
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: josephcjordan@aol.com
realname: Joseph Jordan
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 84 Sunset Trail
city: Clinton Corners
State: NY
zipcode: 12514
Comments: I support Alternative 1 for Boreas Ponds. This balanced approach would allow for a variety of
recreational uses, including bicycling around the ponds, while still protecting the environment. I believe that
Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild
Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100 years. The infrastructure created
during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational opportunities. That same infrastructure is
contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness classification. Wild Forest, according to the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the resources permit a somewhat higher degree of
human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas
Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation
requires that the land should have a primeval character, without significant improvement, appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is
not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract was already being used commercially. Man created more
than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its
commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment. Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it
is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the
Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance between the environment and economic development that
the Governor eluded to, and the access that Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and
hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some
measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Thursday, October 27, 2016 10:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Joseph Judge
439 8th Ave #2
Watervliet, NY 12189
5183906851
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ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joseph Kulikowski
Grand Island, NY 14072
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Jhunt900@nycap.rr.com
realname: Joseph L Hunt
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 119 Lockrow Road
city: Troy
State: NY
zipcode: 12180
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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email: joe.latt@verizon.net
realname: Joseph Lattarulo
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 103 Onondaga Rd
city: Old Forge
State: NY
zipcode: 13420
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph Mercurio
538 Esther Ave
New Kensington, PA 15068
7243352980
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email: joey_parent@hotmail.com
realname: Joseph Parent
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1005 Deerland Rd.
city: Long Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12847
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Joseph Parisi
Joseph Parisi
1897 Lenox Ave
East Meadow, NY 11554
5165427609
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It is essential that the Boreas Pond Tract should be added to the High Peaks Wilderness. I believe the APA should
honor it's mission to first protect wilderness and the wildlife therein, ahead of all other concerns, including access
and recreation. As none of the current proposals accomplishes this, the alternative that provides
the greatest protection and most limits motorized access should be chosen. NYS is to be commended in acquiring
this tract. Still, ease of use, convenience, and especially economic development concerns should NOT be a
central consideration in classifying this land. The greatest value is in preserving this land as untouched as
possible for the future.
Thank you,
Joseph E Poliquin
274 Lake Street
Saranac Lake
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joseph Rebisz
60 Leocrest Court
West Seneca , NY 14224
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Joseph Rector <rectorj@charter.net>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph Rector
4 Autumn Dr.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
5185930746
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Dear Kathleen Regan,
As one who pays taxes on property with in the Park, I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the
Boreas Ponds with at least a one‐mile buffer that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the
fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow north to the
Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and provide the strongest
possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we must not
surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more acres in Wild Forest than
there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60‐mile radius (or even 30) of Boreas Ponds that could
accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for ecological protection and a wilderness experience
at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road gets to the
ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once waterways and
wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one‐mile buffer will provide
opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the remoteness of an expanded
High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If there was
ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide Park protection, this is it.
The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,
Joseph Russo
Joseph Russo
141 Windward Ln.
Bristol, RI 02809
4012535619
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Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:06 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Joseph Sanlei
1177 Lotville Rd
1177 Lotville Rd
Dolgeville, NY 13329
9173283475
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Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph Sanlei
1177 Lotville Rd
Dolgeville, NY 13329
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph Scherrer
23Valley View Dr
Fountainville, PA 18923
2153488502
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joseph Schoeneck
Syracuse , NY 13219
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email: joe@tanski.net
realname: Joseph Tanski
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 1367 Washout Road
city: Glenville
State: NY
zipcode: 12302
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: jthyrring@gmail.com
realname: Joseph Thyrring
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 14 first avenue
city: Waterford
State: NY
zipcode: 12188
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joseph troost <jtroost1@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 8:30 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

joseph troost
9 fairview st
mastic, NY 11950

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Vito <joseph.r.vito@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 1:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph Vito
45 Greenfield Avenue
Apt 32
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
609-610-9385

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph WAgner <catmanwagner@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 2:47 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph WAgner
31 Webster Ave
Glens Falls, NY 12801
7274305932

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joseph Zierer <j.zierer@sbcglobal.net>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 5:47 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joseph Zierer
2085 Orchard Park Drive
Niskayuna, NY 12309
(518)-280-4002

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josephine Grenzer <basidiomyce@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 1:41 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Josephine Grenzer
Logan, UT 84321

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josephine Oliver <acorngirlygirl@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 23, 2016 4:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Josephine Oliver
Fonda, NY 12068

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josephine Wolk <wolk2@msu.edu>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:05 AM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,

Josephine Wolk
Box 172
Lake Luzerne, NY 12846
518-696-2747
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

josephwindwalker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Windwalker
<josephwindwalker@everyactioncustom.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 10:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joseph Windwalker
4211 Mormon Hollow Rd
Corning, NY 14830-9775

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Bedell <firemanjoshua@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:05 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: firemanjoshua@yahoo.com
realname: Josh Bedell
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 397 White Birch rd
city: Northville
State: NY
zipcode: 12134
Comments: I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's
guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation requires that the land should have a primeval character,
without significant improvement, appears to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the
imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract
was already being used commercially. Man created more than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens
of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment.
Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land
Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance
between the environment and economic development that the Governor eluded to, and the access that
Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild
Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
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Josh Foote <josh7@nycap.rr.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 4:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Josh Foote
Clifton Park, NY 12065

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Foster <fosterjoshua73@gmail.com>
Monday, November 28, 2016 11:45 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Josh Foster
811 Montclaire Ave
Frederick, MD 21701

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Garbarino <jcgarbar@syr.edu>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:38 AM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Josh Garbarino
1203 N 3rd St #102
Philadelphia, PA 19122
3157514882

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Hemming <jthemming@nycap.rr.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 7:26 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: jthemming@nycap.rr.com
realname: Josh Hemming
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 21 Berkshire Dr
city: Ballston Spa
State: NY
zipcode: 12020
Comments: I am writing to encourage you to select Alternative 1 as the right approach for the Boreas Ponds
classification. It is extremely important that New York State continue its recent trend of addressing both the
economy and the environment of the Adirondack Park when making land-use decisions on publicly owned
property. Alternative 1's graduated approach to public access does exactly that. It not only provides new areas of
wilderness for the die-hard hikers, but also wild forest areas that open new tourism markets by making the
property accessible and attractive to people with a wider variety of recreational interests and abilities. Alternative
1 would stop general car and truck traffic a full one mile away from the ponds, but also allow for a small number of
parking spaces near the ponds to accommodate the disabled and others who are unable to walk that final mile.
Alternative 1 would allow the logging road to and around the ponds to be used by bicyclists. Bicycling - particularly
family bicycling outings - is a growing recreational market that is attracting visitors to other destinations across the
country. We can do the same in the Adirondack. The Boreas Ponds bike trail would be particularly attractive, as it
would provide a car-free, leisurely ride through heavily wooded areas, as well as the opportunity to stop and picnic
alongside the ponds. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they could
disembark and walk the remaining distance. Finally, Alternative 1 would provide new wilderness areas north of the
ponds for those more experienced and able hikers who seek the back-country experience. In short, Alternative 1
provides the best of both worlds - a mix of wild forest and wilderness that protects the environment and benefits the
local economy by attracting new visitors to the region. I hope you will agree that this is the best approach for the
Boreas Ponds. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Kohan <joshkohan@hotmail.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 9:53 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Josh Kohan
Albany, NY 12208

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Manne <josh.manne22@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 7:51 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Josh Manne
West Nyack, NY 10994

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Reade <jreade10@gmail.com>
Friday, December 02, 2016 10:33 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Josh Reade
Marmora, NJ 08223
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh salone <Salonejosh@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:11 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Salonejosh@yahoo.com
realname: Josh salone
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 36 fieldview rd.south
city: Queensbury
State: NY
zipcode: 12804
Comments: I am asking that the Adirondack Park Agency classify the Boreas Tract a mix of both Wild Forest and
Wilderness, as provided in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Of the several plans presented for
consideration at each of the public hearings, Alternative 1 most closely provides the balance and access that
would allow a range of recreational opportunity for people of all ages and abilities. When the purchase of the
Boreas Tract was announced, both the Governor and DEC Commissioner recognized the need to balance
ecological needs while providing a range of recreational opportunities for the young, old and physically limited. The
APA's Alternative 1 plan will provide the recreational opportunities they envisioned, while boosting the lagging
regional economy. Alternative 1 and the DEC's Unit Management Plan process can protect sensitive areas while
at the same time, make use of the existing infrastructure within the tract to provide a full range of recreational
opportunities. I believe that Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the
Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100
years. The infrastructure created during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational
opportunities. That same infrastructure is contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness
classification. Wild Forest, according to the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the
resources permit a somewhat higher degree of human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while
retaining an essentially wild character. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Josh Tomkin <charminc417@aol.com>
Monday, November 14, 2016 8:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Josh Tomkin
Tupper Lake, NY 12986
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To:
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Josh Wells <wellsjb@live.com>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 7:16 PM
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**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: wellsjb@live.com
realname: Josh Wells
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 106 State Street
city: Indian Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12842
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
To:
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Attachments:
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Boreas Ponds I Support Alternative 1
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From:
Sent:
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Joshua Cameron <cameron.joshua@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 12:20 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joshua Cameron
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
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Sunday, December 18, 2016 12:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joshua Crowningshield
12058 state route 9
Upper Jay, NY 12987

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua Heller <hellerjoshua@gmail.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 11:48 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Below please find a form letter that expresses my sentiments about the Boreas Ponds clearly. I hope that you can
see that this is an opportunity to create a true remote wilderness area that will provide a deep experience for those
who access it. Being in such remote areas connect us with timeless profound experience that is eliminated by
easy access. I have been traveling the Adirondacks for my twenty years in the capital district and it is these
remote areas of which there are only a handful that are particularly captivating. There are many easy access sites
that are available, lets keep this one pristine and remote. Thank you for your consideration.
Joshua Heller MD
Psychiatrist
Albany County Mental Health Clinic
Albany, NY 12203

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joshua Heller
81 Brookline ave
Albany, NC 12203
518 396 0734

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua Heller <hellerjoshua@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 05, 2016 4:18 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joshua Heller
81 Brookline Ave
Albany, NY 12204

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joshua heller <hellerjoshua@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 9:41 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

December 8, 2016
To Whom it May Concern,
I have lived in the capital district for the last 25 years. I have been an avid backpacker for the entirety of that time. When I was
a boy, I spent two months out west exploring some of the national parks and that experience changed my life in a fundamental
way. We hiked deep into the backcountry and camped. The most salient features to me at that time were the pristine beauty of
the wilderness landscape, the remoteness, and the lack of any traces of man (except for the footpaths). These qualities are rare
and powerful.
I am writing to encourage to DEC to strongly consider full a full wilderness designation for the Boreas ponds area. There are
numerous opportunities for mechanized recreation all over New York state. In contrast, there are few opportunities to experience
true wilderness. This designation may not be as inclusive as others, however, they are necessary. In an age where links to a more
peaceful and undeveloped time are few, any chance to set aside areas that promote these qualities is a gift. Please do not pass up
this rare opportunity.
In my experience, these areas draw from a wide geographical area. We have not infrequently seen log entrees from Quebec,
Montreal, New York city, Massachusetts, New Jersey and Connecticut and other places. In conversations it is agreed that these
remote areas are gems unique to the Adirondack Mountains and it is the qualities that draw people in.
We also know that invasive species are changing our landscape forever. The risk that this will occur in Boreas Ponds is greatly
increased with easier access.
There are conversations about the economic impact of such a decision. I don't feel that this is the greatest value in these lands.
The true value is in the unique opportunity it provides as wilderness. Also, it is not clear that this designation will cause hardship.
In fact, many in the backpacking community are less likely to set this as a destination if the remoteness is compromised.
Thank you for you hard work throughout this process and please consider strongly as large a Wilderness designation as is
possible. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Joshua Heller MD
Psychiatrist
Physicians Group of Albany
260 State Street
Albany, NY 12203
Ph. 518 396-0734

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua Howard <jhoward3885@aim.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 11:49 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joshua Howard
Saranac Lake, NY 12983

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua Huang <huangj.2011@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 2:06 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joshua

Joshua Huang
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
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Sent:
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Joshua Mandel <jmandel518@aol.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 1:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joshua Mandel
101 Hazelton Circle
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua Sims <jsims1092@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 12:09 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joshua Sims
Liverpool, NY 13088

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua Skibinski <joshskibinski@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 12:40 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: joshskibinski@gmail.com
realname: Joshua Skibinski
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 417 Larchmont Ave
city: Utica
State: NY
zipcode: 13502
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
To:
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Jospeh Ripp <josephripp@gmail.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 8:10 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jospeh Ripp
Schenectady, NY 12305

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joy koch <montykoch@optonline.net>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 10:57 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

joy koch
693 adirondack rd
schroon lake, NY 12870

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joy Shure <joyshure2@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 8:29 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joy Shure
Boulder , CO 80301

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joy Swensen <Swensen.joy@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 2:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands must be Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Joy Swensen
8442 Emerick Rd
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
3156353602

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joy Swensen <Swensen.joy@gmail.com>
Monday, November 14, 2016 7:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Joy Swensen
8442 Emerick Rd
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
0000000000

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joy Swensen <Swensen.joy@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 8:35 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one‐mile buffer that
prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow north to the
Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and provide the strongest
possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we must not
surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more acres in Wild Forest than
there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60‐mile radius (or even 30) of Boreas Ponds that could
accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for ecological protection and a wilderness experience
at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road gets to the
ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once waterways and
wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one‐mile buffer will provide
opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the remoteness of an expanded
High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If there was
ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide Park protection, this is it.
The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Joy Swensen
8442 Emerick Rd
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
0000000000

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joy Swensen <Swensen.joy@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 9:49 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Joy Swensen
8442 Emerick Rd
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
0000000000

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joyatanner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joy Tanner <joyatanner@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joy Tanner
300 Hahnemann Trl
Pittsford, NY 14534-2349

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joyce Carnright <jcarnrigjt@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 7:39 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joyce Carnright
38 D st
Whitinsville, MA 01488

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joyce Chesley <jcarnright@yahoo.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 11:46 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joyce Chesley
34 Kent Road
Barnstable , MA 02630

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joyce Chesley <jcarnright@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 8:31 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joyce Chesley
34 Kent Road
Barnstable, MA 02630

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JOYCE Chesley <jcarnright@yahoo.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 11:36 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

JOYCE Chesley
34 Kent Road
Barnstable , MA 02630

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joyce Cook <jhcook@windstream.net>
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 3:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Please add my "voice" to those who are asking that the Boreas Pond area be free of motorized vehicles. Protecting wildlife and
preventing invasive species from gaining a foothold in that lovely area of our state is of prime importance. Classifying this area
as Wilderness is vital.
I think of the Adirondack Park as the heart of New York State, partly because its outline reminds me of the human heart outline
but also because it keeps this a rural state, something not realized by those unfortunate enough to not live here. Even this
week's lake effect storm, which left over two feet of snow in my yard, isn't enough to spoil my love for my native state.
Joyce Cook, an aging‐in‐place oldster.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joyce Gilbert <JTGilbert@frontiernet.net>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:02 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Joyce Gilbert
70 Harper Street
Rochester, NY 14607
5852447403

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joyce Lathan <joycelathan@rochester.rr.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 8:30 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Joyce Lathan
22 Frances Way
Livonia , NY 14487

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joyce schwartz <disneygoer1@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:24 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
joyce schwartz
486 northwestern ave
altamonte springs, FL 32714
0000000000

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joyce schwartz <disneygoer1@gmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 2:40 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
joyce schwartz
486 northwestern ave
altamonte springs, FL 32714
0000000000

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JOYCE SHIFFRIN <jshiffrin200111213@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 12:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
JOYCE SHIFFRIN
576 EASTERN PARKWAY APT 3H
BROOKLYN, NY 11225
7183630708

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joyce shiffrin <jshiffrin200111213@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 10:42 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
joyce shiffrin
576 eastern parkway apt 3h
brooklyn, NY 11225
7183630708

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joyce shiffrin <JSHIFFRIN200111213@YAHOO.COM>
Monday, December 12, 2016 11:33 AM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

joyce shiffrin
576 eastern parkway apt 3h
brooklyn, NY 11225
7183630708

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joyce Smith <smithpjny@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 12:23 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Joyce Smith
30 Gentry Lane
Queensbury, NY 12804
518-793-6379

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joycedannheim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joyce Dannhein
<joycedannheim@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:02 PM
ClassificationComments
Save the Adirondacks for the wildlife comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joyce Dannhein
16 Debra Ter
Greenwood Lake, NY 10925-4144

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

joyoussafefree@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Castelli‐Hill
<joyoussafefree@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:54 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Susan Castelli-Hill
PO Box 823
Melville, NY 11747-0823

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jpabst63@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judy Pabst <jpabst63@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Judy Pabst
6244 Willow Run Ct
East Amherst, NY 14051-2091

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jpap100@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of john papandrea <jpap100@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
john papandrea
110 W 90th St Apt 2F
New York, NY 10024-1208

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jpeck9@rochester.rr.com
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 7:05 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds tract

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Hello Kathy,
My name is James Peck and I live at 34 Greyson Rd. in Rochester, NY 14623. I attended the public hearing last night at
RIT.
I am in favor of and support alternative #1 for the Boreas Ponds tract. Alternative #1 offers the best chance for people
like me to access the land and water.
I also support a classification of Wild Forest for all of the tracts that were mentioned at the public hearing. A wild forest
classification allows many users to enjoy the lands and waters where as a wilderness classification closes the land to a select
few.
Thank you.
James M. Peck, Rochester, NY

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jpnycs46@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Prybylski <jpnycs46@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:20 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John Prybylski
20 Mayberry Dr E
Buffalo, NY 14227-3018

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jpolniaczek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristen Genovese
<jpolniaczek@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 6:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Kristen Genovese
6829 Canterbury Ct
Derby, NY 14047-9572

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jpsall@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Sall <jpsall@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 7:44 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
James Sall
135 Saint Johns Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11217-3401

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jpstolten@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John and Martha Stoltenberg
<jpstolten@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
John and Martha Stoltenberg
PO Box 596
Elkhart Lake, WI 53020-0596

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jrb398@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Brown <jrb398@everyactioncustom.com>
Friday, December 16, 2016 12:38 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
These lands should be classified as wilderness. I have know the Adirondacks for many years--hiking, backpacking
and birding there. The Boreas Ponds and its watershed all deserve maximum protection!
Sincerely,
Jim Brown
560 Long Beach Rd Apt 2
Island Park, NY 11558-1160

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jroot@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edith Root <jroot@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Edith Root
1316 CO RT 13
Old Chatham, NY 12136

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jrosenbl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jill Rosenbloom <jrosenbl@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 4:41 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats. This intrusive allowance flies in
the face of science, reason and common sense.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jill Rosenbloom
503 E 6th St
New York, NY 10009-6616

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jsangelson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Angelson
<jsangelson@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 1:11 AM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Judith Angelson
562 W End Ave
New York, NY 10024-2715
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

jshiffrin200111213@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joyce Shiffrin
<jshiffrin200111213@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 1:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joyce Shiffrin
576 Eastern Pkwy Apt 3H
Brooklyn, NY 11225-1609
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

jsylvander_sodano@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jackie Sylvander‐Sodano
<jsylvander_sodano@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Jackie Sylvander-Sodano
PO Box 387
Shrub Oak, NY 10588-0387

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Juan Velazquez <elhuns@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 01, 2016 6:17 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
As a native of PA and a resident of NY who visited and loves the Adirondacks, please, PLEASE, protect this beautiful place.
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

Juan Velazquez
Aiea, HI 96701

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jude Jussim <judejussim@gmail.com>
Friday, October 28, 2016 8:00 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Jude Jussim
397 7th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
718-788-3937

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jude Jussim <judejussim@gmail.com>
Monday, December 12, 2016 10:19 AM
ClassificationComments
Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
&sbsp;
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to urge that you classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness.
Of wilderness, we can say what the real estate people say about land--"They're not making any more of it." This is
a chance we won't get again.
By designating the Boreas Ponds and surrounding areas of Wilderness, you will accomplish three things:
--Surrounding areas will become more biologically rich, according to the Wildlife Conservation Society --The area
will provide connectivity between other wilderness areas in the park, increasing the ranges available to animals
and providing more resilience against weather events and climate change --Consistency with the criteria in the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, as evaluated by Adirondack Research, LLC --Economic benefits to
adjacent communities--as much as a 25% increase in the value of adjacent private land close to Wilderness, as
compared to lands with motorized recreation
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Jude Jussim
397 7th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
718-788-3937

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jude Valentine <judith_valentine@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 9:24 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Jude Valentine
salem, MA 01970

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

judgemoo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlene San Jose
<judgemoo@everyactioncustom.com>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 8:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Charlene San Jose
5275 Country Oak Ct # CA
San Jose, CA 95136-3608

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Bayer <jbayer820@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:33 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Judith Bayer
11536 Alkaid Dr
San Diego, CA 92126
8585473542

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Bayer <jbayer820@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:34 PM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Judith Bayer
11536 Alkaid Dr
San Diego, CA 92126
8585473542

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Bayer <jbayer820@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 12:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am a former Albany native, and still have family there. We often visit the Park when we visit. The Adirondack
Park is very important to me and my family. The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare
species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the
Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A
motor-free Wilderness classification will keep vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems
free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Judith Bayer
11536 Alkaid Dr
San Diego, CA 92126
8585473542

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Embry <emb661@verizon.net>
Friday, October 28, 2016 9:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Judith Embry
51 Blackstone Road
Florida, MA 01247
413-662-2431

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Kennen <enthalpybotulinum@gmail.com>
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 9:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Judith Kennen
Paul Smiths, NY 12970

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Rightmyer <Judyom@nycap.rr.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 9:41 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations. With the
release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and adjacent lands, the
Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux‐Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses and fail to protect the ponds,
wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. Anything less than a
Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one‐mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds themselves
and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as Wilderness. Lastly,
motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an accessible trail could be opened to
the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to encourage
vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the prosperity of the
Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Judith Rightmyer
18 Velina Drive
Burnt Hills, NY 12027
518‐399‐4806

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judith Swan <swan.judith@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 12:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Judith Swan
81 Alexander Street
Princeton, NJ 08540
xxx-xxx-xxxx

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

judson smith <judsmith13@gmail.com>
Sunday, October 30, 2016 12:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Make Boreas Ponds Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

judson smith
po box 534
30 ausable run lane
wilmington, NY 12997
64 562 9480

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

judson smith <judsmith13@gmail.com>
Sunday, October 30, 2016 12:56 PM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Kathleen Regan:
It is with deep love for our Adirondack Park that I urge you to reject the current proposed alternatives for the
Boreas Ponds classification. Not one of the proposals truly protects this national treasure from the many potential
threats to its clean waters and healthy and abundant wildlife.
The Boreas Ponds, the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must
be protected as Wilderness. This must be the minimum. With the threats posed by invasive species, all-terrain
vehicle trespass and climate change, these precious Adirondack waters must be left unadulterated. Not only the
Boreas Ponds, but also the Boreas River itself, deserves Wilderness protection.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification fails to rise to the necessary level of protection for this parcel. NonWilderness will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding to the Boreas Ponds. This will
sabotage this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity we have to preserve this place for future generations.
That being said, this precious gem can be enjoyed in sustainable ways that can help foster vibrant communities in
the region. Please allow motorized access to a limited parking area one mile or more from the ponds and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities. Access for persons with disabilities can legally be
accomplished in a Wilderness classification.
We must protect this national treasure and preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please protect
the Boreas Ponds and surrounding lands as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
judson smith
po box 534
30 ausable run lane
wilmington, NY 12997
64 562 9480

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

judson smith <judsmith13@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 9:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
judson smith
30 ausable run lane
30 ausable run lane
wilmington, NY 12997
614 562 9480

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

judson Smith <judsmith13@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 9:17 PM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
judson Smith
30 ausable run lane
30 ausable run lane
wilmington, NY 12997
614 562 9480
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy A. Simpson <Mjsimpson22@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 6:29 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**
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email: Mjsimpson22@gmail.com
realname: Judy A. Simpson
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: P.O. Box 324
city: Brant Lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12815
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the countryâEUR(tm)s family bicycling destinations. Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Beltz <fred.beltz@beltz‐ianni.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:36 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Judy Beltz
280 Kenneth Drive
Suite110
Rochester, NY 14623
5853405200

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Dooley <1dooleys@gmail.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 12:47 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Judy Dooley
10 Iroquois Drive
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
5185734477
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Jenkins <judyjen22@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 8:05 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Judy Jenkins
210 Bulsontown Rd
Stony Point, NY 10980
8454293337

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Kaplan <jbkpk@windstream.net>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 3:16 PM
ClassificationComments
Please Classify Boreas Ponds as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Judy Kaplan
4303 Watervale Rd
Manlius, NY 13104
3156822751

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Pliquett <judypliquett@t‐online.de>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 11:42 AM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Judy Pliquett
16 High Ledge Lane
Newcomb, NY 12852
5185822114

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Rightmyer <judyom@nycap.rr.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11:16 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Judy Rightmyer
18 Velina Drive
Burnt Hills, NY 12027
5183994806

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Siler <jsilervt@yahoo.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 8:44 AM
ClassificationComments
Wilderness for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathleen Regan,
I am writing to voice my support for a wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds with at least a one-mile buffer
that prevents all motorized use from driving within a mile of the ponds and the fragile wetlands that surround them.
During the Adirondack Park Agency presentation of alternatives, the staff said that the region from La Biere Flow
north to the Marcy Swamp is a category 1 wetland. Isn’t the agency then required to give this consideration and
provide the strongest possible protection on and around the Boreas Ponds and the wetlands on the parcel?
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and the Boreas Ponds tract represents a legacy opportunity that we
must not surrender to advocates for motorized recreation. The Adirondack Park is a big place! There are more
acres in Wild Forest than there are Wilderness. Are there not Wild Forest areas within a 60-mile radius (or even
30) of Boreas Ponds that could accommodate motorized recreation without sacrificing the opportunity for
ecological protection and a wilderness experience at the Boreas Ponds?
Hasn’t it been shown that roads have the largest impact on the spread of invasive species? The closer the road
gets to the ponds, the more likely that people, boats, bicycles, trailers, etc. will bring along invasive species. Once
waterways and wetlands are infected, they are infested forever.
I take the incredible legacy of a protected Adirondack Park entrusted to me very seriously. A one-mile buffer will
provide opportunities for many people to visit Boreas Ponds to see the amazing views and experience the
remoteness of an expanded High Peaks Wilderness to the south.
I am counting on the APA to stand up to the pressure to open every piece of Forest Preserve to motorized use. If
there was ever a parcel that required the Agency to show strength and a commitment to the policies that guide
Park protection, this is it. The chance of a lifetime. Let’s get it right.
Sincerely,

Judy Siler
564 Weatherhead Hollow Rd
Guilford, VT 05301
8022752627

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Judy Weinstein <sjweinstein5@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 3:30 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Judy Weinstein
150 West End Ave
29F
New York, NY 10023

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

juli.flint525@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Juliana Flint
<juli.flint525@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 6:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Juliana Flint
1328 Pine Dr
Bay Shore, NY 11706-3822

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Adelman <jadelman@skidmore.edu>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 9:22 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Adelman
815 North Broadway
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Allen <theredgrudy@hotmail.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 11:41 PM
ClassificationComments
Follow the Science ‐ Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
The Boreas Ponds tract contains special lands that are home to rare species, sensitive wetlands, and magnificent
scenery that will be a treasure for generations to come. I urge the Park Agency to protect the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a buffer one mile to the south as Wilderness. A motor-free Wilderness classification will keep
vehicles away from the shorelines and keep the aquatic ecosystems free of invasive species.
There are many other important reasons why Wilderness is the right choice, beyond water quality. Studies have
confirmed that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity
and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and would undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Wildlife Conservation Society study shows that classifying the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the
tract as Wilderness will better allow wildlife to travel to adjoining wildlands and will make the surrounding areas
more biologically rich and diverse.
Another study by the Clarkson University School of Business shows that people will pay up to 25 percent more for
private property near Wilderness areas as compared with other lands opened to motorized recreation. This helps
to illustrate that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
The Adirondack Park Agency needs to follow science. I urge you to take these studies and the wishes of millions
of New Yorkers into consideration, and protect Boreas Ponds as a unique and special place.
Sincerely,
Julia Allen
431 SW Drumwood Ave
McMinnville, OR 97128
971-312-3482

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Backus <jbackus36@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 11:28 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Backus
3 Ross Way
Essex, NY 12936

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Bosch <juliapbosch@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 12:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Bosch
70 Commercial St #106
Brooklyn , NY 11222

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Cole <elvisjjc@hotmail.com>
Thursday, November 17, 2016 1:14 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

email: elvisjjc@hotmail.com
realname: Julia Cole
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 240 M Street SW Apt. E‐414
city: Washington
State: DC
zipcode: 20024
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Correia <correiaj@bu.edu>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 8:55 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Correia
3248 Majestic Circle
Avondale Estates, GA 30002

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Goren <jgorenster@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 13, 2016 9:43 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear APA,
I write to urge to you reconsider your recommendation to classify the Boreas tract as wild forest. The spot provides
a unique opportunity for wilderness and must be protected as such.
The wetlands, habitat, and character of the tract will be spoiled by motorized and closer vehicular access. While
navigable waters, snowmobile trails, and roads abound in the Park, truly wild areas do not.
Boreas represents a once in a lifetime opportunity to preserve the wilderness for the plants, animals, and yes,
recreationists who seek a more remote experience. Nowhere else in this state or in this part of the country can
provide this experience, and it is incompatible with a designation of anything less than wilderness.
With only a small fraction of the public lands of the world preserved as wilderness and the opportunity to create a
large one here, it is irresponsible and short-sighted not to do so.
I urge you to reconsider.
Sincerely,
Julia Goren
Saranac Lake

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Haupt <jhaupt@vassar.edu>
Monday, December 05, 2016 9:29 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Haupt
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Hillman‐Forbush <julia.hf@live.net>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 9:21 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Hillman-Forbush
125 Manson Ave
Kittery, ME 03904

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Hoss <juliahoss@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 21, 2016 10:04 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Hoss
Jamestown, KY 42629

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Iannello <jmi2@hotmail.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 8:10 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Iannello
PO Box 22, 29 Genesee St
New Berlin, NY 13411

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Lena <julia.lena57@gmail.com>
Monday, November 14, 2016 11:20 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Lena
Saratoga springs, NY 12866

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Littlejohn <papayalk@aol.com>
Wednesday, December 28, 2016 4:58 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
How would feel if cars and snow mobiles were driving through your living room. A wilderness area should be an undisturbed
sanctuary.
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.

Sincerely,

Julia Littlejohn
Greensboro, NC 27407

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia M. Calderon <dmtjulia@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 7:50 AM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan,
True wilderness areas hardly exist in this country anymore. They are the biggest treasure that our country has to give to future
generations. A true wilderness area cannot let any motorized vehicles in, or they will destroy the balance of nature.
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land a true wilderness area, are
unsuitable. None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack Park, a
national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds, the watershed
around and above the ponds and a minimum one‐mile buffer to the south must be protected as Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an accessible trail to the
ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and would threaten some of the purest
waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and invasive species.
The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to preserve our Adirondack legacy
for future generations. Please take this once‐in‐a‐lifetime opportunity to ensure Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Julia M. Calderon
132 Little York Road
Warwick, NY 10990
8452584696

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Mendez <ruthmen11@yahoo.com>
Thursday, November 24, 2016 8:01 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathleen Regan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds tract and
other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be subject to
needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the
ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to
the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make the best of this
opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Julia Mendez
6732 SW 180th Ave
Beaverton, OR 97007
503 244‐7788

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Molinaro <jfm6@bu.edu>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 8:34 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Molinaro
4 Emmons Path
Chester , NJ 07930

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julia Morse <jlmorse1@gmail.com>
Monday, December 26, 2016 8:49 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Morse
978 Cabot rd
Marshfield, VT 05658
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Nave
Gunnison, CO 81230
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Reed
Cambridge, MA 02138
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Julia Richards
2 Normanside Ave
Delmar, NY 12054
15185739564
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Julia Rose
115 West Yates Street
Ithaca, NY 14850
2165093894
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julia Tine
Scotia, NY 12302
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email: izenorev@taconic.net
realname: Julia Veronezi
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 150 Loomis Road
city: Chatham
State: NY
zipcode: 12037
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing roads in place
and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place common‐sense controls to protect
the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be considered Wilderness. The ponds are man‐
made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has been the site of significant human activity for more than a
century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New
York State's acquisition of spectacular recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks
and strengthen the economies of small Adirondack towns ‐ if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages
and abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts new visitors
to the region. Thank you. Julia E. Veronezi
Submit: Send It
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan,
As a person who loves the Adirondack Park, I am writing to urge you to take advantage of this once-in-a-life-time
opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. None of the four alternatives you proposed go far enough
to protect the Boreas Ponds from motorized use.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be classified as
Wilderness. Anything less than this protection will allow motorized recreation and invite invasive species to
infiltrate the ponds. I also urge you to classify the Boreas River that flows from the ponds south to the Blue Ridge
Highway as Wilderness. With all of the work and money being spent to prevent and eradicate invasives in other
parts of the Park, it seems counter-intuitive for the state to potentially allow invasives into the Boreas Ponds.
However, I do support allowing motorized access a mile or more from the Boreas Ponds in order to provide a
limited parking area and an accessible trail for people with disabilities. This will allow access without
compromising the ecological integrity of the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds tract has some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the
Adirondack Park. I urge you to reject the four alternatives that you have proposed and produce another that truly
protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,

Julian Warren
Keyes avenue
Watertown, NY 13601
315 782 4244
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Dear Ms. Regan,
We have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to protect the Boreas Ponds tract for future generations. Science and
economic analyses show that the best way to accomplish this is to classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness with
at least a mile buffer of Wilderness classification to the south. I urge you to reject the alternatives that have been
proposed and go further to protect our Adirondack legacy.
The Wildlife Conservation Society released a report that demonstrates that the Boreas Ponds and surrounding
wetlands deserve a Wilderness classification, in order to keep the waterways connected. It also noted that wildlife
would benefit significantly from a large contiguous Wilderness unit, should the High Peaks be expanded to include
these lands and other adjacent tracts in question. Additionally, another report by Adirondack Research, LLC
assessed the land against the State Land Master Plan criteria. They found that Boreas Ponds and its surrounding
sensitive areas should be classified as Wilderness. These are findings put forth by credible scientists, and should
support the Agency in making its recommendation.
Not only does this area hold diverse wetlands that should be protected according to science, it also can provide
new economic opportunity for the region. A Clarkson University Business School study found that people are
willing to spend 25 percent more for a property close to Wilderness than they would for state land where motorized
recreation is allowed.
I write to make sure you are aware of these studies that confirm that a Wilderness classification is the best
decision for both scientific and economic reasons. Please do what is best for the land, wildlife and surrounding
communities, and classify the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness and do not allow a parking lot any closer than a mile
away from the ponds.
Thank you,
Sincerely,

Julian Warren
Keyes ave
Watertown, NY 13601
7824244
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Julian Warren <jejewarren@icloud.com>
Saturday, December 10, 2016 6:26 PM
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Dear Ms. Regan,
&sbsp;
I am writing to ask the Adirondack Park Agency to move beyond its proposed alternatives and to provide a
Wilderness classification for the Boreas Ponds, a one-mile buffer south to LaBiere Flow, and the Boreas River.
The Adirondack Park is a legacy to ALL New Yorkers and a national treasure that is known across the state, the
country and the world for its vast motor-free expanses, constitutional protections, beautiful mountains and waters,
and natural resources that provide wildlife habitat and protect our water and air.
The Boreas Ponds is a quintessential example of a landscape that should be classified as Wilderness. All recent
scientific studies of the property verifies that the classification must be Wilderness.
A study by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive parts of the tract
should be Wilderness so the surrounding areas are more biologically rich and diverse, and enhance wildlife
connections to adjoining wildlands.
A report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the
criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
The Boreas Ponds with a one-mile buffer to the south should be motor-free to prevent degradation of the
ecosystems and natural resources documented in these independent scientific reports.
Cars, trucks and other motorized and mechanized vehicles, including electric motors, will carry invasive species
and threaten to infest the remote ponds, wetlands and river. A minimum one-mile buffer for motorized vehicles and
bicycles is also needed to prevent over-use resulting in damage to the resource and the recreational Wilderness
experience.
A third report by the Clarkson University School of Business documents that private lands are more valuable if they
are near Forest Preserve protected as Wilderness compared to being in proximity to lands that allow motorized
recreation.
Anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild
character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host communities.
I urge the Agency to focus on its mandate to make natural resource protection paramount. Given the reports sited
and the summary information presented by the Agency to-date, it is impossible to see how the Agency can
recommend a classification other than Wilderness for the Boreas Ponds, the Class I wetland south to LaBiere
Flow, and the Boreas River.
Sincerely,
Julian Warren
Keyes ave
Watertown, NY 13601
7824244
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Sent:
To:
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Julian Warren <jejewarren@icloud.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 9:51 AM
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Studies Show Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan:
As a person who cares deeply about the Adirondack Park, I urge you to exceed all of the proposed alternatives
and classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River and a mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have this once-ina-lifetime opportunity to protect this area and we must take advantage of it.
This is not just my opinion. There are scientific studies that demonstrate that these areas should be Wilderness.
One such study completed by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and the most
sensitive parts of the tract should be Wilderness. This not only will make the surrounding areas more biologically
rich and diverse, it will also help wildlife connectivity to adjoining wildlands.
Another study completed by Adirondack Research, LLC reports that when using the criteria in the Adirondack
Park State Land Master Plan to determine the best classification for the Boreas Ponds tract, it is clear that the
Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands and the most sensitive parts of the tract should be classified as Wilderness.
However, it’s not just science that is saying these areas should be Wilderness, it’s economics too. A report by the
Clarkson University School of Business shows that people are willing to pay 25 percent more for private land close
to Wilderness as compared to lands that have motorized recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the
local economy and host communities.
I urge you to review these studies to see that they confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness
classification will compromise the ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut
positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Julian Warren
Keyes ave
Watertown, NY 13601
7824244
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Juliana Carattini <Julianacarattini@gmail.com>
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email: Julianacarattini@gmail.com
realname: Juliana Carattini
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 23 Knox TD
city: Schroon lake
State: NY
zipcode: 12870
Comments: I am writing on behalf of the grassroots group, Access The Adirondacks. The classification of the
Boreas Ponds property provides New York State with the opportunity to create a bicycling destination in the
Adirondack Park that would provide new recreational opportunities for local people and attract a whole new
category of tourists to the region. By choosing Alternative 1 for the classification, the state can make it possible for
bicyclists to use the existing logging road to and around the ponds. This car-free, leisurely ride would bring riders
through heavily wooded areas, as well as alongside the beautiful ponds with their unsurpassed view of the
Adirondack High Peaks. Bicyclists would also be brought within close proximity to White Lily Pond, where they
could disembark and walk the remaining distance. With the advent of fat-tire bicycles that can easily traverse
through snow, the Boreas can even become a four-season bicycling destination. Vacation areas across the nation
are promoting themselves aggressively to bicyclists (particularly family biking), and there is no reason the Boreas
Ponds property cannot join the list of options available to this group of recreationists. For generations now, the
road leading to and around the ponds has been used year-round by 50-ton logging trucks, as well as the cars and
trucks of the foresters and recreational lessees who used the property, with minimal environmental impact. There
is no reason I can think of as to why bicycling would not be allowed there. When Governor Cuomo announced the
purchase of this property, he talked about the new recreational and economic opportunities it would bring to the
Adirondacks. Bicycling fits the bill perfectly. Please choose Alternative 1 and put the Boreas Ponds on the map of
the country's family bicycling destinations. https://www.theodysseyonline.com/the-boreas-property-this-land-wasmade-for-you-and-me Thank you.
Submit: Send It
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Juliana Vega
Waltham, MA 02453

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Juliayn Coleman <juliayncoleman@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 08, 2016 3:04 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Juliayn Coleman
81 Glen Avenue #203
Oakland, CA 94611

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Arduini <jarduini@zoominternet.net>
Friday, November 18, 2016 9:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Arduini
3073 Southwind Trl
Youngstown, OH 44514

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Brown <b3jabrown@msn.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 10:33 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas Ponds tract and
other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be subject to
needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the
ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to
the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make the best of this
opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Julie Brown
Orchard
Queensbury, NY 12804
5187932322

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Clawson <iltclerk@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, December 27, 2016 12:21 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

I am in favor of the Alternative 1 classification of Boreas ponds. We need use of this
wonderful attraction and I believe its the best way to utilize it so ALL can enjoy it.
Thank You.
Julie A Clawson
Town Clerk/Tax Collector
Town of Indian Lake
(518)648-5211

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Garber <journey7@optonline.net>
Friday, November 04, 2016 2:10 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Julie Garber
PO Box 326
Landing, NJ 07850

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Garber <journey7@optonline.net>
Sunday, November 13, 2016 11:46 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Julie Garber
PO Box 326
Landing, NJ 07850

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Garber <journey7@optonline.net>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:26 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Julie Garber
PO Box 326
Landing, NJ 07850

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Goldstone Koch <julie.g.koch@gmail.com>
Saturday, December 03, 2016 9:25 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Goldstone Koch
Brooklyn, NY 11215

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Harrell <photonicgirl@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 10:20 AM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Julie Harrell
121 cherry plain sq
cherry plain, NY 12040
5182652808

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Hoover <Jhjulhovcronin@gmail.com>
Sunday, November 20, 2016 9:22 PM
ClassificationComments
New Alternative Needed for Boreas Ponds!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the Boreas Ponds
land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness. The
watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around the ponds. By
allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the environment and the
communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by overcrowding. The Boreas River
south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience with
reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds in order for them
to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to protect this
unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come and protect the Boreas
Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
Julie Hoover
Ridge rest
Star lake, NY 13690
3158482401

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Lauck <julielauck@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 11:01 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Lauck
110 Green Street Apt A507
Brooklyn , NY 11222

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Mcnulty <jm3546@nova.edu>
Thursday, December 29, 2016 10:13 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Mcnulty
Glenville, NY 12302

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Moran <julie@hudsonvalleyhikers.com>
Sunday, November 27, 2016 3:46 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan / NYS Adirondack Park Agency
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification. As background, I’m a NYS licensed
guide who has made more than 300 Adirondack mountain ascents (and more than 870 mountain ascents overall). I am writing to
address my specific interest and concern with the proposals being made for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract:
1) I am in FAVOR of road access to Boreas Ponds, though I wish to see the Boreas Ponds Tract be classified as Wilderness,
which I hope is possible. My opinion is based on my decades of Adirondack hiking experience. I know full well that hiking is
becoming more and more popular – so much so that many popular destinations in the High Peaks are becoming completely
overrun. I very much support any effort by the DEC and APA to provide alternative hiking destinations, including access options
for hikers looking for alternatives to the main routes into the High Peaks that have at times become unbearably crowded.
2) I agree that by allowing snowmobile, ATV or dirt bike use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the
intrinsic wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Its unique character should be
protected by those looking merely to explore, not for hunting or roaring through with dirt bikes, ATVs or snowmobiles.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies wilderness as our main priority.
4) I understand that alternatives APA may consider include not only an expanded wilderness boundary, but also the maintenance of
Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow according to wilderness guidelines. This would infer that
existing roads be treated as trails and dams be treated no differently than other existing dams in Wilderness Areas throughout the
Adirondack Park. If these areas are not accessible by cars, however, other popular High Peaks areas will continue to see the
increased burden of larger, unwieldy hiker populations. Such extreme “car bans” is, in my view, insensitive to those business
owners that have made significant investments and hard work to serve visitors to the area.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years; many of these have become fine additions to the
Adirondack Park. The Boreas Ponds tract differs owing to its sheer size. The northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks,
making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any eastern state. It represents exciting new wilderness
destinations for those of us who typically are looking for new day hike opportunities in or near the Adirondack High Peaks.
To continue to borrow from the form letter that served as the framework of this writing (and I apologize for that!): Wilderness is
not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing into a place
that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its beauty. In a world of artificiality, hikers seek
the natural world, the wilderness to which we all seek to return. It is imperative, I feel, that the APA do what it can to protect
wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, while cognizant of its role in balancing the aspirations of hikers interested in exploring
both this area and elsewhere in the High Peaks. Thanks.
Sincerely, Julie M. Moran, New Hartford, NY

Julie Moran
4 Golf Avenue, Second Floor
New Hartford, NY 13413

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Paulussen <juliepaulussen@aol.com>
Monday, December 05, 2016 5:53 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Paulussen
16 Sutherland Street
Pittsford , NY 14534

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Reinhart <julie@santora.us>
Monday, December 19, 2016 10:57 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Reinhart
812 Greenfield Ave
Pittsburgh , PA 15217

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Rose <Jrb21@geneseo.edu>
Tuesday, December 20, 2016 9:00 AM
ClassificationComments
Science and Economics say Boreas Ponds should be Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.
&bbsp;
Dear Kathy Regan:
Please seize this once in a lifetime opportunity to classify the Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile
buffer to the south as Wilderness. Both science and economics are demonstrating that these places must be
Wilderness in order to best protect the lands and waters from invasive species and motors.
The Wildlife Conservation Society produced a report analyzing the Boreas Ponds and the most sensitive tracts of
the land. The report showed these areas should be Wilderness to make surrounding areas more biologically rich
and diverse, and to enhance wildlife connections to adjoining wild lands. A report by Adirondack Research, LLC
demonstrated that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using the criteria provided by the Adirondack Park
State Land Master Plan, the Boreas Ponds, its surrounding lands, and the most sensitive parts of the tract should
be classified as Wilderness. Lastly, the Clarkson University School of Business produced a report analyzing the
economy of Wilderness areas. The results showed that there is a 25 percent local premium for private lands close
in proximity to Wilderness areas as compared to properties next to state lands that allow motorized recreation.
This report illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
I urge you to reject the four alternatives you have developed and use these studies to create a new alternative that
will classify Boreas Ponds, the Boreas River, and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. Anything less than
a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the ecological integrity of the Boreas Ponds and
jeopardize the positive economic impacts to host communities.
Sincerely,
Julie Rose
476 van Ostrand road
Groton, NY 13073
533 4048

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Sasaoka <sasaokaj@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 1:03 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Protected as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The Adirondack Park is a national treasure and every effort should be taken to protect it for future generations.
With the release of the draft plans for the state’s classification and management plan for the Boreas Ponds and
adjacent lands, the Adirondack Park is in danger. These are faux-Wilderness proposals that allow motorized uses
and fail to protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests in and around the Boreas Ponds.
These proposals need to be rejected in favor of alternatives that protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification will invite motorized recreation, invasive species and overcrowding.
A minimum of a one-mile buffer to the south of the ponds should be protected as Wilderness as well as the ponds
themselves and the watershed around it. South to Blue Ridge Road, the Boreas River must also be protected as
Wilderness. Lastly, motorized access should be limited to parking one mile or more from the ponds while an
accessible trail could be opened to the ponds to provide access for people with disabilities.
Classifying the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness will ensure protection for both water and wildlife and will continue to
encourage vibrant communities. This historic opportunity needs to be seized so that we can continue to ensure the
prosperity of the Adirondack Park.
Sincerely,
Julie Sasaoka
1082 tilley cir
concord, CA 94518
9256860427

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Sasaoka <sasaokaj@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 09, 2016 1:42 PM
ClassificationComments
Don't Diisregard Science ‐ Wilderness for Boreas Ponds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
I am writing to respectfully disagree with the Agency’s four alternatives for the classification of the Boreas Ponds
tract. The Park Agency has disregarded important scientific evidence when you made your proposals, all of
which include a road to the shore of Boreas Ponds.
A report on Boreas Ponds by the Wildlife Conservation Society shows that the Boreas Ponds and most sensitive
parts of the tract should be Wilderness. Such protection would make the surrounding areas more biologically
sustainable, rich and diverse, and protect the area from invasive species. Wildlife connections to adjoining
wildlands would also be enhanced by a roadless, non-motorized area.
A 2016 report by Adirondack Research, LLC demonstrates that when the Boreas Ponds tract is assessed using
the criteria in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, the most sensitive parts of the tract should be
classified as Wilderness. I urge that you follow the Master Plan and make decisions based on protection of the
land first and recreational opportunities second.
A December 2015 report by the Clarkson University School of Business shows people are willing to pay up to 25
percent more for lands close to Wilderness compared to property next to state lands that are open to motorized
recreation. This illustrates that Wilderness is good for the local economy and host communities.
These studies confirm that anything less than a motor-free Wilderness classification will compromise the
ecological integrity and wild character of the Boreas Ponds and undercut positive economic impacts to host
communities.
I urge you to reject your current alternatives and go further to protect this area by classifying the Boreas Ponds, the
Boreas River and a one-mile buffer to the south as Wilderness. We have a once in lifetime opportunity to protect
our Adirondack legacy. Let’s make sure we don’t regret the decision.
Thank you for your consideration.
Best,
Julie Sasaoka
1082 tilley cir
concord, CA 94518
9256860427

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Thompson <skigrl829@yahoo.com>
Sunday, December 11, 2016 10:52 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Thompson
806 Shore Pine Ct
Fort Collins , CO 80525

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Warn <julie.warn@yahoo.com>
Saturday, November 12, 2016 11:15 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Warn
Saint johnsville , NY 13452

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Williams <jp_williams94@yahoo.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 10:09 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Julie Williams
Boston, MA 02215

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Juliette Rutherford <Jrutherford@stlawu.edu>
Thursday, December 15, 2016 10:11 AM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: Jrutherford@stlawu.edu
realname: Juliette Rutherford
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 149 Pleasant St
city: Hermon
State: NY
zipcode: 13652
Comments: I support Alternative 1 for Boreas Ponds. This balanced approach would allow for a variety of
recreational uses, including bicycling around the ponds, while still protecting the environment. I believe that
Alternative 1 for the Boreas Ponds Tract would provide balanced and fair use of the Boreas Ponds Tract. The Wild
Forest classification best describes the land as it has existed for more than 100 years. The infrastructure created
during its commercial use would support a broad range of recreational opportunities. That same infrastructure is
contrary to the criteria that must be met to quality for a Wilderness classification. Wild Forest, according to the
Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan, is an area where the resources permit a somewhat higher degree of
human use than in wilderness, primitive or canoe areas, while retaining an essentially wild character. The Boreas
Ponds Tracts is not Wilderness as defined by the APA's guidelines. The criteria for a Wilderness designation
requires that the land should have a primeval character, without significant improvement, appears to have been
affected primarily by the forces of nature and where the imprint of man's work is unnoticeable. The Boreas Tract is
not that land. By the very early 1900's the Boreas Tract was already being used commercially. Man created more
than 50 miles of gravel roads, several bridges, dozens of culverts and at least three dams, to facilitate its
commercial use. Boreas Ponds is a man-made impoundment. Alternative 1 is the proper designation because it
is Wild Forest as described in the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan. Alternative 1 should be applied to the
Boreas Ponds Tract because it will provide the balance between the environment and economic development that
the Governor eluded to, and the access that Commissioner Martens said would be for everyone, not just the fit and
hardy. Classifying Boreas as both Wild Forest and Wilderness will provide that balance and allow everyone some
measure of access. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

June Fait <june.herb@gmail.com>
Friday, November 04, 2016 12:54 PM
ClassificationComments
No ATVs on New York State Public Land! Remove ATV Language from Budget!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
June Fait
136 Beach 117th Street
Apt 201
Rockaway Park, NY 11694
7186345463

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

June Fitzpatrick <jjgfitz27@charter.net>
Monday, November 14, 2016 3:07 PM
ClassificationComments
Save the Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

June Fitzpatrick
27 Pineywoods Dr
E Longmeadow, MA 01028

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

June Henry <Junehenry49@gmail.com>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 10:47 AM
ClassificationComments
New alternative for Boreas Ponds needed

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
I am writing to you today to express my deep concern with the four alternatives that you have set forth for the
Boreas Ponds land classification. None of the alternatives listed truly protect the area around the Boreas Ponds as
Wilderness. The watershed for these ponds needs to be protected with at least one mile of Wilderness to the
south.
Any other classification for the Boreas Ponds will ruin the fragile ecosystems and wildlife habitats in and around
the ponds. By allowing motorized vehicles down to the ponds, they will be opened up to issues that hurt both the
environment and the communities around it. This will invite invasive species and potentially destroy the resource by
overcrowding. The Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway must also be provided Wilderness protection.
Residents of the surrounding communities and visitors should be able to enjoy this unique Wilderness experience
with reasonable access. However, any parking lot that is built must be at least a mile away from the Boreas Ponds
in order for them to be protected. An accessible trail to the ponds for people with disabilities could easily be
provided.
If we don’t protect the Boreas Ponds with a Wilderness classification now, we will be giving up an opportunity to
protect this unique national treasure. I urge you to please protect our Adirondack Legacy for generations to come
and protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness.
Sincerely,
June Henry
7 Wesley Place
Voorheesville, NY 12186
5187650381

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

June Sanson <junesanson@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 6:28 PM
ClassificationComments
Protect the Boreas Ponds as Wilderness!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I am deeply concerned about the health of the Adirondacks, and the preservation of as much wilderness land as
possible.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives that the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the
Adirondack Park Agency (APA) have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a final
recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides Wilderness protection for the waters and shorelines of
the Boreas Ponds under the Adirondack Park State Land Master Plan.
The Boreas Ponds, its waters and shores must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to
be subject to the noise and pollution of motor boats and floatplanes, the spread of invasive species and the loss of
the opportunity for quiet canoeing and kayaking.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is a parking area more than a mile from
the ponds at LaBier Flow. DEC and APA would determine the appropriate size of the parking area and regulate it
by a permit system if judged appropriate and necessary. This parking location has been endorsed by the Nature
Conservancy, the most knowledgeable entity on the Boreas Ponds Tract.
I also endorse a Wilderness classification for the MacIntyre West and East tracts as well as the Casey Brook Tract
to ensure that these beautiful tracts are also added to the High Peaks Wilderness.
Sincerely,
June Sanson
49 N. Oakwood Ter
New Paltz, NY 12561

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

junehurst@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of June Hurst <junehurst@everyactioncustom.com>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:41 PM
ClassificationComments
Comments on Boreas Ponds Land Classification

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
June Hurst
215 E 95th St Apt 9H
New York, NY 10128-4080

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Catania <jmcatania@gmail.com>
Monday, December 19, 2016 1:20 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justin Catania
15 e main st #3
beacon , NY 12508

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Chardavoyne <jchar013@plattsburgh.edu>
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 11:14 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justin Chardavoyne
86 Broad Street Apt. 8
Glenmont, NY 12077

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Dressel <justin.dressel@gmail.com>
Saturday, November 19, 2016 6:27 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justin Dressel
Orange, CA 92866

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Farrell <jcfarrell10@msn.com>
Thursday, October 13, 2016 9:09 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds tract

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Hello members of the APA,
Just a friendly email to support a Wilderness classification of the entire Boreas Tract, but I also realize that that
may be an unacceptable balance between Forest Preservation & public recreation. Therefore I urge you to
consider keeping the current interim public parking as the permanent public parking area as an acceptable
comprise for all parties involved.
I was at Boreas Ponds this past weekend, and there were LOTS of visitors there, including our group which
carried & carted our canoes in the 3.4 miles for the weekend. This current interim parking area seems like an ideal
balance in distance to help keep the area from being overused, like many areas within the Adirondack Park that
allow motorized access. I respectfully request that a stronger Wilderness classification be considered than just a
single mile walk or less. Please let's not kill this area with overuse by allowing the public to drive any closer than
currently allowed.
Best Regards,
- Justin Farrell ...(Friend & contributor of the "Discover the Adirondacks" series of guidebooks by B. Ingersoll)

Sent from my iPhone

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Giffuni <JUSTIN@SAMEBER.COM>
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 3:48 PM
ClassificationComments
Please make Boreas Ponds Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Ms. Regan:
The draft proposals released for classifying and managing the Boreas Ponds tract of public land are unsuitable.
None of them promote true Wilderness protection for the ponds, wetlands, shorelines, and forests of the Boreas
Ponds and adjacent lands. I urge that these plans be rejected and replaced with the best option for our Adirondack
Park, a national treasure.
Please provide Wilderness protection for the Boreas River south to the Blue Ridge Highway. The Boreas Ponds,
the watershed around and above the ponds and a minimum one-mile buffer to the south must be protected as
Wilderness.
This includes only allowing motorized access to limited parking one mile or more from the ponds, and an
accessible trail to the ponds for people of all abilities to use. The current plans do not meet these standards and
would threaten some of the purest waters and wildest, rarest and most fragile wildlife habitat in the Park.
Anything less than a Wilderness classification for this land would invite destructive motorized recreation and
invasive species. The impact of the Boreas Ponds classification is historic in nature, and we must get it right to
preserve our Adirondack legacy for future generations. Please take this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to ensure
Boreas Ponds forever remain Wilderness.
That said, bicycles are NOT motorized vehicles and SHOULD be allowed in Wilderness areas.
Sincerely,

Justin Giffuni
20 Pine Street
Suite 1005
New York, NY 10005
2123171300

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Kernan <tiara310@gmail.com>
Wednesday, December 07, 2016 4:51 PM
gov.cuomo@chamber.state.ny.us; ClassificationComments
**Classify Boreas Ponds and Macintyre Tracts Wild Forest**

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

email: tiara310@gmail.com
realname: Justin Kernan
To: Gov. Cuomo and the APA
address: 189 County Route 7A
city: Copake
State: NY
zipcode: 12516
Comments: Please classify the Boreas Ponds property with a Wild Forest classification that will keep the existing
roads in place and allow for reasonable access for people of all ages and abilities, while putting in place commonsense controls to protect the environment. The Boreas Ponds property is beautiful, but can in no way, be
considered Wilderness. The ponds are man-made, the property has many roads and buildings, and the land has
been the site of significant human activity for more than a century. It is ideally suited for public recreation, including
bicycling on the road leading to and surrounding the ponds. New York State's acquisition of spectacular
recreational properties like the Boreas Ponds can attract more visitors to the Adirondacks and strengthen the
economies of small Adirondack towns - if those properties are reasonably accessible to people of all ages and
abilities. Public access builds appreciation for the Adirondack forest and Adirondack communities and attracts
new visitors to the region. Thank you.
Submit: Send It

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Kinney <justindkinney@gmail.com>
Sunday, December 18, 2016 8:27 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or unexpected emails.

Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justin Kinney
Fulton, NY 13069

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Lawliss <justinwalkerlawliss@gmail.com>
Monday, November 21, 2016 12:05 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justin Lawliss
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Persutti <acrossth3universe@hotmail.com>
Sunday, December 04, 2016 12:50 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justin Persutti
South Glens Falls, NY 12803
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justin Potter <jbpotter@gmail.com>
Tuesday, December 06, 2016 9:40 AM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Tract Classification
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Justin Potter
27-28 Thomson Avenue, 120
Long Island City, NY 11101
jbpotter@gmail.com
December 6, 2016
Kathleen D. Regan, Deputy Director, Planning
Adirondack Park Agency
Post Office Box 99
Ray Brook, NY 12977
classificationcomments@apa.ny.gov
Dear Ms. Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the classification of the Boreas Tract. I’m writing to suggest that the APA reject the
four classification alternatives proposed, and provide a designation for the Boreas Tract that provides an uncompromised
Wilderness buffer of at least one mile for the Boreas Ponds.
The Forest Preserve is rooted in the idealistic notion that nature has intrinsic value, and not every acre needs to be utilized for
quantifiable human benefit. The fact that previous generations had the foresight and idealism to create vast roadless areas from
regions temporarily altered by logging, mining and other human activities is something that all New Yorkers can be proud of. I hope
the Adirondack Park Agency will recognize the unique opportunity it has with the Boreas Tract and significantly expand one of the
largest roadless area in the state. The state is the only entity that has the capacity to create and maintain vast roadless areas, and it
should exercise that power. This is in keeping in Governor Cuomo’s track record of standing up for and taking action based on
New York’s highest ideals, which is something that as a New Yorker I’m quite proud of.
The broader context of recent state acquisitions and protection is relevant. Easements have emerged as a very effective way for
NYS to protect lands in a utilitarian manner, preventing development while allowing sustainable forest management and the roads
that come along with it. In the Finch Pruyn deal, 89,000 acres were protected in this way. Lyme Timber has made it a part of their
business strategy to sell conservation easements that typically allow public access whenever they purchase new lands for timber
production. I find this to be a great development and hope that NYS uses easements wherever possible going forward, and only
acquire lands for Forest Preserve where absolutely necessary. However, when lands are acquired for Forest Preserve, I strongly
feel that the opportunity should be taken for New York State to aggressively pursue its highest environmental ideals, and
significantly expand roadless areas wherever possible.
One of the main arguments against designating most of the tract Wilderness is that it contains an extensive gravel road network.
The argument goes that the roads have irreparably altered the area, and because these areas can withstand a great amount of use,
they should continue to be subjected to a great amount of use. However, anyone familiar with Adirondack history knows that
logging roads have been no obstacle to Wilderness designations, and seemingly permanent roads are quickly reclaimed by nature if
given the chance. The State Land Master Plan takes into account the ability of nature to restore itself, defining Wilderness as an
area “which is protected and managed so as to preserve, enhance and restore, where necessary, its natural conditions…”
At 36, I’m relatively young, but even I have been able to witness the ability of nature to reclaim hardened gravel roads that once
accommodated tractor trailers. The first picture attached is of me with my grandfather and great-uncle on the newly created Burn
Road that ran from Brandreth Park through Whitney Park in the late 1980s. After NYS acquired the Whitney tract in the late
1990s and designated it Wilderness, this road was closed to vehicular traffic. This closure allowed frost heaving to eventually
loosen the hardened roadbed, and for trees to take root. The second picture attached is of what the Burn Road looks like today. It
is hard to imagine that this major road had tractor trailers rolling down it just 20 years ago. To paraphrase commissioner Chad
Dawson’s comments at a recent APA meeting, and comments I made regarding the Essex Chain classification, classifications

should not be based on what is, but rather what could be if we give nature the opportunity to do its work.
Some argue that extensive motorized access would be most economically beneficial to the towns. However, there is no clear data
to back that up. Neither Long Lake, Tupper Lake nor Indian Lake has assured the prosperity of the associated towns. While in
the realm of conjecture, I’d argue that it seems that if the objective is to draw people and their wallets from great distances, you
need to offer something they can’t find closer to home. Easily accessible natural areas can be found throughout the region, but vast
roadless tracts are rare places. I would also add that while the economic interests of the local towns should be of great concern
and consideration, the particular preferences of some in the towns should not have grossly disproportionate influence over the
classification. The towns have a veto over the use of Environmental Protection Funds for Forest Preserve acquisitions, which in
and of itself seems sufficient. All New York tax payers are funding the purchase, and will be paying the carrying costs, and the
interests of citizens from NYC to Buffalo must not be brushed aside.
There is one aspect of motorized access that does seem like it would be a significant and unique draw, and that is long-distance
snowmobile routes. For this reason, I would not argue for the entire area to be classified as Wilderness, but to include a fair
percentage as Wild Forest, along which a snowmobile trail could be routed.
Another group arguing for extensive motorized access are sportsmen. However, sportsmen wanting motorized access are very well
served by the easement portion of the Finch Pruyn deal, which provides public access to areas under active forest management
such as Township 19 and Township 20. Not only do these areas have an extensive road network that has to be maintained for
logging, but game species such as deer, grouse and hares are typically much more abundant in actively managed forests.
There are many competing interests, and as was the case with the Essex Chain classification, it seems the APA is tempted to try to
satisfy them all to some extent with some creative classifications. However, this gerrymandering compromises the integrity of
classifications throughout the park. If the APA wants to allow for Wild Forest uses, it should use a Wild Forest classification, and
not use creative classifications, such as putting a road through Wilderness as proposed with Alternatives 3 and 4. Historically,
roads have been the demarcation between between Wilderness and Wild Forest, and that’s the way it should continue to be. The
integrity of classifications is more important than total Wilderness acreage.
Thank you again for the the opportunity to comment on the classification of the Boreas Ponds tract. Wilderness, Wild Forest, or
something in between, this acquisition is a landmark that all New Yorkers can be proud of. Thank you for your careful
consideration of the competing views on how best to manage it.
Sincerely,
Justin Potter

From:
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To:
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Justin Rosenberg <naja@yahoo.com>
Friday, December 30, 2016 4:51 PM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justin Rosenberg
Media, PA 19063
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Justin Tetlow <tetlowjm@gmail.com>
Thursday, December 22, 2016 8:56 AM
ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justin Tetlow
Fairport, NY 14450
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Justine Barbuto <jbarbuto87@gmail.com>
Thursday, October 27, 2016 5:23 PM
ClassificationComments
Boreas Ponds Must be Wilderness
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Dear Ms. Regan
Dear Kathy Regan:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed alternatives to classify the newly acquired Boreas
Ponds tract and other lands adjacent to the High Peaks Wilderness.
I cannot support any of the four alternatives you have proposed for the Boreas Ponds tract. I urge you to make a
final recommendation to Governor Andrew Cuomo that provides REAL Wilderness protection for the ponds.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected as Wilderness. Anything less will allow the ponds to be
subject to needless stress, wildlife habitat degradation and invasive species.
The only motorized use on the Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one
mile from the ponds. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River flowing out
of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway.
A Wilderness tract of this size doesn’t become available more than once in a lifetime. Please don’t fail to make
the best of this opportunity to enhance the Adirondack Park’s Wilderness legacy.
Sincerely,

Justine Barbuto
1547 E Kent Rd
Kent, NY 14477
7163414886
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ClassificationComments
Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justine Collins
Fredonia, CT 14063
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Classify all of the Boreas Ponds Tract as Wilderness
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justine Ferretti
Philadelphia , PA 19148
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Dear Kathy Regan,
Thank you for providing this opportunity to provide input on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) in
which 54,418 acres of Adirondack Forest Preserve are being considered for classification.
I am writing to address my specific concern with the four alternative proposals for the 20,758-acre Boreas Ponds Tract, which I
feel are inadequate for the following reasons:
1) The four existing alternatives presented by APA are unacceptable because all allow road access to Boreas Ponds, and none
satisfy the requirements of the State Land Master Plan to consider classifying the majority of the Boreas Ponds Tract as
Wilderness.
2) By allowing motor vehicle and snowmobile use of Gulf Brook Road, the agency will be actively eliminating one of the intrinsic
Wilderness values currently found at the Boreas Ponds Tract: its sense of remoteness. Motor vehicle use will also threaten the
protection of the natural resources on the tract, principally the large value 1 wetland that surrounds the ponds.
3) The State Land Master Plan clearly identifies Wilderness as our main priority, not the maintenance of dams, roads, and gravel
pits.
4) Therefore APA must consider additional alternatives that include not only an expanded Wilderness boundary, but also the
maintenance of Gulf Brook Road and the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow in accordance with Wilderness guidelines. This
means that the roads should be treated as trails, and the dams should be treated no differently than other existing dams in
Wilderness Areas throughout the Adirondack Park.
There have been many new state land purchases in the last twenty years, and many of these have become fine additions to the
Wilderness Areas of the Adirondack Park. But Boreas Ponds is different because of the sheer size of the tract, and the fact that it
is crossed by no public highways. Although it was once bisected by a powerline, that feature has long since been removed. The
northern boundary backs up to the High Peaks, making portions of this property as remote as anyplace in New York—or any
eastern state, for that matter. Think West Canada Lake. Think Cold River. That’s what Boreas Ponds could be!
However, the APA has presented the public four classification proposals for the Boreas Ponds Tract that range from bad to
unacceptable. All four do include some token amount of Wilderness, but none imagine the place as a wild landscape, solitary and
secluded.
The agency has demonstrated more concern for the dams at Boreas Ponds and LaBier Flow than it has for protecting a rare and
wild resource. These dams are being used as the pretext for retaining Gulf Brook Road all the way into the heart of the property—
not to mention the two interior gravel pits the state plans to use for maintaining the road. Here we have the largest, wildest,
remotest new acquisition we may ever see—a place that the State Land Master Plan would clearly define as Wilderness. And yet
our public officials are preoccupied with roads, gravel pits, and dams!
Wilderness is not just about scenery. It is about reconnecting with humanity’s primeval past, about parking your car and venturing
into a place that humbles us with its vast scale, inspires us to seek new challenges, awes us with its sensuous beauty. In a world of
artificiality, humans crave the genuine, the natural, because wilderness is where our species began. Many of us will always heed the
call to return.
Therefore it is imperative that APA does the most that it can to protect the wilderness values of the Boreas Ponds Tract, not the
least. Please create additional alternatives in the DSEIS that satisfy the public’s desire and need for more Wilderness!
Thank you for your attention to my comments.
Sincerely,

Justine Rabideau
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Justin Tobias
20 Colvin Dr
Garden City, NY 11530-1008
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Joseph M. Varon
244 Lindberg St
West Hempstead, NY 11552-2431
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Dear Deputy Director of Planning Kathleen Regan,
As a citizen concerned about the protection of birds and wildlife and the places they need to survive, I stand with
Audubon New York in asking for a Wilderness Classification to the Boreas Ponds tract and adjacent lands.
The alternatives offered by the Adirondack Park Agency fail to adequately protect the ponds, wetlands, shorelines,
and forests found within this pristine 20,500 acre parcel. As drafted, all four proposals allow for motorized use into
the heart of the Boreas Ponds tract, threatening the pure waters and rare habitats.
The Boreas Ponds and its watershed must be protected with a Wilderness Classification. A minimum one-mile
buffer of Wilderness areas around and above the Ponds is critically important to preserving the ecological integrity
of this pristine watershed, and preventing the potential soil degradation and spread of invasive species that
motorized access often lead to. In addition, Wilderness protection should be provided for the entire Boreas River
flowing out of Boreas Ponds south to the Blue Ridge Highway. Any classification less than Wilderness leading up
to these waterbodies would run counter to the State’s immense efforts to remove and prevent the spread of
invasive species in the Adirondacks.
As proposed, the current alternatives will invite motorized recreation, invasive species, and overcrowding by
visitors and traffic, sabotaging this opportunity for Wilderness protection, and degrading habitat which iconic
species like the Common Loon and Black-throated Blue Warbler rely so heavily on. The only motorized use on the
Boreas Ponds tract that should be allowed is to access a parking area at least one mile from the Ponds. This will
allow for increased recreational opportunities with a limited parking area and an accessible trail leading to the
Pond for people with disabilities.
This is a once-in-a-life-time opportunity to forever protect some of the purest waters and most fragile habitat in the
Park, for the benefit of people and wildlife, including bids. I stand with Audubon New York in asking APA to
produce another land-use alternative that truly protects the Boreas Ponds and preserves our Adirondack legacy.
Sincerely,
Julia Parr
3001 Henry Hudson Pkwy
Bronx, NY 10463-4717

